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Emergence

This is called emergence and dedicated to it...

  emergent intelligence, 
emergent experience, 

emergent relationship, 

emergent systems and institutions,
 emergent consciousness, 

emergent civilization
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 May this work bring forth an accelerated shift in perspective that moves us away from the 
assumptions that gave form to our current economic, political and social system and that 

moves us towards a view of the world that honors relationships and processes, that gives high 
regard to the future generations, that comprehends the complexity of our inter-relationship 

with the natural world, and that is fundamentally open to new learnings born of our personal 
experience. 

In essence, may this work accentuate the already present shift to a life sustaining civilization, 
or what is now being called the Great Turning. 

The world is in the midst of great change.  My calling in response to this seems is to be an 
invitation into that which each of us is capable of becoming.. into the realm of potentiality. 

Specifically I am investing my creative energy into learning about what it is that brings about 
the experience of our transformative process, especially transformation which illicits a deep 
connection with our knowing, our insight, our compassion, and to awareness of the multi-

dimensionality of our experience.  

In facilitating the process of awakening to where we are at, where we are headed, and what 
we, as a people are capable of creating, embodying, and seeing in this particular moment of 

our history, one of my favorite teachers (Joanna Macy) uses selected poems, many processes 
that originate from a diverse set of cultures and traditions, and a very intentional experiential 

learning environment.  

The poetry has been key in my understanding, and this book will contain the poems that she 
often uses in her work.  I am exploring putting her practices into my own words, using 
practices I have found elsewhere, putting the poetry into my own works, and creating 

workshop templates as a tangible expression of my desire to facilitate the emergence of a just, 
honoring and sustainable human presence on planet Earth. 

This book will be a reference guide for me to share this work, its poetic and philosophical 
foundations, the practices it draws from and the prophecy that grounds it.  It will be an 

organic guidebook, which we can expect to evolve over time based on research, 
experimentation, experiences presenting the work and feedback from my community.  

Please treat these words with an understanding that they are, in this moment, a guide to 
where this process has led me, and please consider this an invitation to make them your own. 
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THE SHAMBHALA PROPHECY

Coming to us across twelve centuries, the prophecy about the coming of the Shambhala 
warriors illustrates the challenges we face in the Great Turning and the strengths we can bring 
to it. Joanna learned it in 1980 from Tibetan friends in India, who were coming to believe that 
this ancient prophecy referred to this very planet-time. She often recounts it in workshops, for 
the signs it foretold are recognizable now, signs of great danger.
There are varying interpretations of this prophecy. Some portray the coming of the kingdom 
of Shambhala as an internal event, a metaphor for one's inner spiritual journey independent 
of the world around us. Others present it as an entirely external event that will unfold 
independent of what we may choose to do or what our participation may be in the healing of 
our world. A third version of the prophecy was given to Joanna by her friend and teacher Ven. 
Dugu Choegyal Rinpoche of the Tashi Jong community in northern India.
There comes a time when all life on Earth is in danger. Great barbarian powers have arisen. 
Although these powers spend their wealth in preparations to annihilate one another, they 
have much in common: weapons of unfathomable destructive power, and technologies that 
lay waste our world. In this era, when the future of sentient life hangs by the frailest of 
threads, the kingdom of Shambhala emerges.
      You cannot go there, for it is not a place; it is not a geopolitical entity. It exists in the hearts 
and minds of the Shambhala warriors—that is the term Choegyal used, "warriors." Nor can 
you recognize a Shambhala warrior when you see her or him, for they wear no uniforms or 
insignia, and they carry no banners. They have no barricades on which to climb to threaten 
the enemy, or behind which they can hide to rest or regroup. They do not even have any home 
turf. Always they must move on the terrain of the barbarians themselves.
Now the time comes when great courage—moral and physical courage—is required of the 
Shambhala warriors, for they must go into the very heart of the barbarian power, into the pits 
and pockets and citadels where the weapons are kept, to dismantle them. To dismantle 
weapons, in every sense of the word, they must go into the corridors of power where decisions 
are made.
The Shambhala warriors have the courage to do this because they know that these weapons 
are manomaya. They are "mind-made." Made by the human mind, they can be unmade by the 
human mind. The Shambhala warriors know that the dangers threatening life on Earth are 
not visited upon us by any extraterrestrial power, satanic deities, or preordained evil fate. 
They arise from our own decisions, our own lifestyles, and our own relationships.
So in this time, the Shambhala warriors go into training. When Choegyal said this, Joanna 
asked, "How do they train?" They train, he said, in the use of two weapons. "What weapons?" 
And he held up his hands in the way the Iamas hold the ritual objects of dorje and bell in the 
lama dance.
The weapons are compassion and insight. Both are necessary, he said. You have to have 
compassion because it gives you the juice, the power, the passion to move. It means not to be 
afraid of the pain of the world. Then you can open to it, step forward, act. But that weapon by 
itself is not enough. It can burn you out, so you need the other—you need insight into the 
radical interdependence of all phenomena. With that wisdom you know that it is not a battle 
between "good guys" and "bad guys," because the line between good and evil runs through the 
landscape of every human heart. With insight into our profound inter-relatedness—our deep 
ecology—you know that actions undertaken with pure intent have repercussions throughout 
the web of life, beyond what you can measure or discern. By itself, that insight may appear too 
cool, too conceptual, to sustain you and keep you moving, so you need the heat of compassion. 
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Together these two can sustain us as agents of wholesome change. They are gifts for us to 
claim now in the healing of our world.
These two weapons of the Shambhala warrior represent two essential aspects of the Work that 
Reconnects. One is the recognition and experience of our pain for the world. The other is the 
recognition and experience of our radical, empowering interconnectedness with all life.

(scriptural source: the Kalachakra Tantra, 8th century AD)

Independent Study Curricula Proposal 3.0
The purpose of this document is to outline a proposal for an independent study course. In 
honor of the work of Monica Sharma I will present this from a full spectrum lens.
In this context, a full spectrum lens can be defined in the following way: A lens (or 
perspective) which illustrates the intended outcome or effect on the levels of the internal 
personal, (the who), the measurable deliverables (the what), and the systemic change 
possible (the deep web perspective).
My intent in the creation of this document is that it come from that which is possible, rather 
then that which I would imagine is realistic based on past data and personal interpretation. In 
this way, I hope that it has reach beyond perceived limitations and constructed notions of “the 
realistic.” In other words, I hope to source that which you are about to read from the present 
moment, and through that, from the realm of pure possibility.
Let’s call this independent study proposal “Interdisciplinary Inquiry 2.0,” as it is the second 
version I have created.
The purpose of this work is to significantly increase the level of participation of individuals in 
the process of moving from a self consumptive civilization to a life sustaining civilization by 
delivering breakthrough projects in education.
The measurable results possible on this level include the following:
The creation and approval of a functional curricula on Deep Ecology and the Great Turning 
that is informed by systems thinking, ritual as embodied myth, Buddhist perspectives on 
“experiencing the suffering of the world”
The creation and approval of a functional curriculum on Interdisciplinary Coaching that is 
informed by an intense internal exploration. The internal exploration would draw from these 
domains:
 8+ widely accepted and respected methodologies for personal inquiry  research into the 
inter-relationship of these modalities
Both curriculums would draw from the following ways of teaching
 research into the underlying architecture of these modalities  reflections on personal 
experience (how these tools affected me through their use) group and relational intelligences 
as a foundational source of learning
 custom built and bridged experiential learning journeys that facilitate an exploration of the 
foundational principles and assumptions of each theme or topic (With the great turning it’s 
the assumptions of the Deep Web paradigm, with the Interdisciplinary Coaching is the 
assumptions of each modality that the practices are built upon.)
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A paper or small book illustrating the architecture of the transformative learning environment 
based on analysis and comparison of the underlying ways of sequencing and bridging 
experiential practices, bridging disciplines in those sequences, what forms of intelligence are 
available for learning, and the dynamics discovered in the process of doing this research. (end 
of quarter goal) This would include key distinctions noticed, which will support other 
facilitators in enhancing their curricula, it will be most relevant to teachers who rely simply on 
disseminating content as a learning environment, and it will eventually include entries from at 
least 12 teachers on the dynamics and architecture that fosters transformative learning (5 year 
goal)
On the systemic level, being clear on how these tools will forward the objective of fostering a 
significant increase in participation of individuals in the birth of a sustainable civilization is 
essential. This is where I will need to be the most intentional in my work and where I most 
need feedback. Here is my intent for these relationships:
Measurable/Deliverable: Interdisciplinary Coaching Curricula
My intent for the Interdisciplinary Coaching is to investigate tools and resources that develop 
the students’ capacity to be “unmessable with.” This is to say, they will cultivate the ability to 
affect positive change and influence themselves and others to draw from the realm of 
possibility in the face of nobody agreeing with them, in the face of no support. To this aim, 
students will explore and apply the inquiry methodologies outlined here:
 The Big Mind Process (Genpo Roshi; Zen/Gestalt; archetypal embodiment, non dual- 
awareness)
 The Sedona Method (Hale Dwoskin; western adaptation of Buddhist principles; awareness 
and release of attachment)
 The Work (Byron Katie; Inquiry Methodology, discernment of truth/reality)  Feeding your 
Demons (western adaptation of Tibetan Buddhist practice, archetypal
embodiment and role play, personification of inner “demons”)  Shadow Work Process 
(experiential sequence inspired by MKP, )  The work that reconnects (Joanna Macy; 
gratitude, despair, seeing with new eyes,
going forth)  Clearness Committee (Quaker Tradition, draws from group intelligence)  
Theta Healing (draws from the idea of witnessing the self undergoing transformation
from an expansive state)  Expressive Arts Therapy (bridging disciplines to deepen inquiry 
and draw from multiple
intelligences)
Class would be about 80% experiential and 20% group dialogue.
Measurable/Deliverable: Curricula for Deep Ecology and Great Turning Course
My intent for the Deep Ecology and Great Turning Class is that it would foster participation in 
the Great Turning through these learning objectives:
 Explore in depth the dynamics of the “Big Machine” paradigm and the shift to the “Deep 
Web” paradigm through experiential practices, poetry and systems perspectives
 Understand the sources of psychic numbing and the role that it plays in slowing the 
collective paradigm shift
 Understand and illustrate the mutually reinforcing aspects of the Great Turning  Explore 
“The work that reconnects” as a possible doorway to the dissolution of
Apatheia, (aka psychic numbing)  Explore the basic principles of the Deep Web paradigm 
through experiential learning
and both personal and group reflection This Curricula would be informed by
 Reflections on the 2+ years of research and teaching completed on this work  The curricula 
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used by Joanna Macy in the presentation of a class with similar intent at
Matthew Fox’s college (name missing).  Direct Mentorship with Joanna Macy  Research 
into the architecture of the transformative learning environment
Internal Personal Outcomes
The internal personal outcomes would be less measurable, as they relate to who I am, which I 
see as malleable and adaptable, rather then fixed and measurable. From a full spectrum 
approach to transformative leadership I am invited to recognize the necessity of alignment 
between the essential qualities or virtues that I hope to create in the world and the ways of 
being that I am choosing to embody in the world. This is exemplified in the Gandhi quote: 
“You must be the change you wish to see.” To this end I am called to clarify the essential 
objective of this work. Therefore I choose that this work be dedicated to the unfoldment of 
grace. That is the essential root of my desire through this work. So, we find through the full 
spectrum lens that this is a quality that I must embody in order to be successful. Therefore, 
my “ways of being” guideposts are dedicated to the embodiment of grace. They include:
 Seeing generosity as a source of sustainable energy from which the person who is generous 
is the ultimate benefactor.
 Utilizing inquiry as a method for cultivating my way of being  Applying all of my tools and 
methods to myself in preparation to teach and facilitate
them  Allowing my study, direction, inquiry and way of affecting systemic change to be
receptive on all levels; being receptive to synchronicity, being receptive to other
perspectives from people and peers, being receptive to emergent and relational intelligences, 
being receptive to my sense of calling, being receptive to all forms of my individual 
intelligence (emotional, cognitive, spiritual, archetypal, instinctual, paranormal, etc)
 Investigating the deepest intent that I hold for projects that I undertake, and seeing the 
places I put my attention as literal investments of creative energy.
 Actively working to reinvest my creative energy in ways that generate the maximum 
possible positive return
 Maintaining awareness of my purpose and intent in the systemic and global lens so that my 
desire for the well being of others provides a constant source of energy for consistent and 
intentional forward movement
Methodologies Primary methodologies that I intend to use include the following
 Personal internal process (drawing from select traditions outlined in another document)  
Research into the architecture of the transformative learning environment on the
individual and group levels  Application of the full spectrum approach to project 
development to various projects  Reflections on my learning experiences and journeys that 
emphasize learning born
from relational awareness. (for example, learning from feedback by a collegue before learning 
from internal interpretation and analysis)
RelationalIntelligence: based on the assumption that the relationships between people 
generate an intelligence that can be sourced in learning, relational intelligence is that source 
of learning. (Similar to the concept of emergence in systems thinking)
 Gathering feedback on “how to create a successful college curricula,” and on “basic 
assumptions and realizations” as they emerge
 Assessment of transformative learning experiences that emerge  Utilization of life 
experiences and emergent life circumstances as learning grounds for
inquiry and reflection
To wrap things up, I would like to know what the best use of my resources would be. JFK 
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based resources I intend to draw from include:
Inviting Mentorship and Guidance:
 Craig Chalquist (Craig is a mentor because he is at a mastery level with systems thinking 
and systems perspectives, which is a favorite lens of mine for understanding self, other and 
the calling of this time on the planet. I aspire to being at the level of mastery within systems 
thinking and systems understanding)
 Vernice Salomar (Vernice is a mentor because in my perspective she is an embodiment of 
the academic teacher rooted in intentionality and purpose. To me she seems to be excelling as 
a college professor while simultaneously drawing from her life experience to affect positive 
change in the world through the classroom.)
 Joanna Macy (Joanna Macy is a mentor because she teaches with total humility and holds 
space for the unfoldment of grace, which is my ultimate and most essential intent at present)
 The writing lab: This is a resource for editing my papers and reflections  Other resources 
needed:
 Insight into the easiest way to generate a study group  Guidance on creating a successful 
curricula that would be accepted here  Mentorship in moving into a teaching role  Potential 
partnership of another teacher in presenting this work
Conclusion
I hope that this outline adequately meets the objectives it was intended to. I set out to outline 
my independent study proposal from a full spectrum lens, to emphasize my intent behind that 
which was proposed, and to place all of the work in a global context. To the aim of making this 
engaging and readable, I worked to illustrate the inter-relationship between these parts. While 
this is a first draft, I hope it comes across as legible and understandable.
To the birth of a sustainable human presence on the planet Jonathan Haber B.A. Cmt 
925.784.1862

Future self Meditations

Are you there?

Yes. 

Wonderful... as a people we have created a world where a 1/3 of us live in poverty... where 
thousands starve to death daily... I get that I must embrace where we are at if I want to 
embody grace in my movement forward... but... I want to move forward with honor and 

respect... WE want to move forward with honor and respect, with dignity... The systems that 
we have created are large and growing... the corporations have taken over our government... 

how can I move forward NOW? How can WE move forward now? What are we called to do, to 
say, to express... to live?

Wonderful question child... there is much that you will learn in time... there is much you will 
remember. In this moment, notice who you are being... notice where you are placing your 

attention... notice what you are avoiding... notice what you are allowing in... 

These inquiries you offer are informed by your compassion... do you feel that? Your 
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compassion is a compass. Notice where it directs you... 

You fear not being enough, and yet, this is ridiculous in my eyes... you are not this person you 
think you are. That image you hold is not enough, that much is true. Who you are is so vast, so 

incomprehensible... that you cannot possibly grasp it with words... 

How to move forward? From here? How can all of you move forward?

Recognize that which shakes you to the bone... that which leaves you trembling

Recognize that edge you hold, beyond which there is no knowing, no understanding... no 
solidity...

Recognize the depth of that which you resist, that which you do not allow...

Open your mind, your heart, your soul, your instinct, your awareness... open all of this... right 
now... and ALLOW. 

Allow all of it in

Allow the intelligence of this Earth to inform you

Allow the intelligence of your TRUE, AUTHENTIC self to inform you

Allow the pain of those in starvation to inform you

Allow every level of who you are an open stream through which they can bolster that meager 
expression of your desire to serve into a raging river of compassion

Let the pain and fear into your heart until it breaks you wide open

Let that which held you as small to hold you now...

gently in hand... 

to open your tenderness

your fragility

into the cosmological supernova of your EXPRESSION

there is nothing that can hold you down in this moment 

if you choose to step into the fire

if you choose to unleash your potentiality
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if you choose to celebrate your worth

This wall of flame that lies before you

is your initiation

How can you move forward?

Make a choice.

Will you step through this wall now?

Will you sacrifice every notion of safety

of security

will you risk the reprimand of others

accusation of betrayal

and not betray your own soul?

In this moment, the whole of this Earth lies in your trembling hands

What do you choose?

Course Curricula Outline 3.0:

Systemic Change and the Work that Reconnects 
Explorations into Radical Interconnectivity & Social Transformation

inspired and informed by the work of Joanna Macy Ph.D. 

The most remarkable feature of this historical moment on Earth is not that we are
on the way to destroying the world-we've actually been on the way for quite a while. 

It is that we are beginning to wake up, as from a millennia-long sleep, 
to a whole new relationship to our world, to ourselves and each other.

Joanna Macy, Ph.D

Overview and Learning Objectives
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This course provides an in depth exploration of this particular moment in our worlds history. 
Specifically, we will be investigating the "Great Turning," the shift from the Industrial Growth 
Society to a sustainable human presence on the Earth.     Completing the course, students will 
be able to identify the mutually reinforcing dimensions of the Great Turning.  Students will be 
able to take Living Systems Theory, Deep Ecology and Engaged Buddhism each as a lens for 
understanding the social, political, ecological, and paradigmatic transformation that we, as a 
society, are immersed within.  Students will explore in depth what is known as the primary 
threat to the "Great Turning," Apatheia; the deadening of the mind and heart, also known as 
"psychic numbing".  Students will be able to illustrate the danger that Apatheia poses to the 
present paradigm shift, and will gain cognitive and spiritual resources for dispelling apatheia 
and initiating collaborative social action. 

Apatheia is the deadening of mind and heart, or psychic numbing.  
It represents the "greatest threat to the Great Turning" in the world today. 

Notes on the course structure
The experiential and intentional nature of this course offers students a potentially rare 
opportunity to explore with depth and breadth internally, while immersed in an environment 
of collaboration and camaraderie.  Students report experiences ranging from profound insight 
to playful motivation to take new action in their lives on behalf of the welfare of others 
through this work.  This work is designed for individuals who desire to make a positive impact 
in the world and will aid the Social Activist in at least 2 specific ways.  First, it will aid in 
dispelling "activist burnout".  Second, it will aid in sourcing motive for constructive social 
action which leans towards "accentuating the positive" rather then "building resistance". 
Examples of the latter include waging a "war on terror" and a "war on drugs".

Number of Meetings: 6
Length of each meeting: 4.0 - 5.0 hrs

An overview of the Architecture of the experiential learning environment we 
intend to employ

Key concepts are framed as perspectives, and are explored primarily through experience and 
group dialogue (experience based learning and relational intelligence as primary 
sources of learning)

Relational Intelligence can be defined, for our conversation, as learning born from or 
stemming from the relationship between phenomena.  The way that experiences or 
readings impact a student are examples of learning from relational intelligence.  

The Work that Reconnects works within a cycle, from Gratitude to "Honoring our Pain" to 
"Seeing with New Eyes" to "Going Forth"... and cycling back into Gratitude, with each 
revolution around the cycle bringing participants deeper into thier knowing and deeper 
into the intrinsic potentiality that each individual represents in the healing of our 
world. 

Gratitude Practices are intended to ground the work for deeper inquiry
"...we take some moments to evoke the love we share for life on Earth... this relaxes and 
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enlivens us, and serves as wholesome, generative ground for all that follows.  It also 
brings to surface our pain for the world, because knowing what we treasure triggers 
the knowing of how threatened it is..." Coming Back to Life, p82, Joanna Macy and 
Molly Young Brown

Honoring Our Pain practices are intended to "bring to awareness our deep inner 
responses to the suffering of our fellow beings  and the progressive destruction of the 
natural world, our larger body" so that we can investigate and potentially discover for 
ourselves, as Thich Nhat Hanh puts it, that "the pain and joy are one""

"Overcome any bitterness that may have come
because you were not up to the magnitude of the pain

that was entrusted to you.
Like the Mother of the world, 

who carries the pain of the world in her heart, 
each one of us is part of her heart, 

and therefore endowed
with a certain measure of cosmic pain. 

You are sharing in the totality of that pain. 
You are called upon to meet it in joy 

instead of self-pity." 
Sufi Saying (reference 23, in Coming Back to Life, p91)

Seeing with New Eyes practices are designed to clarify the degree of truth in the underlying 
assumptions that we use to filter and interpret our experiences as human beings. 
Through the inner explorations in the "Honoring Our Pain," portions of this work we 
will gain new perspectives on our guiding assumptions, and inquiry in the "Seeing with 
New Eyes" portion of our work will help us to clarify those assumptions, often leading 
to an expansive and more holistic sense of self, understanding of the interrelationship 
of all aspects of our experience, and often an expanded sense of our relationship with 
time. 

The Going Forth portion of our work provides a bridge between our investigations and the 
daily life that we will resume when we leave the trainings.  These practices are 
opportunities to explore embodiment of new ways of being, collaborative processes for 
working together towards common goals, and a redefining of our internal 
commitments and personal direction and orientation. 

The Deep Time practices provide a deepening of our relationship with time, and 
explorations into various notions of time, including time as linear, time as cyclical and 
the indigenous notion of "4th time".

Reflective Writings provide an opportunity to access relational intelligence and multiple 
perspectives on our personal reflections and experiences. 

Offering feedback on the reflective writings of others provides an opportunity to expand 
our personal understanding of the many ways of seeing ourselves and our process, and 
receiving feedback from others on our personal process provides us an opportunity 
to identify personal assumptions and to see our personal process from multiple angles. 
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Required Reading

Coming Back To Life, Joanna Macy, 1998

Ch 1 - To choose life
• the choice for a sustainable world
• the great turning

Ch 2 - The Greatest Danger: Apatheia, the deadening of mind and heart
• pain for the world
• psychological sources of repression
• socioeconomic sources of repression
• concequences of repression
• breaking free

Ch 3  - The Basic Miracle: our true nature and power
• Living Systems Theory
• Deep Ecology
• Ancient Teachings
• The Nature of our Power

Ch 4 - The Work that Reconnects
• The Goals of the Work 
• Theoretical Foundations
• The Shambhala Prophecy

Ch 6 - 12 (Introductions only)
Appendix A - Cheif Seattles Message

Day by Day Breakdown
Learning Objectives, intent, learning objectives, the architecture of the learning environment, 
and outlines of the experiences and course of study. 

In order to understand the words and outline below, it is important to know that types of 
practices are designated by a word representing its type.  Gratitude, and Seeing with New Eyes 
are examples of this.  Also, please know that entire experiential practices provided by Joanna 
Macy and outlined in her book "Coming Back to Life" are referred to simply by thier title. 

Day 1 - 

Theme: Systemic Change and the Work that Reconnects

Learning objectives; 
• Understand the Great Turning as a Systemic Revolution, 
• Understand its dimensions and how they relate to eachother
• Understand the relationship between the Work that Reconnects and it
• Understand the dimensions of the work that reconnects, its architecture and its 

intent
• Clarify the points of investigation and inquiry
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⁃ Including the defining assumptions of the Big Machine Paradigm/Industrial 
Growth Paradigm

⁃ Including the assumptions of the Work that Reconnects

Introduction to the course, what to expect, review syllabus - 30m
The Great Turning - presentation - (70 minutes total)
the absolute miracle of life right now (10m)
the ecological crisis (diversity and life sustaining capacities of the Earth in exponential 

decline) - (10m)
as a crisis of consciousness
as a crisis of awareness
exponential growth in the consumptions of the Earths resources and the Industrial Growth 

Civilization
The Ind Gr. Civ. and its compass for measuring success
from the industrial growth civilization to a life sustaining civilization (20m)
dimensions of the shift (10m)
poem "the great turning" (10m)
the work that reconnects and shifts in consciousness (10m)

Methodologies
• prophecy, poetry, presentation, experiential work

Intended source of learning
• personal experience and relational intelligence

prophecies; the shambhala prophecy (10m)
poem; unconditional - Jennifer Welwood (10m)
Gratitude; large group sharing - (30m)
Gratitude; open sentances - dyad (60m)
Poem; Prayer for the great turning (10m)
Honoring our pain for the world; The Milling (20m)
Seeing with new Eyes; Who are you? (10m each - 25m total)
Going Forth; Circle of blessings  (30m)

Day 2

Theme: Despair Work

Learning Objectives: 
See the self  and the process of social change-making from a systemic lens
Understand the relationship between allowing despair and empowerment
Understand the relationship between despair and joy, and how they relate to burnout and the 

experience of vitality and vibrant aliveness in social change work

Opening
Presentation - (introducing the truth mandala)
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Invocation; Invoking the beings of the 3 times
Poem - Work Song - Wendell Berry
Meditation - breathing through
Gratitude - group introductions 
Poem  - "The Great Turning" (10m)
Poem - "I take to myself" (10m)
Honoring our Pain - Truth Mandala  (90m)
Seeing with New Eyes - Who are you?  (20m each)
Going Forth - Circle of Blessings (30m)

Day 3

Theme: Deep Time

Learning objectives
• Learn multiple ways of understanding time
• Explore the notion of "4th time"
• Explore accessibility of internal wisdom and insight
• Clarify intentionality in relation to this moment in history

Presentation - 4th time
Meditation - meditation on death - 20m
Stretching/Yoga - 10m
Gratitude - group sharing - movement based - 15m
Deep Time; the double circle - 90m
Deep Time; harvesting the gifts of the ancestors - 90m
Seeing with New Eyes - dyad - what is your deepest intent in being alive right now? 20m
Going Forth - dyad, then group discussion "how I can use what I learned in my life is..."
group discussion on deep time... ways I can see time are...

Day 4

Theme: Seeing with New Eyes: Council of All Beings

Learning Objectives
See the presence of humanity on the Earth from multiple perspectives, including that of 

wildlife and "inanimate objects"
See and understand the current state of ecological degradation from a Living Systems Lens
Learn resources for the development of compassion and insight

Presentation
Poem; Two threnodies and a psalm
Meditation - meditation on loving kindness
Poem; I take to myself
Game; The systems game

• Intent: Illustrate the systems lens experientially
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Gratitude; group sharing "something that you experienced today that made you glad to be 
alive"
Council of all beings; Reporting to Chief seattle
Council of all beings; The council of all beings
Honoring our Pain; open sentances, movement
Seeing with New Eyes; who are you
Going Forth; 

Day 5

Theme: Seeing with New Eyes; Clearness Committee

Assumptions to be investigated:
we have access to internal wisdom we can support eachother in accessing it by offering 

our attention and by refraining from giving advice
through inquiry into a specific point we can access states of clarity and spontaneous inner 

conflict resolution
contemplative or meditative states can accellerate this process

Presentation
What is the Clearness Committee and how do we engage in it? (presentation OR students read 

from the handouts)
What is the relevance of this work to the Great Turning? group discussion (15m)

Handouts; 
• Clearness Committee from JoannaMacy.net

Experiential Work Overview
Meditation - the great ball of merit\
Gratitude - group introductions, "what brings you joy to be experiencing in this moment?"
Seeing with New Eyes; Clearness Committee
Seeing with New Eyes - The Clearness Committee - 90m
Going Forth

Day 6

Theme: Going Forth
Methodologies; Expressive Arts Therapy, The Work that Reconnects

Starting practices; Opening
• group sharing; gratitude "what about sharing this moment on planet earth with 

these others brings you joy?"

Open sentances; Movement based (can also be done in dyad)
This is an adaptation of the original open sentances practice, with a culmination in the inquiry 

"Who are you most deeply called to be in the world?"... "who are you being in the world 
right now?"...  "as you see this gap, how do you feel called to respond?"
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This final question instigates a movement practice where the students will be guided to follow 
thier inquiry through several influences... Decide if the open sentances below are in 
service to your global intent for the training...  if not, adapt them. 

the open sentances questions:
• In being alive in this time, what I think is happening to the environment is...
• In this moment in time, how this impacts me is...
• As I allow the awareness of the impact this has on the future generations to come, I 

feel...
• Ways that I hide from these feelings are...
• Ways that I could use these feelings are...
• As I look at my life, I feel most deeply called to be...
• As I look at my daily life, I see myself being...
• As I see this gap, I feel called to...

This practice then follows with a journey of sequenced experiential practices 
illustrated by this flow chart:

Opening --> Open Sentances --> Milling --> enacted myth movement journey --> Mandala 
Creation  --> 9 word process --> 3 word process --> open source writing --> group sharing --> 
circle of blessings

This practice is intended to facilitate clear seeing, compassion for the world and other beings, 
appreciation for the miracles unfolding as context for deeper seeing and deeper knowing, 
insight into the relationship between ones calling and ones way of being, and the conscious, 
symbolic journey of navigating the terrain that gap represents and the possibility of bridging 
it.   This practice is intended for individuals who have already done a good deal of training 
within the Work that Reconnects, and will provide a potent, embodied integration of that 
work.  The current form of this practice is intended for individuals who are called to make a 
positive impact in thier world and who want to understand and embody ways of being and 
states of mind that are, 

a) conducive to continuity in thier service work, and 
b) capable of preventing burnout (while simultaneously provide access to sustainable forms of 
internal energy)

Each dimension of the WTR is embedded within this one sequenced practice: Gratitude, 
Honoring our Pain, Seeing with New Eyes, Going Forth

Homework;

Reflective writing Assignment
After each class students are required to write a paper illustrating thier personal experience 

with the coursework and reading.  Students are encouraged to place emphasis on the 
sources of relational intelligence available; how the reading impacts them, how the 
practices impacted them, how the group experience seemed to express characteristics 
of living systems, adaptation, evolution, a tendency towards homeostasis, etc. 
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Before coming to the following class, students are asked to post thier reflective writings on the 
class forum and to respond to the writings of other students.  Comments are to be brief 
but intentional.  With this complete, students will come to class having shared a 
personal experience with 8 other students, having commented on the perspectives and 
experiences of 8 others, and having recieved 8 other perspectives on thier personal 
experience. 

About the Teachers
As of this moment, Jonathan Haber B.A. will be leading the course, with a potential 
partnership from within the School of Holistic Studies.  Jonathan Haber attained his B.A. at 
CIIS.  His study was largely influenced by the work of Rick Tarnas, Stan Grof, Joanna 
Macy.  Jonathan is passionate about the architecture of the learning environment, 
especially in its capacity to draw from multiple forms of intelligence, to illicit awareness 
through holistic perspectives, and in its capacity to deepen the learning process through the 
bridging of disciplines.  Jonathan has invested 2 years of his academic life into researching 
the work of Joanna Macy, crafting workshop curricula, bridging her teachings with 
expressive arts therapy and presenting The Work That Reconnects to his immediate 
community in Sebastopol Ca.  

Deep Ecology Curricula Deep Ecology Curricula 
Systemic Change and the Work that ReconnectsSystemic Change and the Work that Reconnects
Facilitation guide 3.0Facilitation guide 3.0

key terms/phraseskey terms/phrases
paradigm: paradigm: 
a framework of reality shared by a community and affirmed through communal behaviour. a framework of reality shared by a community and affirmed through communal behaviour. 
paradigm of consciousness: paradigm of consciousness: 
a system of conscious and unconscious beliefs about the nature of consciousness and how ita system of conscious and unconscious beliefs about the nature of consciousness and how it  

relates to self, other, and world. relates to self, other, and world. 
great turninggreat turning
The "Great Turning" is the shift from the Industrial Growth Society to a Life SustainingThe "Great Turning" is the shift from the Industrial Growth Society to a Life Sustaining  

CivilizationCivilization
modernism - modern character or quality of thought, expression, or techniquemodernism - modern character or quality of thought, expression, or technique
ModernismModernism, in its broadest definition, is modern thought, character, or practice. More, in its broadest definition, is modern thought, character, or practice. More  

specifically, the term describes both a set of cultural tendencies and an array ofspecifically, the term describes both a set of cultural tendencies and an array of   
associated associated cultural movementscultural movements, originally arising from wide-scale and far-, originally arising from wide-scale and far-
reaching changes to reaching changes to Western societyWestern society in the late nineteenth and early twentieth in the late nineteenth and early twentieth  
centuries. The term encompasses the activities and output of those who felt thecenturies. The term encompasses the activities and output of those who felt the  
"traditional" forms of art, architecture, literature, religious faith, social"traditional" forms of art, architecture, literature, religious faith, social   
organization and daily life were becoming outdated in the new economic, socialorganization and daily life were becoming outdated in the new economic, social   
and political conditions of an emerging fully industrialized world.and political conditions of an emerging fully industrialized world.

post modernismpost modernism

x-dictionary:r:'Cultural_movement?lang=en'
x-dictionary:r:'Western_culture?lang=en'
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big machinebig machine
deep webdeep web
gaian structuresgaian structures
"Analysis of structural causes [of ecological decline] and creation of alternative institutions""Analysis of structural causes [of ecological decline] and creation of alternative institutions"   

p19p19
shifts in consciousnessshifts in consciousness
"Shifts in perceptions of reality, both cognitively and spiritually""Shifts in perceptions of reality, both cognitively and spiritually"
"[new] institutions cannot take root and survive without deeply ingrained values to sustain"[new] institutions cannot take root and survive without deeply ingrained values to sustain  

them" p21them" p21
holding actionsholding actions
"...the most visible dimension of the Great Turning.  They include all the political, legislative,"...the most visible dimension of the Great Turning.  They include all the political, legislative,   

and legal work required to slow down the destruction [of the life supportingand legal work required to slow down the destruction [of the life supporting  
characteristics of the natural world], as well as direct actions - blockades,characteristics of the natural world], as well as direct actions - blockades,   
boycotts, civil disobedience, and other forms of refusal. p17boycotts, civil disobedience, and other forms of refusal. p17

deep ecologydeep ecology
council of all beingscouncil of all beings
radical interdependenceradical interdependence
mutual arisingmutual arising
Living Systems TheoryLiving Systems Theory
InIn  systems sciencesystems science, systems theory is an , systems theory is an interdisciplinaryinterdisciplinary theory about the nature of  theory about the nature of complexcomplex  

systemssystems in  in naturenature, , societysociety, and , and sciencescience, and is a framework by which one can, and is a framework by which one can  
investigate and/or describe any group of objects that work together to produceinvestigate and/or describe any group of objects that work together to produce  
some result. Wikipedia.some result. Wikipedia.

"they began to look at wholes instead of parts, at processes instead of substances.  They"they began to look at wholes instead of parts, at processes instead of substances.  They  
discovered... dynamically organized and intricately balanced "systems,"discovered... dynamically organized and intricately balanced "systems,"   
interdependent in every movement, every function, every exchange of energyinterdependent in every movement, every function, every exchange of energy  
and information." p40 and information." p40 

feedbackfeedback
adaptabilityadaptability
runaway systemrunaway system
bureaucratizationbureaucratization
apatheiaapatheia
ritual; enacted mythritual; enacted myth

Illustrate the relationships between these key concepts with quotes and metaphorIllustrate the relationships between these key concepts with quotes and metaphor
Identify poems that help make these relationships coherent, cohesive, and clearIdentify poems that help make these relationships coherent, cohesive, and clear

how may sessions to the class? 6how may sessions to the class? 6
length of each session? 5hrslength of each session? 5hrs
learning objectives?learning objectives?
explore in depth the basic assumptions of the (modern/big machine/industrial growth)explore in depth the basic assumptions of the (modern/big machine/industrial growth)  

paradigms and the (post-modern/sustainable civilization) paradigmsparadigms and the (post-modern/sustainable civilization) paradigms
explore the characteristics of eachexplore the characteristics of each
explore the assumptions of eachexplore the assumptions of each
understand the dimensions of the great turning, and use these as a lens to see the scope andunderstand the dimensions of the great turning, and use these as a lens to see the scope and  

depth of the current revolution in consciousnessdepth of the current revolution in consciousness

x-dictionary:r:'Science?lang=en'
x-dictionary:r:'Society?lang=en'
x-dictionary:r:'Nature?lang=en'
x-dictionary:r:'Complex_system?lang=en'
x-dictionary:r:'Complex_system?lang=en'
x-dictionary:r:'Interdisciplinary?lang=en'
x-dictionary:r:'Systems_science?lang=en'
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understand apatheia and its role in slowing the great turningunderstand apatheia and its role in slowing the great turning
understand the role of the work that reconnects in dispelling apatheiaunderstand the role of the work that reconnects in dispelling apatheia
learn practices to "clarify the mind, strengthen the heart, learn practices to "clarify the mind, strengthen the heart, 
experiential exercises?experiential exercises?
intent for each?intent for each?
inquiries:inquiries:
what are the basic assumptions of the industrial growth paradigm?what are the basic assumptions of the industrial growth paradigm?
"that we are seperate, independent beings, whos happiness must often be secured at the"that we are seperate, independent beings, whos happiness must often be secured at the  

expense of others" p113expense of others" p113
where do the terms modern/post modern come from?where do the terms modern/post modern come from?
where do the terms big machine/deep web come from?where do the terms big machine/deep web come from?
how are they defined?how are they defined?
what are their characteristics?what are their characteristics?
how do they relate with joanna macy's notion of the great turning?how do they relate with joanna macy's notion of the great turning?
with the notion of the industrial growth society?with the notion of the industrial growth society?
with the notion of a shift to a sustainable civilization?with the notion of a shift to a sustainable civilization?

Architecture of the experiential learning environmentArchitecture of the experiential learning environment
All key concepts are illustrated as perspectives to be explored through experience and groupAll key concepts are illustrated as perspectives to be explored through experience and group  

dialogue (experience based learning and relational intelligence as primary sources ofdialogue (experience based learning and relational intelligence as primary sources of  
learning)learning)

The Work that Reconnects works within a cycle, from Gratitude to "Honoring our Pain" toThe Work that Reconnects works within a cycle, from Gratitude to "Honoring our Pain" to   
"Seeing with New Eyes" to "Going Forth"... and cycling back into Gratitude, with each"Seeing with New Eyes" to "Going Forth"... and cycling back into Gratitude, with each   
revolution around the cycle bringing participants deeper into thier knowing and deeperrevolution around the cycle bringing participants deeper into thier knowing and deeper  
into the intrinsic potentiality that each individual represents in the healing of ourinto the intrinsic potentiality that each individual represents in the healing of our  
world. world. 

Gratitude Practices are intended to ground the work for deeper inquiryGratitude Practices are intended to ground the work for deeper inquiry
"...we take some moments to evoke the love we share for life on Earth... this relaxes and"...we take some moments to evoke the love we share for life on Earth... this relaxes and  

enlivens us, and serves as wholesome, generative ground for all that follows.  It alsoenlivens us, and serves as wholesome, generative ground for all that follows.  It also  
brings to surface our pain for the world, because knowing what we treasure triggers thebrings to surface our pain for the world, because knowing what we treasure triggers the   
knowing of how threatened it is..." Coming Back to Life, p82, Joanna Macy and Mollyknowing of how threatened it is..." Coming Back to Life, p82, Joanna Macy and Molly  
Young BrownYoung Brown

Honoring Our Pain practices are intended to "bring to awareness our deep inner responses toHonoring Our Pain practices are intended to "bring to awareness our deep inner responses to  
the suffering of our fellow beings  and the progressive destruction of the natural world,the suffering of our fellow beings  and the progressive destruction of the natural world,  
our larger body... then we discover, as Thich Nhat Hanh puts it, that "the pain and joyour larger body... then we discover, as Thich Nhat Hanh puts it, that "the pain and joy  
are one""are one""

"Overcome any bitterness that may have come"Overcome any bitterness that may have come
because you were not up to the magnitude of the painbecause you were not up to the magnitude of the pain

that was entrusted to you.that was entrusted to you.
Like the Mother of the world, Like the Mother of the world, 

who carries the pain of the world in her heart, who carries the pain of the world in her heart, 
each one of us is part of her heart, each one of us is part of her heart, 

and therefore endowedand therefore endowed
with a certain measure of cosmic pain. with a certain measure of cosmic pain. 

You are sharing in the totality of that pain. You are sharing in the totality of that pain. 
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You are called upon to meet it in joy You are called upon to meet it in joy 
instead of self-pity." instead of self-pity." 

Sufi Saying (reference 23, in Coming Back to Life, p91)Sufi Saying (reference 23, in Coming Back to Life, p91)

Seeing with New Eyes practices are designed to clarify the degree of truth in the underlyingSeeing with New Eyes practices are designed to clarify the degree of truth in the underlying  
assumptions that we use to filter and interpret our experiences as human beings.assumptions that we use to filter and interpret our experiences as human beings.  
Through the inner explorations in the "Honoring Our Pain," portions of this work weThrough the inner explorations in the "Honoring Our Pain," portions of this work we  
will gain new perspectives on our guiding assumptions, and inquiry in the "Seeing withwill gain new perspectives on our guiding assumptions, and inquiry in the "Seeing with  
New Eyes" portion of our work will help us to clarify those assumptions, often leadingNew Eyes" portion of our work will help us to clarify those assumptions, often leading  
to an expansive and more holistic sense of self, understanding of the interrelationshipto an expansive and more holistic sense of self, understanding of the interrelationship  
of all aspects of our experience, and often an expanded sense of our relationship withof all aspects of our experience, and often an expanded sense of our relationship with  
time. time. 

The Going Forth portion of our work provides a bridge between our investigations and theThe Going Forth portion of our work provides a bridge between our investigations and the  
daily life that we will resume when we leave the trainings.  These practices aredaily life that we will resume when we leave the trainings.  These practices are   
opportunities to explore embodiment of new ways of being, collaborative processes foropportunities to explore embodiment of new ways of being, collaborative processes for  
working together towards common goals, and a redefining of our internalworking together towards common goals, and a redefining of our internal  
commitments and personal direction and orientation. commitments and personal direction and orientation. 

The Deep Time practices provide a deepening of our relationship with time, and explorationsThe Deep Time practices provide a deepening of our relationship with time, and explorations  
into various notions of time, including time as linear, time as cyclical and theinto various notions of time, including time as linear, time as cyclical and the  
indigenous notion of "4th time".indigenous notion of "4th time".

Reflective Writings provide an opportunity to access relational intelligence and multipleReflective Writings provide an opportunity to access relational intelligence and multiple  
perspectives on our personal reflections and experiences. perspectives on our personal reflections and experiences. 

Offering feedback on the reflective writings of others provides an opportunity to expand ourOffering feedback on the reflective writings of others provides an opportunity to expand our  
personal understanding of the many ways of seeing ourselves and our process, andpersonal understanding of the many ways of seeing ourselves and our process, and  
receiving feedback from others on our personal process provides us an opportunity toreceiving feedback from others on our personal process provides us an opportunity to  
identify personal assumptions and to see our personal process from multiple angles. identify personal assumptions and to see our personal process from multiple angles. 

Open SentencesOpen Sentences

Open sentences provide an opportunity to explore similar threads of thought and experienceOpen sentences provide an opportunity to explore similar threads of thought and experience  
within a group.  They are traditionally done in dyad, with sustained eye contact, onewithin a group.  They are traditionally done in dyad, with sustained eye contact, one  
person receiving and one person speaking.  We help the listeners listen deeply byperson receiving and one person speaking.  We help the listeners listen deeply by  
sharing something along the lines of this...sharing something along the lines of this...

"As a listener, you are invited to release your personal thought process and allow yourself to"As a listener, you are invited to release your personal thought process and allow yourself to  
become fully receptive to the experience of the person speaking.  Imagine yourself asbecome fully receptive to the experience of the person speaking.  Imagine yourself as  
completely empty, allow this time to be fully dedicated to the speaker, and allow yourcompletely empty, allow this time to be fully dedicated to the speaker, and allow your  
attention to be a gift through which you show this person that they are seen"attention to be a gift through which you show this person that they are seen"

Open Sentences can be completed in various ways, which is true for many of the practices.Open Sentences can be completed in various ways, which is true for many of the practices.  
Participants can respond with a body movement, with a sound, or with words.Participants can respond with a body movement, with a sound, or with words.  
Typically the facilitator would know in advance what format the practice would take.. ifTypically the facilitator would know in advance what format the practice would take.. if   
the participants have been sitting for a while, the group would be invited into embodiedthe participants have been sitting for a while, the group would be invited into embodied  
movement to bring the energy of the group up, for example. movement to bring the energy of the group up, for example. 
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Day by Day Breakdown of learning, intent, learning objectives, the architecture of the learningDay by Day Breakdown of learning, intent, learning objectives, the architecture of the learning   
environment, and outlines of the experiences and course of study. environment, and outlines of the experiences and course of study. 

Day 1 - Day 1 - 

Introduction to the course, what to expect, review syllabus - 30mIntroduction to the course, what to expect, review syllabus - 30m

The Great Turning - presentation - (70 minutes total)The Great Turning - presentation - (70 minutes total)
(all presentations done like a news reporter... outlining perspectives rather then defining(all presentations done like a news reporter... outlining perspectives rather then defining  
truth)truth)
the absolute miracle of life right now (10m)the absolute miracle of life right now (10m)
Imagine that you are alive 100 years ago...  feel that in your body... let it in.  From thatImagine that you are alive 100 years ago...  feel that in your body... let it in.  From that  

perspective... consider what you can imagine would be possible in 2009... andperspective... consider what you can imagine would be possible in 2009... and  
now, with that same perspective, see what is actually possible... see our ability tonow, with that same perspective, see what is actually possible... see our ability to   
travel out of our solar system, to communicate accross the world in less thentravel out of our solar system, to communicate accross the world in less then  
seconds... to manipulate the very genetic makeup of nature withseconds... to manipulate the very genetic makeup of nature with  
supercomputers...  supercomputers...  

if we looked at our current daily life from 100 years ago, we would not have been able toif we looked at our current daily life from 100 years ago, we would not have been able to  
believe what we are capable of doing today... flying across the world in hours,believe what we are capable of doing today... flying across the world in hours,   
seeing deeply into space, building robotic limbs to keep people injured mobile,seeing deeply into space, building robotic limbs to keep people injured mobile,  
analyzing virii through thier genetic code and tracking thier evolution withanalyzing virii through thier genetic code and tracking thier evolution with  
massive networked computers...massive networked computers...

the ecological crisis (diversity and life sustaining capacities of the Earth in exponentialthe ecological crisis (diversity and life sustaining capacities of the Earth in exponential   
decline) - (10m)decline) - (10m)

as a crisis of consciousnessas a crisis of consciousness
what does it look like to see the ecological crisis as a crisis of consciousness?what does it look like to see the ecological crisis as a crisis of consciousness?
what is a crisis of consciousness to us?what is a crisis of consciousness to us?
as a crisis of awarenessas a crisis of awareness
what does it look like to see the ecological crisis as a crisis of awareness?what does it look like to see the ecological crisis as a crisis of awareness?
what is a crisis of awareness to each of us?what is a crisis of awareness to each of us?
exponential growth in the consumptions of the Earths resources and the Industrial Growthexponential growth in the consumptions of the Earths resources and the Industrial Growth  

CivilizationCivilization
The Ind Gr. Civ. and its compass for measuring successThe Ind Gr. Civ. and its compass for measuring success
how does our current industrial society measure success?  how does our current industrial society measure success?  
How does it measure progress?  How does it measure progress?  
What does that mean for the possibility of sustainable relating to the planet?What does that mean for the possibility of sustainable relating to the planet?
from the industrial growth civilization to a life sustaining civilization (20m)from the industrial growth civilization to a life sustaining civilization (20m)
"The most remarkable feature of this historical moment on Earth is not that we are on the way"The most remarkable feature of this historical moment on Earth is not that we are on the way  

to destroying the world-we've actually been on the way for quite a while. It isto destroying the world-we've actually been on the way for quite a while. It is   
that we are beginning to wake up, as from a millennia-long sleep, to a whole newthat we are beginning to wake up, as from a millennia-long sleep, to a whole new  
relationship to our world, to ourselves and each other." Joanna Macy, from herrelationship to our world, to ourselves and each other." Joanna Macy, from her  
site, Joannamacy.netsite, Joannamacy.net

poem "the great turning" (10m)poem "the great turning" (10m)
dimensions of the shift (10m)dimensions of the shift (10m)
If we are in the midst of the great turning... how can we see it?  If we are in the midst of the great turning... how can we see it?  
What are its dimensions?What are its dimensions?
How do they relate to each other?How do they relate to each other?
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the work that reconnects and shifts in consciousness (10m)the work that reconnects and shifts in consciousness (10m)
How does the WTR affect consciousness?How does the WTR affect consciousness?
What is its architecture and what is the intent of the work?What is its architecture and what is the intent of the work?
How does inquiry affect consciousness?How does inquiry affect consciousness?
How does embodied spiritual inquiry affect consciousness?How does embodied spiritual inquiry affect consciousness?

Opening the experiential learning time (15m) (Daily)Opening the experiential learning time (15m) (Daily)
(This is how experiential learning is opened up... its the "setting of the container, or the(This is how experiential learning is opened up... its the "setting of the container, or the  
creation of a safe space for healing, inquiry, and transformative process)creation of a safe space for healing, inquiry, and transformative process)
greet participants individuallygreet participants individually
help participants relaxhelp participants relax
"as you settle in, notice what you are bringing with you.  bring your attention to the"as you settle in, notice what you are bringing with you.  bring your attention to the  

incomplete projects and the unfulfilled intentions from your day and weekincomplete projects and the unfulfilled intentions from your day and week  
past... imagine a shelf at your side and gently set these on the shelf forpast... imagine a shelf at your side and gently set these on the shelf for  
safekeeping.  They will still be there for you when you are ready to take themsafekeeping.  They will still be there for you when you are ready to take them  
back, but for now, let them rest there.  bring your attention to your breath"back, but for now, let them rest there.  bring your attention to your breath"

clarify logisticsclarify logistics
breaks/length of timebreaks/length of time
"We will be here for ____, we will take a break in ____, and the break will be __(silent/non-"We will be here for ____, we will take a break in ____, and the break will be __(silent/non-

verbal/or open)"verbal/or open)"
I find that silent or non verbal breaks work well for maintaining the depth of the group. I find that silent or non verbal breaks work well for maintaining the depth of the group. 
secure agreementssecure agreements
confidentiality (I think this is key and always include it)confidentiality (I think this is key and always include it)
"We are all invited to protect the interests of eachother through an agreement to"We are all invited to protect the interests of eachother through an agreement to  

confidentiality.  This does not mean refraining from talking about yourconfidentiality.  This does not mean refraining from talking about your  
experience, but it does me refraining from talking about the experiences ofexperience, but it does me refraining from talking about the experiences of  
others or naming others in the ways that you share.  If you are in agreement withothers or naming others in the ways that you share.  If you are in agreement with  
this, please raise your hand so that the others can see that"this, please raise your hand so that the others can see that"

participation (optional - at facilitators discretion)participation (optional - at facilitators discretion)
"In this time, we invite your full participation in the work that we are entering, if you are"In this time, we invite your full participation in the work that we are entering, if you are  

willing to dedicate yourself fully to this work, please raise your hands so that thewilling to dedicate yourself fully to this work, please raise your hands so that the  
others know that you are here, with them."others know that you are here, with them."

dedicate the workdedicate the work
"The work that we are entering now is dedicated to the welfare of all beings... to the healing of"The work that we are entering now is dedicated to the welfare of all beings... to the healing of   

the Earth"the Earth"
clarify the purposeclarify the purpose
"The purpose of this work is to uncover the depth and breadth of our authentic reactions and"The purpose of this work is to uncover the depth and breadth of our authentic reactions and  

responses to that which is most real about this particular moment in our worldsresponses to that which is most real about this particular moment in our worlds  
history..." history..." 

affirm the presence and power of feelingsaffirm the presence and power of feelings
"this information and these experiences are inevitably emotionally charged... please be aware"this information and these experiences are inevitably emotionally charged... please be aware   

that you may discover the presence of strong emotions... and know that you arethat you may discover the presence of strong emotions... and know that you are  
invited to allow them to wash through you...  this alleviation of stuck emotionalinvited to allow them to wash through you...  this alleviation of stuck emotional  
content is a part of the magic in this work, and will may leave your heart withcontent is a part of the magic in this work, and will may leave your heart with  
warmth and lightness... storms can be chaotic, but when they are complete...warmth and lightness... storms can be chaotic, but when they are complete...   
they leave the soil moist and give form to new growth." they leave the soil moist and give form to new growth." 

have people introduce themselveshave people introduce themselves
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"Please introduce yourselves with your name and something that you appreciate about being"Please introduce yourselves with your name and something that you appreciate about being  
alive right now"alive right now"

Experiential Time Day 1Experiential Time Day 1

Theme; Systemic Change and the Work that ReconnectsTheme; Systemic Change and the Work that Reconnects

Learning objectives; Learning objectives; 
Understand the Great Turning as a Systemic Revolution, Understand the Great Turning as a Systemic Revolution, 
Understand its dimensions and how they relate to eachotherUnderstand its dimensions and how they relate to eachother
Understand the relationship between the Work that Reconnects and itUnderstand the relationship between the Work that Reconnects and it
Understand the dimensions of the work that reconnects, its architecture and its intentUnderstand the dimensions of the work that reconnects, its architecture and its intent
Clarify the points of investigation and inquiryClarify the points of investigation and inquiry
Including the defining assumptions of the Big Machine Paradigm/Industrial GrowthIncluding the defining assumptions of the Big Machine Paradigm/Industrial Growth  

ParadigmParadigm
Including the assumptions of the Work that ReconnectsIncluding the assumptions of the Work that Reconnects

MethodologiesMethodologies
prophecy, poetry, presentation, experiential workprophecy, poetry, presentation, experiential work

Intended source of learningIntended source of learning
personal experience and relational intelligencepersonal experience and relational intelligence

prophecies; the Shambhala prophecy (10m)prophecies; the Shambhala prophecy (10m)
poem; unconditional - Jennifer Welwood (10m)poem; unconditional - Jennifer Welwood (10m)
Gratitude; large group sharing - (30m)Gratitude; large group sharing - (30m)
Gratitude; open sentences - dyad (60m)Gratitude; open sentences - dyad (60m)
I think the condition of our society is becoming...I think the condition of our society is becoming...
I think the condition of our environment is becoming...I think the condition of our environment is becoming...
What gets to me the most about the world today is...What gets to me the most about the world today is...
Poem; Prayer for the great turning (10m)Poem; Prayer for the great turning (10m)
Honoring our pain for the world; The Milling (20m)Honoring our pain for the world; The Milling (20m)
Create a large space in the center of the room... invite people to mill about the room with a bitCreate a large space in the center of the room... invite people to mill about the room with a bit  

of energy, model this for people... "Allow your vision to shift from focusing on one thingof energy, model this for people... "Allow your vision to shift from focusing on one thing  
to an expanded, "soft" focus... if you find yourself going with the flow, changeto an expanded, "soft" focus... if you find yourself going with the flow, change  
directions and move upstream... directions and move upstream... 

Times SquareTimes Square
"imagine that you are in the middle of times square, that you have alot to do and very little"imagine that you are in the middle of times square, that you have alot to do and very little  

time to do it... let that inform your movement... you are very important... what youtime to do it... let that inform your movement... you are very important... what you  
need to do is very important... no talking.  time is accelerating... feel in your body whatneed to do is very important... no talking.  time is accelerating... feel in your body what  
it feels like to have these people as obstacles to getting done what you need to getit feels like to have these people as obstacles to getting done what you need to get  
done... done... 

SlowingSlowing
"Allow yourself to slow down a bit.  Notice the faces around you.  Allow yourself to recognize"Allow yourself to slow down a bit.  Notice the faces around you.  Allow yourself to recognize  

that there are people in there"that there are people in there"
Presence and ChoicePresence and Choice
"And you find yourself standing in front of someone, and stop.  Without talking, take thier"And you find yourself standing in front of someone, and stop.  Without talking, take thier  
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hand in yours.  Without words, allow yourself to recognize their presence.  Here ishand in yours.  Without words, allow yourself to recognize their presence.  Here is  
someone before you right now, out of all of the places they could be, they are right here,someone before you right now, out of all of the places they could be, they are right here,  
sharing this moment on planet Earth with you.  They were born into the same slice ofsharing this moment on planet Earth with you.  They were born into the same slice of  
time that you were, the same energy of movement and speed, and yet they are nottime that you were, the same energy of movement and speed, and yet they are not  
speeding around right now, they are right here.  They have chosen to be here.  Therespeeding around right now, they are right here.  They have chosen to be here.  There  
were plenty of other things they could have been doing with their day, completingwere plenty of other things they could have been doing with their day, completing  
projects that are halfway done, connecting with friends, but they have chosen to beprojects that are halfway done, connecting with friends, but they have chosen to be  
here, with you, allowing the reality of this moment to be seen, to be recognized, to behere, with you, allowing the reality of this moment to be seen, to be recognized, to be  
honored... Feel your gladness that they have made that choice and express that in a wayhonored... Feel your gladness that they have made that choice and express that in a way  
that feels right to you."that feels right to you."

Love and ConnectionLove and Connection
"And we move on, going back to milling.  Again you find yourself in front of another person,"And we move on, going back to milling.  Again you find yourself in front of another person,  

again you take their hand in yours.   Take in this human being standing before you, thisagain you take their hand in yours.   Take in this human being standing before you, this  
person who, like you, is willing to speak about their love of life.  This is someone who isperson who, like you, is willing to speak about their love of life.  This is someone who is  
unafraid of loving the gift of being alive on the planet.  See the courage this person hasunafraid of loving the gift of being alive on the planet.  See the courage this person has  
to allow their love of life into this moment.  See the oceans of compassion within thisto allow their love of life into this moment.  See the oceans of compassion within this  
persons eyes.  Allow your gratitude that this person is, like you, also willing topersons eyes.  Allow your gratitude that this person is, like you, also willing to  
experience their love of being alive, and let them know in some way. experience their love of being alive, and let them know in some way. 

Knowledge of the state of the world, willingness to face itKnowledge of the state of the world, willingness to face it
Again we move on, and again we find ourselves facing someone.  You are looking at someoneAgain we move on, and again we find ourselves facing someone.  You are looking at someone  

who has a good sense about what is going on in the world.  They are aware of thewho has a good sense about what is going on in the world.  They are aware of the  
incongruities in present day systems of power.  They are aware of the war for oil, of theincongruities in present day systems of power.  They are aware of the war for oil, of the  
systemic roots of poverty and enslavement of people, they are aware of the thousandssystemic roots of poverty and enslavement of people, they are aware of the thousands  
of people who starve to death every day.   They know what is going on ecologically...of people who starve to death every day.   They know what is going on ecologically...  
about the extinction of whole species on a mass scale, about the accelerating decline ofabout the extinction of whole species on a mass scale, about the accelerating decline of   
the life support capacities of this Earth.  There is not a day that goes by that this personthe life support capacities of this Earth.  There is not a day that goes by that this person  
is not aware of this, and yet they have not turned away, they have not closed thier eyes.is not aware of this, and yet they have not turned away, they have not closed thier eyes.  
Experience your respect for the courage within this human being that stands before youExperience your respect for the courage within this human being that stands before you  
and express that in any way that feels right in this moment."and express that in any way that feels right in this moment."

Touch, Imagination, Awareness (optional)Touch, Imagination, Awareness (optional)
Again we go back to milling, letting ourselves move like kelp in the ocean, lightly makingAgain we go back to milling, letting ourselves move like kelp in the ocean, lightly making  

contact as we pass each other.  Again, we find ourselves in front of something, takingcontact as we pass each other.  Again, we find ourselves in front of something, taking  
thier hand as soon as we have connected, this time closing our eyes so that all of ourthier hand as soon as we have connected, this time closing our eyes so that all of our  
attention can go into the sensation of touch.  What is this that you are holding?  Is thereattention can go into the sensation of touch.  What is this that you are holding?  Is there  
life in it?  If you were traveling deeply though the reaches of space, and you were tolife in it?  If you were traveling deeply though the reaches of space, and you were to  
touch this, you would know you were home.  It is only made here.  This is a humantouch this, you would know you were home.  It is only made here.  This is a human  
hand of the planet Earth and it has taken 5 billion years of conditions particular to thishand of the planet Earth and it has taken 5 billion years of conditions particular to this   
planet to shape it.  Use both of your hands, turn it, flex it... Explore it with greatplanet to shape it.  Use both of your hands, turn it, flex it... Explore it with great  
curiosity as though you have never experienced one before, as if you were on a researchcuriosity as though you have never experienced one before, as if you were on a research  
project from a far away galaxy.  Notice the structure of the bone.  The intricacy of theproject from a far away galaxy.  Notice the structure of the bone.  The intricacy of the  
muscles.  There is no heavy protective shell covering this hand, it is easy to break ormuscles.  There is no heavy protective shell covering this hand, it is easy to break or  
crush.  Note the vulnerability of it. This is an object of perception, of knowing, as wellcrush.  Note the vulnerability of it. This is an object of perception, of knowing, as well  
as an object of creation, of doing.  as an object of creation, of doing.  

Open your awareness of its journey through time.  This was a fin once in the primordial seasOpen your awareness of its journey through time.  This was a fin once in the primordial seas  
where life began, just as it was again in the womb of its mother.  Countless adventureswhere life began, just as it was again in the womb of its mother.  Countless adventures  
since then have shaped it, have shaped its relationship with the brain, have shaped itssince then have shaped it, have shaped its relationship with the brain, have shaped its  
relationship with the rough terrain and the fertile soils of this planet we call home.relationship with the rough terrain and the fertile soils of this planet we call home.  
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This hand contains the voice of the ancestors, those who learned to push up on dryThis hand contains the voice of the ancestors, those who learned to push up on dry  
land, to climb, to reach, to grasp, to chip rocks, to gather weeds, to weave them intoland, to climb, to reach, to grasp, to chip rocks, to gather weeds, to weave them into  
structures and shelters, to make fire and carry it on long marches through ice... Its allstructures and shelters, to make fire and carry it on long marches through ice... Its all   
in this hand from an unbroken succession of ancestors. in this hand from an unbroken succession of ancestors. 

Similarly, open your awareness to this hands journey through this particular lifetime, everSimilarly, open your awareness to this hands journey through this particular lifetime, ever  
since it opened like a flower coming out of the womb of its mother.  This clever handsince it opened like a flower coming out of the womb of its mother.  This clever hand  
that has learned to reach for attention and food, learned to to tie shoelaces, learned tothat has learned to reach for attention and food, learned to to tie shoelaces, learned to  
write and draw, learned to wipe tears and to share pleasure... You know that there arewrite and draw, learned to wipe tears and to share pleasure... You know that there are   
people alive today who know that they are loved and appreciated because of what thispeople alive today who know that they are loved and appreciated because of what this  
hand has taught them,  You know that there are people living now who's last touch willhand has taught them,  You know that there are people living now who's last touch will  
come from this hand, who will be able to go to their dying knowing that they are notcome from this hand, who will be able to go to their dying knowing that they are not  
abandoned.  You know that there are people alive today who will find healing of mind,abandoned.  You know that there are people alive today who will find healing of mind,  
of body, of heart, of soul by the power that this hand allows to flow through it. of body, of heart, of soul by the power that this hand allows to flow through it. 

So experience how much you want this hand to be strong and whole of this moment in time,So experience how much you want this hand to be strong and whole of this moment in time,  
to serve the people sharing the planet with it right now, in this particular moment ofto serve the people sharing the planet with it right now, in this particular moment of  
our worlds history.  Before you part, learn this hand by heart so that it can travel withour worlds history.  Before you part, learn this hand by heart so that it can travel with  
you always as part of your world.  Experience how strongly you want this hand to play ayou always as part of your world.  Experience how strongly you want this hand to play a  
part in the building of a society of sanity, of decency, of beauty.  Without words,part in the building of a society of sanity, of decency, of beauty.  Without words,  
experience your appreciation of this hand, and your blessings for it. experience your appreciation of this hand, and your blessings for it. 

The Danger of this Moment in TimeThe Danger of this Moment in Time
Moving on, find yourself milling again, and again, find yourself standing in front of someone.Moving on, find yourself milling again, and again, find yourself standing in front of someone.  

Facing each other, put your hands together palm to palm at shoulder height.  You seeFacing each other, put your hands together palm to palm at shoulder height.  You see  
someone standing before you who has chosen to be alive right now, in this time of oursomeone standing before you who has chosen to be alive right now, in this time of our  
worlds history, this time which contains an abundance of opportunity and a call toworlds history, this time which contains an abundance of opportunity and a call to  
action.  This person , like you, is choosing now to acknowledge the presence of life onaction.  This person , like you, is choosing now to acknowledge the presence of life on  
the planet which has evolved into entities which are capable of laying waste to thethe planet which has evolved into entities which are capable of laying waste to the  
world.  You knew that this would be a risky choice, and you knew that there was aworld.  You knew that this would be a risky choice, and you knew that there was a   
deeper calling to your life then what initially presents itself, and yet this person whodeeper calling to your life then what initially presents itself, and yet this person who  
stands before you is not swayed by the fragility of our life support system, is notstands before you is not swayed by the fragility of our life support system, is not  
dismayed by the direction that we, as a species are headed in.  Stay with this person.dismayed by the direction that we, as a species are headed in.  Stay with this person.  
This moment in time does not need to divide us, it can bond us.  This moment in time does not need to divide us, it can bond us.  

Theres something else to see in this face... Allow your awareness to recognize the  very realTheres something else to see in this face... Allow your awareness to recognize the  very real  
possibility that this person will play a decisive role in the heaing of our world, that theypossibility that this person will play a decisive role in the heaing of our world, that they  
are at just the right place, at exactly the right time, with the right gifts and motivation.are at just the right place, at exactly the right time, with the right gifts and motivation.   
Allow that possibility to enter your mind and and (let them know or express) how youAllow that possibility to enter your mind and and (let them know or express) how you  
feel about it. feel about it. 

Seeing with new Eyes; Who are you? (10m each - 25m total)Seeing with new Eyes; Who are you? (10m each - 25m total)
Going Forth; Circle of blessings  (30m)Going Forth; Circle of blessings  (30m)

Day 2Day 2

Theme; Despair WorkTheme; Despair Work

OpeningOpening
Presentation - (introducing the truth mandala)Presentation - (introducing the truth mandala)
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Invocation; Invoking the beings of the 3 timesInvocation; Invoking the beings of the 3 times
Poem - Work Song - Wendell BerryPoem - Work Song - Wendell Berry
Meditation - breathing throughMeditation - breathing through
Gratitude - group introductions Gratitude - group introductions 
Poem  - "The Great Turning" (10m)Poem  - "The Great Turning" (10m)
Poem - "I take to myself" (10m)Poem - "I take to myself" (10m)
Honoring our Pain - Truth Mandala  (90m)Honoring our Pain - Truth Mandala  (90m)
Interactive Poem - Deep Time - Future Self AdaptationInteractive Poem - Deep Time - Future Self Adaptation
2 people participate in this, the individual steps into the center of the circle before closing the2 people participate in this, the individual steps into the center of the circle before closing the  

truth mandala... they sit and inquire on behalf of themselves and on behalf of humanitytruth mandala... they sit and inquire on behalf of themselves and on behalf of humanity
The rest of the group is invited to participate actively to the extent that they feel resonanceThe rest of the group is invited to participate actively to the extent that they feel resonance  

with the words.  Active participation is opening to the words as words from awith the words.  Active participation is opening to the words as words from a  
perspective of a potential future generation member. Passive is placing attention on theperspective of a potential future generation member. Passive is placing attention on the  
exchange.   exchange.   

"As we experience the Truth Mandala coming to a close, allow yourselves to maintain our"As we experience the Truth Mandala coming to a close, allow yourselves to maintain our  
circle for an exploration in deep time.  In this way of bringing completion to our work,circle for an exploration in deep time.  In this way of bringing completion to our work,  
we use our imagination to experience words from a member of the future... and wewe use our imagination to experience words from a member of the future... and we  
allow these perspectives an opportunity to enter our awareness.  This is an introductionallow these perspectives an opportunity to enter our awareness.  This is an introduction  
to deep time work, where we will speak on behalf of the future generations as well,to deep time work, where we will speak on behalf of the future generations as well,   
where we will give them audience... we will be exploring that more deeply tomorrow." where we will give them audience... we will be exploring that more deeply tomorrow."     
Present day perspectivePresent day perspective

Wonderful... as a people we have created a world where a 1/3 of us live in poverty... whereWonderful... as a people we have created a world where a 1/3 of us live in poverty... where  
thousands starve to death daily... I get that I must embrace where we are at if I want tothousands starve to death daily... I get that I must embrace where we are at if I want to   
embody grace in my movement forward... but... I want to move forward with honor andembody grace in my movement forward... but... I want to move forward with honor and  
respect... WE want to move forward with honor and respect, with dignity... The systemsrespect... WE want to move forward with honor and respect, with dignity... The systems  
that we have created are large and growing... the corporations have taken over ourthat we have created are large and growing... the corporations have taken over our  
government... how can I move forward NOW? How can WE move forward now? Whatgovernment... how can I move forward NOW? How can WE move forward now? What  
are we called to do, to say, to express... to live?are we called to do, to say, to express... to live?  

Future Self PerspectiveFuture Self Perspective  Wonderful question child... there is much that you will learn in time...Wonderful question child... there is much that you will learn in time...   
there is much you will remember. In this moment, notice who you are being...(pause)there is much you will remember. In this moment, notice who you are being...(pause)  
notice where you are placing your attention...(pause) notice what you are avoiding...notice where you are placing your attention...(pause) notice what you are avoiding...
(pause) notice what you are allowing in... (pause)(pause) notice what you are allowing in... (pause)    These inquiries you offer areThese inquiries you offer are  
informed by your compassion... do you feel that?(pause) Your compassion is ainformed by your compassion... do you feel that?(pause) Your compassion is a  
compass. Notice where it directs you... (pause)compass. Notice where it directs you... (pause)    You fear not being enough, and yet, thisYou fear not being enough, and yet, this  
is ridiculous in my eyes... you are not this person you think you are. That image youis ridiculous in my eyes... you are not this person you think you are. That image you  
hold is not enough, that much is true. Who you are is so vast, so incomprehensible...hold is not enough, that much is true. Who you are is so vast, so incomprehensible...  
that you cannot possibly grasp it with words... that you cannot possibly grasp it with words...     How to move forward? From here?How to move forward? From here?  
How can all of you move forward?How can all of you move forward?    Recognize that which shakes you to the bone... thatRecognize that which shakes you to the bone... that  
which leaves you trembling... (pause)which leaves you trembling... (pause)    Recognize that edge you hold, beyond whichRecognize that edge you hold, beyond which  
there is no knowing, no understanding... no solidity... (pause)there is no knowing, no understanding... no solidity... (pause)    Recognize the depth ofRecognize the depth of  
that which you resist, that which you do not allow... (pause)that which you resist, that which you do not allow... (pause)    Open your mind, (pause)Open your mind, (pause)  
your heart, (pause) your soul, (pause) your instinct, (pause) your awareness...(pause)your heart, (pause) your soul, (pause) your instinct, (pause) your awareness...(pause)  
open all of this... right now... and ALLOW. (pause)open all of this... right now... and ALLOW. (pause)    Allow all of it in (pause)Allow all of it in (pause)    Allow theAllow the  
intelligence of this Earth to inform you (pause)intelligence of this Earth to inform you (pause)    Allow the intelligence of your TRUE,Allow the intelligence of your TRUE,  
AUTHENTIC self to inform you (pause)AUTHENTIC self to inform you (pause)    Allow the pain of those in starvation to informAllow the pain of those in starvation to inform  
you (pause)you (pause)    Allow every level of who you are an open stream through which they canAllow every level of who you are an open stream through which they can  
bolster the stream of your present moment desire to serve into a raging river ofbolster the stream of your present moment desire to serve into a raging river of  
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compassion (pause)compassion (pause)    Let the pain and fear into your heart until it breaks you wide openLet the pain and fear into your heart until it breaks you wide open  
(pause)(pause)    Let that which held you in the womb of mother, in the moment before yourLet that which held you in the womb of mother, in the moment before your  
conception... to hold you now...conception... to hold you now...    gently in hand... gently in hand...     to open your tenderness  (pause)to open your tenderness  (pause)    
your fragility  (pause)your fragility  (pause)    into the expansive cosmic supernova that you call your personalinto the expansive cosmic supernova that you call your personal  
expressionexpression    there is nothing that can hold you down in this moment  there is nothing that can hold you down in this moment      if you choose toif you choose to  
step into the fire  (pause)step into the fire  (pause)    if you choose to unleash your potentiality (pause)if you choose to unleash your potentiality (pause)    if youif you  
choose to celebrate your worth (pause)choose to celebrate your worth (pause)    This wall of flame that lies before youThis wall of flame that lies before you    is youris your  
initiationinitiation    How can you move forward?How can you move forward?    Make a choice.Make a choice.    Will you step through this wallWill you step through this wall  
now?now?    Will you sacrifice every notion of safetyWill you sacrifice every notion of safety    of securityof security    will you risk the reprimandwill you risk the reprimand  
of othersof others    accusation of betrayalaccusation of betrayal    and not betray your own soul?and not betray your own soul?    In this moment, theIn this moment, the  
whole of this Earth lies in your trembling handswhole of this Earth lies in your trembling hands    What do you choose?What do you choose?

Seeing with New Eyes - Who are you?  (20m each)Seeing with New Eyes - Who are you?  (20m each)
Going Forth - Circle of Blessings (30m)Going Forth - Circle of Blessings (30m)

Day 3Day 3

Theme; Deep TimeTheme; Deep Time

Presentation - 4th timePresentation - 4th time
Meditation - meditation on death - 20mMeditation - meditation on death - 20m
Stretching/Yoga - 10mStretching/Yoga - 10m
Gratitude - group sharing - movement based - 15mGratitude - group sharing - movement based - 15m
Deep Time; the double circle - 90mDeep Time; the double circle - 90m
Deep Time; harvesting the gifts of the ancestors - 90mDeep Time; harvesting the gifts of the ancestors - 90m
Seeing with New Eyes - dyad - what is your deepest intent in being alive right now? 20mSeeing with New Eyes - dyad - what is your deepest intent in being alive right now? 20m
Going Forth - dyad, then group discussion "how I can use what I learned in my life is..."Going Forth - dyad, then group discussion "how I can use what I learned in my life is..."
group discussion on deep time... ways I can see time are...group discussion on deep time... ways I can see time are...

Day 4Day 4

Theme: Seeing with New Eyes: Council of All BeingsTheme: Seeing with New Eyes: Council of All Beings

PresentationPresentation
Poem; Two threnodies and a psalmPoem; Two threnodies and a psalm
Meditation - meditation on loving kindnessMeditation - meditation on loving kindness
 (find a suggested reading for this form of meditation - Pema Chodron 3-5 pages, assign it as (find a suggested reading for this form of meditation - Pema Chodron 3-5 pages, assign it as  
preperation for this day)preperation for this day)
Poem; I take to myselfPoem; I take to myself
Game; The systems gameGame; The systems game
Intent: Illustrate the systems lens experientiallyIntent: Illustrate the systems lens experientially
(find a suggested reading for the systems lens in relation to the Great Turning 3-5 pages,(find a suggested reading for the systems lens in relation to the Great Turning 3-5 pages,  
assign it as preparation for this day)assign it as preparation for this day)
Gratitude; group sharing "something that you experienced today that made you glad to beGratitude; group sharing "something that you experienced today that made you glad to be  
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alive"alive"
Council of all beings; Reporting to Chief seattleCouncil of all beings; Reporting to Chief seattle
Council of all beings; The council of all beingsCouncil of all beings; The council of all beings
Honoring our Pain; open sentences, movementHonoring our Pain; open sentences, movement
Seeing with New Eyes; who are youSeeing with New Eyes; who are you
Going Forth; Going Forth; 

Day 5Day 5

Theme: Seeing with New Eyes; Clearness CommitteeTheme: Seeing with New Eyes; Clearness Committee

Assumptions to be investigated:Assumptions to be investigated:
we have access to internal wisdom (not common to all fundamentalist religions, such aswe have access to internal wisdom (not common to all fundamentalist religions, such as  

fundamentalist Christianity)fundamentalist Christianity)
we can support each other in accessing it by offering our attention and by refraining fromwe can support each other in accessing it by offering our attention and by refraining from  

giving advicegiving advice
through inquiry into a specific point we can access states of clarity and spontaneous innerthrough inquiry into a specific point we can access states of clarity and spontaneous inner  

conflict resolutionconflict resolution
contemplative or meditative states can accelerate this processcontemplative or meditative states can accelerate this process

PresentationPresentation
What is the Clearness Committee and how do we engage in it? (presentation OR students readWhat is the Clearness Committee and how do we engage in it? (presentation OR students read  

from the handouts)from the handouts)
What is the relevance of this work to the Great Turning? group discussion (15m)What is the relevance of this work to the Great Turning? group discussion (15m)

Handouts; Handouts; 
Clearness Committee from JoannaMacy.netClearness Committee from JoannaMacy.net

OverviewOverview

Meditation - the great ball of meritMeditation - the great ball of merit
Gratitude - group introductions, "what brings you joy to be experiencing in this moment?"Gratitude - group introductions, "what brings you joy to be experiencing in this moment?"
Seeing with New Eyes; Clearness CommitteeSeeing with New Eyes; Clearness Committee
we clarify who has a desire to inquire on a given topic related to doing global change workwe clarify who has a desire to inquire on a given topic related to doing global change work
we clarify who has the most intense desirewe clarify who has the most intense desire
we offer that person the floor for 45mwe offer that person the floor for 45m
in completion, we offer one other person the floor for 45min completion, we offer one other person the floor for 45m
Honoring our PainHonoring our Pain
Seeing with New Eyes - The Clearness Committee - 90mSeeing with New Eyes - The Clearness Committee - 90m
Going ForthGoing Forth

Day 6Day 6

Theme; Going ForthTheme; Going Forth
Methodologies; Expressive Arts TherapyMethodologies; Expressive Arts Therapy
Preperation; Preperation; 
gather the poetry intended to aid in this journey, gather newsprint, books/pads or somethinggather the poetry intended to aid in this journey, gather newsprint, books/pads or something  
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to write on, and gather pastels or other drawing tools... have people bring paper andto write on, and gather pastels or other drawing tools... have people bring paper and  
pens (or journals) or gather them and provide them for the freewriting.  Gather musicpens (or journals) or gather them and provide them for the freewriting.  Gather music  
for the journey portion... ideally music which is bridged and multi faceted... startingfor the journey portion... ideally music which is bridged and multi faceted... starting  
mellow, working into intense and potent, and becoming mellow again gradually...mellow, working into intense and potent, and becoming mellow again gradually...   
decide how long this journey will be, or decide to stick with the template. decide how long this journey will be, or decide to stick with the template. 

Tools; Opening --> Open Sentences --> Milling --> enacted myth movement journey -->Tools; Opening --> Open Sentences --> Milling --> enacted myth movement journey -->  
Mandala Creation  --> 9 word process --> 3 word process --> open source writing --> groupMandala Creation  --> 9 word process --> 3 word process --> open source writing --> group  
sharing --> circle of blessingssharing --> circle of blessings

Starting practices; OpeningStarting practices; Opening
group sharing; gratitude "what about sharing this moment on planet earth with these othersgroup sharing; gratitude "what about sharing this moment on planet earth with these others  

brings you joy?"brings you joy?"

Open sentances; Movement based (can also be done in dyad)Open sentances; Movement based (can also be done in dyad)
This is an adaptation of the original open sentences practice, with a culmination in the inquiryThis is an adaptation of the original open sentences practice, with a culmination in the inquiry  

"Who are you most deeply called to be in the world?"... "who are you being in the world"Who are you most deeply called to be in the world?"... "who are you being in the world  
right now?"...  "as you see this gap, how do you feel called to respond?"right now?"...  "as you see this gap, how do you feel called to respond?"

This final question instigates a movement practice where the students will be guided to followThis final question instigates a movement practice where the students will be guided to follow  
thier inquiry through several influences... Decide if the open sentances below are inthier inquiry through several influences... Decide if the open sentances below are in  
service to your global intent for the training...  if not, adapt them. service to your global intent for the training...  if not, adapt them. 

the open sentences questions:the open sentences questions:
In being alive in this time, what I think is happening to the environment is...In being alive in this time, what I think is happening to the environment is...
In this moment in time, how this impacts me is...In this moment in time, how this impacts me is...
As I allow the awareness of the impact this has on the future generations to come, I feel...As I allow the awareness of the impact this has on the future generations to come, I feel...
Ways that I hide from these feelings are...Ways that I hide from these feelings are...
Ways that I could use these feelings are...Ways that I could use these feelings are...
As I look at my life, I feel most deeply called to be...As I look at my life, I feel most deeply called to be...
As I look at my daily life, I see myself being...As I look at my daily life, I see myself being...
As I see this gap, I feel called to...As I see this gap, I feel called to...

Some variation is definitely available... the starting point that comes from these particularSome variation is definitely available... the starting point that comes from these particular   
questions and their selection will strongly inform the journey and the process for eachquestions and their selection will strongly inform the journey and the process for each  
individual.  Variation depending on the audience is available and wonderful, as well asindividual.  Variation depending on the audience is available and wonderful, as well as  
dependent on the particular intent of the course of study or training.  This practice is intendeddependent on the particular intent of the course of study or training.  This practice is intended  
to facilitate clear seeing, compassion for the world and other beings, appreciation for theto facilitate clear seeing, compassion for the world and other beings, appreciation for the  
miracles unfolding as context for deeper seeing and deeper knowing, insight into themiracles unfolding as context for deeper seeing and deeper knowing, insight into the  
relationship between ones calling and ones way of being, and the conscious, symbolic journeyrelationship between ones calling and ones way of being, and the conscious, symbolic journey  
of navigating the terrain that gap represents and the possibility of bridging it.   This practice isof navigating the terrain that gap represents and the possibility of bridging it.   This practice is   
intended for individuals who have already done a good deal of training within the Work thatintended for individuals who have already done a good deal of training within the Work that  
Reconnects, and will provide a potent, embodied integration of that work.  The current formReconnects, and will provide a potent, embodied integration of that work.  The current form  
of this practice is intended for individuals who are called to make a positive impact in theirof this practice is intended for individuals who are called to make a positive impact in their  
world and who want to understand and embody ways of being and states of mind that are, world and who want to understand and embody ways of being and states of mind that are, 

a) conducive to continuity in their service work, and a) conducive to continuity in their service work, and 
b) capable of preventing burnout (while simultaneously provide access to sustainable forms ofb) capable of preventing burnout (while simultaneously provide access to sustainable forms of  
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internal energy)internal energy)

One shorter adaptation of the initial questions is the following:One shorter adaptation of the initial questions is the following:

To be alive in this time of global crisis, what is particularly difficult for me is...To be alive in this time of global crisis, what is particularly difficult for me is...
What I appreciate about living in this time of crisis is...What I appreciate about living in this time of crisis is...
As I look at my life, it seems that some of the ways that I take part in the healing of my worldAs I look at my life, it seems that some of the ways that I take part in the healing of my world  

(or the Great Turning) are...(or the Great Turning) are...

This adaptation provides less emphasis on gap identification and orientation around bridgingThis adaptation provides less emphasis on gap identification and orientation around bridging  
it, which is acceptable because the practice will also outline these areas of attention and orientit, which is acceptable because the practice will also outline these areas of attention and orient   
participants in this way once the "milling" begins. participants in this way once the "milling" begins. 

note: for this practice, decide in advance how many times individuals will separate and comenote: for this practice, decide in advance how many times individuals will separate and come  
back together with others... separation and milling in between inquiries does seem to help theback together with others... separation and milling in between inquiries does seem to help the  
information integrate...information integrate...

Each dimension of the WTR is embedded within this one sequenced practice: Gratitude,Each dimension of the WTR is embedded within this one sequenced practice: Gratitude,  
Honoring our Pain, Seeing with New Eyes, Going ForthHonoring our Pain, Seeing with New Eyes, Going Forth

Bridging the practice:Bridging the practice:
Everyone together, make the movement that symbolizes your response to the final openEveryone together, make the movement that symbolizes your response to the final open  

sentence... remember that there is no need to recite any of your answers in yoursentence... remember that there is no need to recite any of your answers in your  
mind... allow your body to guide this... when you respond, let it be continuous...mind... allow your body to guide this... when you respond, let it be continuous...  
allow it to continue, and notice how your inquiry is affected by your movementallow it to continue, and notice how your inquiry is affected by your movement

Practice begins and sound begins to play [ideally the resonant tone of the Earth], or etherealPractice begins and sound begins to play [ideally the resonant tone of the Earth], or ethereal  
soundsound

Offer adaptations to the inquiry to deepen itOffer adaptations to the inquiry to deepen it
Making the movement biggerMaking the movement bigger
stay with your movement, stay with your inquiry.... tend to it... notice where it wants to go...stay with your movement, stay with your inquiry.... tend to it... notice where it wants to go...   

let it move through you... let your body be moved by the investigationlet it move through you... let your body be moved by the investigation  
underway... stay with it...underway... stay with it...

Making the movement smallerMaking the movement smaller
let the movements gradually become smaller... notice where your body wants to go... noticelet the movements gradually become smaller... notice where your body wants to go... notice  

where your attention wants to go...where your attention wants to go...
Making the movement fasterMaking the movement faster
(allow the pace of your movement to accelerate gradually)(allow the pace of your movement to accelerate gradually)
Making the movement slowerMaking the movement slower
Setting the Stage; Framing the InquirySetting the Stage; Framing the Inquiry
Notice who you are in the world today... continue your movementNotice who you are in the world today... continue your movement
Notice who you feel most deeply called to be... continue your movement... let that which youNotice who you feel most deeply called to be... continue your movement... let that which you  

notice inform your movement... let your movement represent your inquiry...notice inform your movement... let your movement represent your inquiry...
Notice how similar of a sense you get from these 2 inquiries... who I am called to be... who INotice how similar of a sense you get from these 2 inquiries... who I am called to be... who I  

am being... notice any gap... and see your movement as a bridge buildingam being... notice any gap... and see your movement as a bridge building  
movement... see your movement as an obstacle clearing movement....movement... see your movement as an obstacle clearing movement....

Let your arms build a bridge as you move... let them build a bridge that you can use to spanLet your arms build a bridge as you move... let them build a bridge that you can use to span  
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the distance between these two worlds... let them build a bridge that others canthe distance between these two worlds... let them build a bridge that others can   
use to span these worlds as well... use to span these worlds as well... 

See your movement as an obstacle clearing movement... use your body to clear the obstaclesSee your movement as an obstacle clearing movement... use your body to clear the obstacles  
internally and externally to the full realization of this image you hold... noticeinternally and externally to the full realization of this image you hold... notice  
your way of clearing obstacles... notice how effective it is... see yourself... fromyour way of clearing obstacles... notice how effective it is... see yourself... from  
above your physical body... clearing obstacles... notice how affective it is... noticeabove your physical body... clearing obstacles... notice how affective it is... notice   
who you are being as you clear the obstacles internally... notice who you arewho you are being as you clear the obstacles internally... notice who you are  
being as you clear the obstacles externally...being as you clear the obstacles externally...

Notice yourself standing in front of another personNotice yourself standing in front of another person
Reach out and take one of their handsReach out and take one of their hands
See in this person the courage they must hold to see with total honesty who it is that they areSee in this person the courage they must hold to see with total honesty who it is that they are  

called to be in the world today... called to be in the world today... 
See in this person... in the space behind their eyes, the clarity they must have in order toSee in this person... in the space behind their eyes, the clarity they must have in order to  

recognize truth, to recognize the depths of who they are...recognize truth, to recognize the depths of who they are...
experience your gratitude that this person has not abandoned their courage and their insight...experience your gratitude that this person has not abandoned their courage and their insight...   

that they choose in this moment to be with those essential qualities... that theythat they choose in this moment to be with those essential qualities... that they  
have not abandoned their deepest calling... that they choose in this moment tohave not abandoned their deepest calling... that they choose in this moment to  
allow it in... to allow its influence on their worldallow it in... to allow its influence on their world

Moving forward into milling about againMoving forward into milling about again
experience your gratitude for this person and express it in a non-verbal way... notice yourselfexperience your gratitude for this person and express it in a non-verbal way... notice yourself  

milling about again... notice how your meeting with another human being in thismilling about again... notice how your meeting with another human being in this  
time influenced your inquiry... time influenced your inquiry... 

Notice yourself standing in front of another human being againNotice yourself standing in front of another human being again
allow yourself to appreciate the miracle that the being you encountered is alive right now, outallow yourself to appreciate the miracle that the being you encountered is alive right now, out   

of all of the time that they could be living, that they are alive right now... thatof all of the time that they could be living, that they are alive right now... that   
they are alive in this precarious moment on planet Earth... and that they are inthey are alive in this precarious moment on planet Earth... and that they are in  
this place on planet earth... right here where they can stand before you andthis place on planet earth... right here where they can stand before you and  
share this experience with you. share this experience with you. 

Coming face to face with another personComing face to face with another person
See in this person an immense well of generosity... notice the miracle of that generosity... theSee in this person an immense well of generosity... notice the miracle of that generosity... the  

potency of it... allow yourself to see and feel how it must affect other people thatpotency of it... allow yourself to see and feel how it must affect other people that  
this person encounters...  feel for yourself how you are impacted by thethis person encounters...  feel for yourself how you are impacted by the  
generosity of this person... they could be anywhere, doing anything... and yetgenerosity of this person... they could be anywhere, doing anything... and yet  
they are here, right now... standing before you... sharing this experience withthey are here, right now... standing before you... sharing this experience with  
you.  Experience for yourself your appreciation for this being and the generosityyou.  Experience for yourself your appreciation for this being and the generosity  
of thier spirit.  Experience the full range of your appreciation in this moment forof thier spirit.  Experience the full range of your appreciation in this moment for  
this person who stands before you.  Notice your appreciation for this personsthis person who stands before you.  Notice your appreciation for this persons  
willingness to be generous in relating to others, in relating to themselves, inwillingness to be generous in relating to others, in relating to themselves, in  
relating to the world, in relating to the future generationsrelating to the world, in relating to the future generations

experience your gratitude for this person and express it in a non-verbal way... notice yourselfexperience your gratitude for this person and express it in a non-verbal way... notice yourself  
milling about again... notice how your meeting with another human being in thismilling about again... notice how your meeting with another human being in this  
time influenced your inquiry...  Notice who you are being in the world righttime influenced your inquiry...  Notice who you are being in the world right  
now... notice who you are most deeply called to be in the world right now... andnow... notice who you are most deeply called to be in the world right now... and  
notice your body navigating the terrain in between... allow that navigation...notice your body navigating the terrain in between... allow that navigation...   
allow your bodies wisdom to guide its own process... allow the wisdom of theallow your bodies wisdom to guide its own process... allow the wisdom of the  
trees, of the earth, of the stars to inform your process... to inform your journey...trees, of the earth, of the stars to inform your process... to inform your journey...  
notice how each of these aspects of life influences you and like an evolvingnotice how each of these aspects of life influences you and like an evolving  
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system of any form, let them inform your journey... system of any form, let them inform your journey... 
(Music changes... slightly more upbeat)(Music changes... slightly more upbeat)
Moving forward into milling about againMoving forward into milling about again
experience your gratitude for this person and express it in a non-verbal way... notice yourselfexperience your gratitude for this person and express it in a non-verbal way... notice yourself  

milling about again... notice how your meeting with another human being in thismilling about again... notice how your meeting with another human being in this  
time influenced your inquiry... time influenced your inquiry... 

Notice yourself standing in front of another human being againNotice yourself standing in front of another human being again
See in this person their receptivity to the full range of wisdom, of knowledge, of intelligence...See in this person their receptivity to the full range of wisdom, of knowledge, of intelligence...   

notice the streams of energy and information flowing into and out of this beingnotice the streams of energy and information flowing into and out of this being  
that stands before you... notice the depths of who they are.... the depth andthat stands before you... notice the depths of who they are.... the depth and  
breadth of their capacity... and the yearning of that capacity to be expressed...breadth of their capacity... and the yearning of that capacity to be expressed...

Allow yourself to experience the depth of your appreciation for this beings receptivity to theseAllow yourself to experience the depth of your appreciation for this beings receptivity to these  
streams of energy and information.  Standing before you is another individual,streams of energy and information.  Standing before you is another individual,  
who, like you, has a commitment to cultivate that capacity... to share thatwho, like you, has a commitment to cultivate that capacity... to share that   
capacity, to express that capacity... They feel the pain of knowing about ourcapacity, to express that capacity... They feel the pain of knowing about our  
current ecological decline.  They feel the natural response to knowing aboutcurrent ecological decline.  They feel the natural response to knowing about  
people on the planet today whose children die of starvation, and yet they are stillpeople on the planet today whose children die of starvation, and yet they are still  
here, letting that pain in, letting it inspire action, inspire compassion, illicithere, letting that pain in, letting it inspire action, inspire compassion, illicit   
insight.  Notice how grateful you are for the courage of this individual to allowinsight.  Notice how grateful you are for the courage of this individual to allow  
the full range of their capacity of knowing and seeing to pervade each living cellthe full range of their capacity of knowing and seeing to pervade each living cell   
in their body, and share that in some way. in their body, and share that in some way. 

This person, like you, allows themselves to appreciate the fertility, the diversity, the lifeThis person, like you, allows themselves to appreciate the fertility, the diversity, the life  
sustaining capacities of the world today.  They, like you, allow an awareness ofsustaining capacities of the world today.  They, like you, allow an awareness of   
the future generations, allow the claim on life of those future generations tothe future generations, allow the claim on life of those future generations to  
inform their actions, to inform their ways of being in the world.   inform their actions, to inform their ways of being in the world.   

This person, like you, has a pretty good sense of the deeper calling within their heart.  WhenThis person, like you, has a pretty good sense of the deeper calling within their heart.  When  
they act with generosity, they notice the source of fulfillment that washesthey act with generosity, they notice the source of fulfillment that washes  
through their body, that recalibrates their experience with that calling.  through their body, that recalibrates their experience with that calling.  

Breathing in the gift of anotherBreathing in the gift of another
Moving forward into milling about again, find yourself standing before another human being.Moving forward into milling about again, find yourself standing before another human being.  

experience your appreciation for the presence of this being that stands beforeexperience your appreciation for the presence of this being that stands before  
you... breathe in the depth of their offerings.. the depth of thier gift... andyou... breathe in the depth of their offerings.. the depth of thier gift... and  
transmute it in your own heart as you exhale it back into the world... breathe intransmute it in your own heart as you exhale it back into the world... breathe in  
thier potentiality in the world right now... and as it enters your heart let it bethier potentiality in the world right now... and as it enters your heart let it be  
transformed into compassionate action and breathe it back out into the world...transformed into compassionate action and breathe it back out into the world...   
Notice the wealth of compassion for other beings that this person is capable ofNotice the wealth of compassion for other beings that this person is capable of  
expressing... the insight into the web of relationship this person has with theexpressing... the insight into the web of relationship this person has with the  
natural world, with other human beings, with the non-human beings... Withnatural world, with other human beings, with the non-human beings... With  
each breath... take in this persons capacity to express themselves witheach breath... take in this persons capacity to express themselves with  
authenticity and courage... and exhale that capacity in its full expression, inauthenticity and courage... and exhale that capacity in its full expression, in   
images of the tangible forms it can take... the realness of it... images of the tangible forms it can take... the realness of it... 

Breathe in your gratitude that this person is here, before you, an alchemist of creation... anBreathe in your gratitude that this person is here, before you, an alchemist of creation... an  
alchemist of experience... of vision... breathe in your gratitude and express it in aalchemist of experience... of vision... breathe in your gratitude and express it in a  
non-verbal way... notice yourself milling about again... notice how your meetingnon-verbal way... notice yourself milling about again... notice how your meeting  
with another human being in this time influenced your inquiry... with another human being in this time influenced your inquiry... 

Moving into Drawing - (10m)Moving into Drawing - (10m)
As you find yourself moving forward into milling about... notice your desire to express theAs you find yourself moving forward into milling about... notice your desire to express the  
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harvest of this journey... notice your desire to give form to the bounty of thisharvest of this journey... notice your desire to give form to the bounty of this  
moments harvest... find yourself with a pad of paper and a couple of pastels...moments harvest... find yourself with a pad of paper and a couple of pastels...  
draw a big circle on the page and then allow your personal journey to move yourdraw a big circle on the page and then allow your personal journey to move your  
hands... simply notice the form of your investigation change, and withouthands... simply notice the form of your investigation change, and without  
leading it anywhere, watch it draw out an expression of your journey...leading it anywhere, watch it draw out an expression of your journey...

9 Word Practice (5m)9 Word Practice (5m)
Take your paper and pull a couple of words from your drawing.  See if you can pull 3Take your paper and pull a couple of words from your drawing.  See if you can pull 3  

descriptive words (adjectives), 3 action words (verbs) , and 3 "thing wordsdescriptive words (adjectives), 3 action words (verbs) , and 3 "thing words  
(nouns)(nouns)

3 Word Practice (2m)3 Word Practice (2m)
Notice which of the 9 words most seem to "jump off the page", select on of each type of wordNotice which of the 9 words most seem to "jump off the page", select on of each type of word  

to begin your free writing process to begin your free writing process 
Free writing Practice (10m)Free writing Practice (10m)
Take your three words and arrange them in order starting with "I am ____ ____ ___", startTake your three words and arrange them in order starting with "I am ____ ____ ___", start   

with that sentence and then free write... after a couple of minutes, explorewith that sentence and then free write... after a couple of minutes, explore  
adaptations of the beginning... try "I am becoming _____" with key words inadaptations of the beginning... try "I am becoming _____" with key words in  
the blank... feel free to take the birds eye view of your writing, to modify thethe blank... feel free to take the birds eye view of your writing, to modify the  
process... and then to dive back in, fully letting the words come from yourprocess... and then to dive back in, fully letting the words come from your  
inquiry... letting the words come through you... with no filters or blocks... writeinquiry... letting the words come through you... with no filters or blocks... write   
continuously for the full 10 minutes. continuously for the full 10 minutes. 

Large Group Sharing 15M`Large Group Sharing 15M`
one at a time, share a selection from your words... take 30 to 60 seconds each (5-10m)one at a time, share a selection from your words... take 30 to 60 seconds each (5-10m)
Silent Break - (10m)Silent Break - (10m)
The silence within this break helps to maintain the groups resonance with each other and theThe silence within this break helps to maintain the groups resonance with each other and the  

depth of the work... the facilitator should model this silence fully... an availabledepth of the work... the facilitator should model this silence fully... an available   
adaptation to this is a non-verbal break, which gives the group an opportunity toadaptation to this is a non-verbal break, which gives the group an opportunity to  
communicate with sounds... if further integration is desired, this is one possiblecommunicate with sounds... if further integration is desired, this is one possible  
way to do so, and to bring people back to their bodies and this moment of time. way to do so, and to bring people back to their bodies and this moment of time. 

Take 10 minutes of silence to breathe, stretch, use the restroom if needed, and shake yourTake 10 minutes of silence to breathe, stretch, use the restroom if needed, and shake your  
body off... consider maintaining the silence as an essential ingredient to thebody off... consider maintaining the silence as an essential ingredient to the  
continuity of this journey that we are on together.  You are invited to treat itcontinuity of this journey that we are on together.  You are invited to treat it  
accordinglyaccordingly

Large Group Sharing 2 Large Group Sharing 2 
This gives people a chance to see that they were not alone in the potency of this ritual (enactedThis gives people a chance to see that they were not alone in the potency of this ritual (enacted  

myth)myth)
Please share something specific about your personal experience in this practice... somethingPlease share something specific about your personal experience in this practice... something  

you noticed... something that moved for you, a way that you were impacted oryou noticed... something that moved for you, a way that you were impacted or  
influenced by it... something that you appreciated about it...influenced by it... something that you appreciated about it...

Going Forth; Circle of BlessingsGoing Forth; Circle of Blessings
This provides a strong bridge from the process and exploration that each person hasThis provides a strong bridge from the process and exploration that each person has  

undergone and the daily life that they will be resuming when they leave for theundergone and the daily life that they will be resuming when they leave for the  
day.  If this practice is part of a larger, full immersion, the circle of blessings andday.  If this practice is part of a larger, full immersion, the circle of blessings and  
other practices related to going forth can be saved for the later parts of theother practices related to going forth can be saved for the later parts of the  
training. training. 

Homework;Homework;
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Reflective writing AssignmentReflective writing Assignment
After each class students are required to write a paper illustrating thier personal experienceAfter each class students are required to write a paper illustrating thier personal experience  

with the coursework and reading.  Students are encouraged to place emphasis on thewith the coursework and reading.  Students are encouraged to place emphasis on the  
sources of relational intelligence available; how the reading impacts them, how thesources of relational intelligence available; how the reading impacts them, how the  
practices impacted them, how the group experience seemed to express characteristicspractices impacted them, how the group experience seemed to express characteristics  
of living systems, adaptation, evolution, a tendency towards homeostasis, etc. of living systems, adaptation, evolution, a tendency towards homeostasis, etc. 

Before coming to the following class, students are asked to post thier reflective writings on theBefore coming to the following class, students are asked to post thier reflective writings on the  
class forum and to respond to the writings of other students.  Comments are to be briefclass forum and to respond to the writings of other students.  Comments are to be brief  
but intentional.  With this complete, students will come to class having shared abut intentional.  With this complete, students will come to class having shared a  
personal experience with 8 other students, having commented on the perspectives andpersonal experience with 8 other students, having commented on the perspectives and  
experiences of 8 others, and having received 8 other perspectives on their personalexperiences of 8 others, and having received 8 other perspectives on their personal  
experience. experience. 

Potentials Potentials 
Time will be given to unpack this process in class if possible, as it is likely to provide aTime will be given to unpack this process in class if possible, as it is likely to provide a  

powerful context for group learning and insight. powerful context for group learning and insight. 
If and when class time is allocated for unpacking this process, it will be done with a degree ofIf and when class time is allocated for unpacking this process, it will be done with a degree of   

intentionality. intentionality. 

Practice overview and personalizationPractice overview and personalization

GratitudeGratitude
Group Sharing Group Sharing 
as you go around the circle, as you go around the circle, 
share something particular that you love about being alive ORshare something particular that you love about being alive OR
share something that you did today that made you glad to be alive ORshare something that you did today that made you glad to be alive OR
share with us something that you experienced or saw that made you glad to be aliveshare with us something that you experienced or saw that made you glad to be alive

Honoring our Pain for the WorldHonoring our Pain for the World
The MillingThe Milling

Seeing with New EyesSeeing with New Eyes

Going ForthGoing Forth

Deep TimeDeep Time
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Quotes

Seperation

"may we separate sex from attachment,
attachment from identity
identity from spirituality

and spirit from rational discourse

may we allow emptiness to pervade
this ever perfect, pistulant, permutation
of a radio tower station set to the birth of

a sustainable civilization

may we bridge where we are at
with our vision for a better world

and build a bridge so wide
that every last human being can walk across it

love

relationship as a spiritual path

"The aim of life is to live, and to live means to be aware, joyously, drunkenly, serenely, 
divinely aware."
~ Henry Miller

" Love just is. It is neither given nor taken; rather it is simply discovered and allowed."
~Ariel Spilsbury

"There is no remedy for love but to love more"
~ Henry David Thoreau

"I, with a deeper instinct, choose a man who compels my strength,
who makes enormous demands on me, who does not doubt my courage or my toughness,

who does not believe me naïve or innocent, who has the courage to treat me like a woman. "
~ Anaïs Nin

"Your task is not to seek for Love,
But merely to seek and find

all the barriers within yourself
that you have built against it."

~ Rumi

"Love is everything it's cracked up to be. It really is worth fighting for, being brave for, risking 
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everything for. And the trouble is, if you don't risk everything, you risk even more."
~ Erica Jong

"The moment you have in your heart this
extraordinary thing called Love and feel the
depth, the delight, the ecstasy of it, you will

discover that the world is transformed.
~ J. Krishnamurti

"I hold this to be the highest task of a bond between two people:
that each should stand guard over the solitude of the other."

~Rainer Marie Rilke

"Perhaps love is the process of my leading you gently back to yourself."
~ Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

Even after all this time, the sun never says to the earth, "you owe me." Look what happens 
with a love like that, it lights the whole world...

~ Hafiz

"It's time that we saw sex as the truly sacred art that it is. A deep meditation, a holy 
communion and a dance with the force of creation."

~ Marcus Allen 

opening to change
jonathan haber

bless this day
let these winds of change
caress my mind and heart

let this pain enter me
open me

remind me
who I am not

this physical form
losing myself in the tastes of reaching

wishing
wanting
yearning

let me remember
that who I am not

let grace flow from me
caress the trees
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the winds
the openings

the hearts
the lives

May we remember
the love that we share

the love that pervades us
when nothing is left there

where our subtle hearts are shaking
our felt sense trembling
may we all break open

drop underneath

may we welcome
embrace

experience
and surrender

may the trees echo through me
the winds blast my subtle heart into resonance with yours

may these souls that lift my heart from its breaking
taste for me the coming and going

the lasting and flowing
the wishing and wanting

the releasing and enlivening

the dance that we call this
the wish that we are

the waterfall that moves through us
and us through it

may all of the secret, illuminative, angelic places
hurtled over and under our hearts

remind of the luminescence
we hold within

May we expand
open

realize
and be with

all that is
all that arises

all that reminds
and that which brings us home 
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On being a vessel

I am 

A ship headed full boar forward.

My crew is the set of individual spirits whom emerge in my life with a big green light that says 
YES to the integration of their unique individuality into the functionality of the whole.

My education is the bolstering of sails... the preparation of the hemp, the upgrading of the 
ropes that hold our sail on point

My compass is my relationship with the dreamscape, I am at the helm, dependent upon the 
integral functionality of the crew for successful adaptation to the changes in weather 

The ocean is what holds me afloat, and the waves of the ocean are what test me

My ability to maintain course is dependent on my response to the waves, my ability to adapt 
quickly to thier ever changing shape, to move with them rather then oppose them, and from 
that place, to use the wind that drives them to drive me forward, all the while maintaining a 

sense, by virtue of my compass, of what direction we must move in

The functionality of the boat is dependent on the unification of the team, and the functionality 
of the system is dependent on the unification of all boats. I support the evolution of the other 
boats through my expression... my expression is an embodiment of the knowledge that I gain 

through my education, and my education is a catalyst to the evolution of the stages of my 
consciousness... 

The evolution of my stages of consciousness is a function of my practice, and dependent upon 
the degree to which I choose to engage with my practice. When I am not engaged with my 

practice, my boats sails to not create forward momentum... they are unengaged, flapping in 
the wind. However, when I am engaged with my practice, my sails are engaged, they capture 
wind and harness the energy of the weather... the circumstantial domain of my moment by 

moment experience, and utilize it in the forward momentum of the whole. 

My practice is one of flexibility of role, enhanced by the full range of embodiment of the 
archetypal domain of life... the dreamscape. 

To the degree that I am flexible in my ability to adapt to the changes of weather that surround 
my ship, I am able to maintain the course of this vessel that carries my crew. 

To the degree that I am able to adapt to the changes that take form within my crew, I am able 
to maintain our cohesiveness, and able to harness the power of the individuals, as well as the 

emergent powers that lie latent in a disarrayed crew. 

To the degree that I am able to adapt to the weather of my soul; that of my personal internal 
emotional cycles... I am capable of maintaining the sense of direction of my personal 
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beingness, which my crew depends upon. 

All of this is dependant upon the seeing of truth, which is in turn dependant upon my 
willingness to be honest with myself and others, and my willingness to embody the courage 

and compassion necessary to look at and see the truth of any given moment. 

This is also dependant upon my flexibility of identity... my willingness to adapt who I am in 
direct relationship with what I see in a given circumstance. 

My practice therefore, calls me to be adaptive in who I am, in my identity, which I engage 
through role flexibility. It calls me to be adaptive in perspective, which I engage through state 
flexibility. It calls me to be aware of changes on all levels, that of my personal inquiry and my 

personal expression. 

I play with this by learning and applying the knowledge of others, looking to my direct 
experience for insight into truth, and by embodying that truth for my outward expression. 

I play with this by learning to navigate my emotional domain, exploring the roots of emotional 
turbulence, and practicing loving kindness towards myself and others as well as surrender, the 

cutting of emotional/energetic cords, and radical receptivity to all that is presented... 

Radical receptivity calls for an honoring stance towards the arising circumstances on an 
internal level, and calls for an honoring of the waves that crash against my ship and influence 

my short term direction.

My expression, be it my music, my poetry, my photography, my ritual theatre, and my way of 
being, is therefore a vehicle through which I serve the whole and faciliate the synchronization 

process of all ships on the planet. 

My study is collaborative in nature, building awareness of each level of my experience. I am 
asked to inquire into the systemic dance of change, be it the collective fluctuations of 

consciousness... represented in my dreamscape as the oceanic depths and the degrees of 
stillness that they hold. 

My work in the world, that which generates revenue, is the source of sustenence for the sailors 
and the crew. With adequate clothing and food rations, the crew is supported in thier 

unification, and choices made at the helm are carried out quickly, which is a necessary 
function of the whole. 

My compass is my relationship with the dreamscape. Its accessibility is dependant upon my 
immersion in the dreamscape, my utilization of metaphor as vehicle. Of poem as medium. My 

embodiment of the voice of the poet in communication. My choice to navigate the space 
between the waking and dreaming states. The space when the conscious mind becomes lucid, 

when the other dimensions are brought into conscious awareness. 

My willingness to be seen is called for. The hidden is the back door control room moving in 
the opposite direction. 
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My courage is called for. My armor serves no purpose other then to divide the crew. 

My insight is called for. My ignorance is a function of choosing to keep blinders on to the 
truth. 

My reflection is called for. The entire universe is as I am, a reflection of truth. without 
reflection, I am a broken mirror. 

My clarity is called for. A mirror with a layer of dirt slants the truth; which disrupts the 
harmony of the crew. 

My compassion and gentle kindness towards myself is called for. The rough tendancy of self 
critique lends to a divided captain, which lends to a divided crew. Unification is necessary to 

survive the storms of these oceans we reside upon. 

I am. 

A ship headed full boar forward.

An invitation to you. 

To join this crew. 

To connect with your practice. 

To commit to seeing the relationships between each aspect of your boat. 

To looking at your sails. 

To engaging the winds of your circumstances. 

To looking at your compass. 

To unifying your crew. 

To indulge in the raw experience of being a vessel through which the truth of this moment can 
fully engage the spirit of this weather and forward your evolution from the state available 

through reading these words to the stage available through direct application of your truth in 
everyday practice. 

I am an invitation. 

You are invited. 
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Certainty

SpiritSpirit
I want I want 

to createto create
somethingsomething

newnew

and and 
honestlyhonestly
I wonderI wonder

if if 
there isthere is

any point any point 
to thisto this

moment ofmoment of
creationcreation

honestlyhonestly
the futilitythe futility

of discernementof discernement
if there is notif there is not

the hopelessness the hopelessness 
of lifeof life

if there is notif there is not

the pointlessnessthe pointlessness
of it allof it all

if there is notif there is not
a pointa point

where does that leave mewhere does that leave me

where does this moment leave mewhere does this moment leave me

if there is certaintyif there is certainty
we will sell itwe will sell it

unbounded certaintyunbounded certainty
for 39 monthly payments of $199.99for 39 monthly payments of $199.99

available todayavailable today
as long as we do not mindas long as we do not mind

paying the hidden taxpaying the hidden tax
of money lent from nowhere of money lent from nowhere 

into existanceinto existance
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filtering existance in this countryfiltering existance in this country
into a commodityinto a commodity

and leveraging the position of the richand leveraging the position of the rich
into a position of power overinto a position of power over

the restthe rest

riches? riches? 
they come to those who either give wholeheartedly of their giftsthey come to those who either give wholeheartedly of their gifts

or who set up structure to take advantage of the positions of othersor who set up structure to take advantage of the positions of others

Profits drive our hearts and mindsProfits drive our hearts and minds
replacing god as an image of the divinereplacing god as an image of the divine
begging for change that can only comebegging for change that can only come

the the falling away of everything we know as me, this, and usthe the falling away of everything we know as me, this, and us

these fundamental assumptionsthese fundamental assumptions
that give form to thinkingthat give form to thinking

give form to winkinggive form to winking
at the street corner prostituteat the street corner prostitute

in silent, screaming submissionin silent, screaming submission
to the industrial economy of machines within machinesto the industrial economy of machines within machines

that we find ourselves embedded withinthat we find ourselves embedded within

Guiding us is a fleet of new jetsGuiding us is a fleet of new jets
each leaving a new smoke screen message in the skyeach leaving a new smoke screen message in the sky

through which we are with piercing subtltythrough which we are with piercing subtlty
invited to adopt as the new set of foggy gogglesinvited to adopt as the new set of foggy goggles

groking the possibibility groking the possibibility 
of gallons of gasoline set ablazeof gallons of gasoline set ablaze

in the structures of a galvanized mind set to the dial of yesterdayin the structures of a galvanized mind set to the dial of yesterday

Fires fuel finicky gimmicks going for cellular transformationFires fuel finicky gimmicks going for cellular transformation
on the sticky cell phone signal of transmissionon the sticky cell phone signal of transmission

singing lullabies to this process of transmutationsinging lullabies to this process of transmutation
and licking the wounds of our transdoctrinationand licking the wounds of our transdoctrination

inviting tears into the transdictationinviting tears into the transdictation
as transienceas transience
transcendstranscends

the transnuminousthe transnuminous
and revealsand reveals

thisthis
planned excuse of usplanned excuse of us

to leave the fires of yesterday to leave the fires of yesterday 
and be born into the ashes and soils of tomorrows creationand be born into the ashes and soils of tomorrows creation
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:: :: :::: :: ::

We are who we have been waiting forWe are who we have been waiting for
we are the breath called into the body we are the breath called into the body 

We are who we have been waiting forWe are who we have been waiting for
we are the winds of change churning in the center of this collective communal tornadowe are the winds of change churning in the center of this collective communal tornado

we are who we have been waiting forwe are who we have been waiting for
we are the symbolic intensity of one mans beliefs pushed onto otherswe are the symbolic intensity of one mans beliefs pushed onto others

we are the pain of watching a child starve to deathwe are the pain of watching a child starve to death
we are the emptiness born of pretendingwe are the emptiness born of pretending

that this knowledge has no relevance that this knowledge has no relevance 
to our gas tank, to our sweatshop clothingto our gas tank, to our sweatshop clothing

to our attempts at being "composed" in this cultureto our attempts at being "composed" in this culture

life is not a lego creationlife is not a lego creation
its the meeting of the glaciers and the seaits the meeting of the glaciers and the sea

its the bursting forth of a volcano and the birth of ashits the bursting forth of a volcano and the birth of ash
its the assimilation of ash into food for the plant lifeits the assimilation of ash into food for the plant life

its the transmutation of carbon into plant matterits the transmutation of carbon into plant matter
of plant matter into foodof plant matter into food

of food into energyof food into energy
of energy into compassionof energy into compassion
of compassion into actionof compassion into action

of action into changeof action into change
of change into lasting changeof change into lasting change

of lasting change into cultural transformationof lasting change into cultural transformation

life is not a lego creation life is not a lego creation 
its the shiftits the shift

we feelwe feel
nownow

right nowright now
this momentthis moment

that quietthat quiet
subtleysubtley

between wordsbetween words
thoughtsthoughts

notesnotes
imagesimages
peoplepeople

meetingsmeetings
loverslovers

dramasdramas

life is not a lego creationlife is not a lego creation
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its a backpackits a backpack
filled with more possibility then we could imaginefilled with more possibility then we could imagine
and dedicated to the welfare of something biggerand dedicated to the welfare of something bigger

then the limited vision then the limited vision 
we would hold we would hold 

when we dont carewhen we dont care
when we dont lookwhen we dont look
when we dont seewhen we dont see
when we dont feelwhen we dont feel

when we dont allowwhen we dont allow
and when we dont ariseand when we dont arise

life is not a lego creationlife is not a lego creation
it is the arising of strength from the spaces betweenit is the arising of strength from the spaces between

it is the invitation to experience this moment that begs to be heardit is the invitation to experience this moment that begs to be heard
it is the calling to creation for the next 7 generations strongit is the calling to creation for the next 7 generations strong

its is the tears of our anscestors its is the tears of our anscestors 
witnessing us forgettingwitnessing us forgetting

the wisdom that guided themthe wisdom that guided them
and the silent scream for dignity and the silent scream for dignity 

of the woman being rapedof the woman being raped

life is not a lego creationlife is not a lego creation
it is an omen of justiceit is an omen of justice
it is a stand for equalityit is a stand for equality

it is a commitment to compassionit is a commitment to compassion
it is a heart song for the birth of a new worldit is a heart song for the birth of a new world

we are that new worldwe are that new world
we are that arisingwe are that arising

we are that coming togetherwe are that coming together
we are that possibilitywe are that possibility

and we are its coalesence nowand we are its coalesence now

we are that which we have been waiting forwe are that which we have been waiting for
and the time for waiting is over and the time for waiting is over 

nownow
the time for standingthe time for standing

seeingseeing
lovingloving
feelingfeeling

honoringhonoring
respectingrespecting

being an invitationbeing an invitation
being an invocationbeing an invocation

and invoking the song of this momentand invoking the song of this moment
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the song that calls to our deepest heartthe song that calls to our deepest heart
that calls to our deepest longingthat calls to our deepest longing

that calls to our deepest knowingthat calls to our deepest knowing

We are that new worldWe are that new world
we are that arisingwe are that arising

we are that coming togetherwe are that coming together
we are that possibilitywe are that possibility

and we are its coalescence nowand we are its coalescence now

SourceSource

I unload thoughts into it like a dump truckI unload thoughts into it like a dump truck
thoughts continuously riling themselves upthoughts continuously riling themselves up

I unload like a rocketship separating from yesterdays rocketI unload like a rocketship separating from yesterdays rocket
all the notions of a better day which my mind is seeking like a wild dog chases a catall the notions of a better day which my mind is seeking like a wild dog chases a cat

I unload like a stock broker jumping off a bridge to my deathI unload like a stock broker jumping off a bridge to my death
witnessed by the failure of measuring my life by that which is out side of mewitnessed by the failure of measuring my life by that which is out side of me

I unload this humble and arrogant vessel that I call my "self"I unload this humble and arrogant vessel that I call my "self"
My emptiness is an invitation to recognition of blessings held within my danceMy emptiness is an invitation to recognition of blessings held within my dance

I invite spirit through this momentI invite spirit through this moment
To be the voice, to be the song, to be the glimmer, to which I see, To be the voice, to be the song, to be the glimmer, to which I see, 

to be the river, to be the space, to be the opening, to be the river, to be the space, to be the opening, 
to be the form which gives meaning to that which I call grace to be the form which gives meaning to that which I call grace 

I am the invitation pleading to me to be set free from ball and chain of my own creationI am the invitation pleading to me to be set free from ball and chain of my own creation
Creating who I am and what I've got, Creating who I am and what I've got, 

everything that we think is that which we have gotteneverything that we think is that which we have gotten
all the pieces of yesterday which remind us of subtle sensations all the pieces of yesterday which remind us of subtle sensations 

like a backpack packed full of legos formed into tomorrows creationlike a backpack packed full of legos formed into tomorrows creation
I am that invitation inviting the space of rememberance while inviting the full and I am that invitation inviting the space of rememberance while inviting the full and 

unequivocated release of the stagnancy of yesterday. unequivocated release of the stagnancy of yesterday. 
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May we allow life, laughter and celebrationMay we allow life, laughter and celebration
may it saturate my soul like a waterfall from the melting glaciers of yesterdaymay it saturate my soul like a waterfall from the melting glaciers of yesterday

May I allow all that arisesMay I allow all that arises
each blessing like a bubble that absolutely tickles meeach blessing like a bubble that absolutely tickles me

May I allow All that passesMay I allow All that passes
Like a bad check may I allow the crashing hammer of your rejection to be my post officeLike a bad check may I allow the crashing hammer of your rejection to be my post office  

invitation to pack my invitation to pack my 
things and find meaning in something bigger then your conditional lovethings and find meaning in something bigger then your conditional love

All that I loveAll that I love
and All that I hateand All that I hate

I am, all that arisesI am, all that arises
the tests and celebrationsthe tests and celebrations

the times of hardship and strivethe times of hardship and strive
the jagged edge of spirits numinescent knifethe jagged edge of spirits numinescent knife

I am the mystery that gives form to this dance between you and meI am the mystery that gives form to this dance between you and me

I am, all that passesI am, all that passes
song birds as they crash insong birds as they crash in

to the waves of dis-informationto the waves of dis-information
disillusioned mind and settling into the space indisillusioned mind and settling into the space in

side of which all that washes this simple, elegent song of a soulside of which all that washes this simple, elegent song of a soul
to reside in comfort and grace into reside in comfort and grace in

I am breakingI am breaking
mendingmending
singingsinging
livingliving

loving loving 
openingopening
allowingallowing
invitinginviting

and through this subtle songand through this subtle song
I invite that the heartbreak and longingI invite that the heartbreak and longing

that tears at my soul like a straightjacket still fastened being ripped from methat tears at my soul like a straightjacket still fastened being ripped from me
give in some unexplainable waygive in some unexplainable way

opening to graceopening to grace

I invite this painI invite this pain
to give form to loveto give form to love

this willingness to seethis willingness to see
to give form to new agesto give form to new ages
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to new ways to new ways 
to new conditionalityto new conditionality

may I may I 
as I run about constantly seekingas I run about constantly seeking

the next thing to free methe next thing to free me
find a way through thisfind a way through this

messmess

and see grace elegantly putting the depths of meand see grace elegantly putting the depths of me
to a nonverbal testto a nonverbal test

and may I show upand may I show up
as you doas you do

to the calling of our timesto the calling of our times
and give form to the spacesand give form to the spaces

that elegantly definethat elegantly define
everything we hope to beeverything we hope to be

hope to seehope to see
and hope to love in this dance that we calland hope to love in this dance that we call

you and meyou and me

:: :: :::: :: ::

I am freed from my limitations I am freed from my limitations 
by virtue of changing circumstancesby virtue of changing circumstances

refueled in my sense of selfrefueled in my sense of self
my sense of beingmy sense of being
my sense of livingmy sense of living

may Imay I

indulge in this fantastyindulge in this fantasty
and direct its energyand direct its energy

to serve the deepest intention of my soulto serve the deepest intention of my soul
in its coalescence in its coalescence 

May I May I 
in relation to survival in relation to survival 

to food, water, shelter and sustenenceto food, water, shelter and sustenence
invest in my own capacity invest in my own capacity 

to tend to my individual needsto tend to my individual needs
in such a way that I am freedin such a way that I am freed

to tend to the needs of my communityto tend to the needs of my community

May I May I 
create a foundationcreate a foundation
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upon which I am liberated upon which I am liberated 
from the jests and jesters of yesterdays dramasfrom the jests and jesters of yesterdays dramas

from the fools and foolhardiness that laughed at me from within my headfrom the fools and foolhardiness that laughed at me from within my head
from the bullies who punked mefrom the bullies who punked me

and the child yelling as it fell for helpand the child yelling as it fell for help

May I May I 
learn the mysteries of financial freedomlearn the mysteries of financial freedom

learn how my actions can bring joy to the lives of otherslearn how my actions can bring joy to the lives of others
how my work can truly and fully embody the notion of right livelihoodhow my work can truly and fully embody the notion of right livelihood

May I May I 
Attune to the deepest intention of my draw towards sexualityAttune to the deepest intention of my draw towards sexuality

may I may I 
bridge sex with spirit as I dance in elationbridge sex with spirit as I dance in elation

May IMay I
 seperate sexuality from attachment seperate sexuality from attachment

attachment from identityattachment from identity
identity from expressionidentity from expression
expression from falsityexpression from falsity

save for the rare but abundant opportunity to operate from a space of falsity with totalsave for the rare but abundant opportunity to operate from a space of falsity with total  
intentionalityintentionality

invoking the joke of awareness with a invoking the joke of awareness with a siren callsiren call which reverberates from the  which reverberates from the trickstertrickster  
energy in meenergy in me

May I May I 
Attune to my deepest intention in my desire to createAttune to my deepest intention in my desire to create

and may my creationand may my creation
be an illiciting of the truth be an illiciting of the truth 

an invitation of the honoring spirit laughing at my constructed realityan invitation of the honoring spirit laughing at my constructed reality

May creation spring from attunement and receptivityMay creation spring from attunement and receptivity
and be released from unconscious negativityand be released from unconscious negativity

break from the cycles of break from the cycles of sleeping mindless actionsleeping mindless action and investment and investment
of the sacred force which I know as my of the sacred force which I know as my personalpersonal creativity creativity

May I May I 
continue to see my creativity as sacredcontinue to see my creativity as sacred

My will power as unshakableMy will power as unshakable
my direction as alignedmy direction as aligned

my spirit as presentmy spirit as present
my generosity as the source of sustainable fuelmy generosity as the source of sustainable fuel

for fuel that feeds me on all levelsfor fuel that feeds me on all levels
for fuel that bridges worlds and dimensionsfor fuel that bridges worlds and dimensions

that makes for the state of total mastery that makes for the state of total mastery 
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of all that is who I truly beof all that is who I truly be

:: :: :::: :: ::

Future Self Reflection Future Self Reflection 

:: :: :: :: :: :: 

Intent; ClarityIntent; Clarity
Methodology; Deep TimeMethodology; Deep Time

Container; 2 roles, future self, fully actualized, 40 years forward, and present moment selfContainer; 2 roles, future self, fully actualized, 40 years forward, and present moment self
Indulgence; waxing poeticIndulgence; waxing poetic

You there?You there?

Yes...Yes...

Good.  Good.  

Where can my mind go when I want something new to flow through this arrogant vessel that IWhere can my mind go when I want something new to flow through this arrogant vessel that I  
call me?call me?

where can I go within which I can be free?where can I go within which I can be free?

what must I surrender in order to truly see?what must I surrender in order to truly see?

BrotherBrother

you are that which gives seeing its meaningyou are that which gives seeing its meaning
without you there would be no center to the stormwithout you there would be no center to the storm

storms indulge you, centers whisp you, darkness lights youstorms indulge you, centers whisp you, darkness lights you
that which you flee from pursues youthat which you flee from pursues you

I will bring this to where you want it to beI will bring this to where you want it to be
but within this voice is that which you seebut within this voice is that which you see

already you know that you define who it is that you choosse to bealready you know that you define who it is that you choosse to be
and that everything you bring to the table upon which you find yourself dancingand that everything you bring to the table upon which you find yourself dancing

is an eloquent taste of the subtle romancing is an eloquent taste of the subtle romancing 
of rose petal to water dropof rose petal to water drop

you are that which choosesyou are that which chooses
the bruises on your spine must come to the define the subtle vocal rhymes that you findthe bruises on your spine must come to the define the subtle vocal rhymes that you find  

yourself performingyourself performing
trying to be bringing up the winging through the constellationstrying to be bringing up the winging through the constellations

conjuring up a subtle invocationconjuring up a subtle invocation
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you are that star nationyou are that star nation

ok.. then how do i discriminate between painful interactions and powerful onesok.. then how do i discriminate between painful interactions and powerful ones
what do I seekwhat do I seek

what do I knowwhat do I know
what do I wantwhat do I want
where do I gowhere do I go

and what do we seekand what do we seek
when we want to be freewhen we want to be free

where is the path that leads away from not knowingwhere is the path that leads away from not knowing

indulgences asideindulgences aside
show me where to hideshow me where to hide

hiding is living your loving for the painful path hiding is living your loving for the painful path 
and is necessary for understanding the depth of freedomand is necessary for understanding the depth of freedom

youare that freedom, and knowing yourself requires a knowing of that which you are notyouare that freedom, and knowing yourself requires a knowing of that which you are not
see yourselfsee yourself

play with yourselfplay with yourself
invite yourselfinvite yourself

all of youall of you
open to this open to this 

and everything it containsand everything it contains
open to the knowing of the being of the essence of who your are seeing yourself to beopen to the knowing of the being of the essence of who your are seeing yourself to be

and learn from the melodies that caress what you bringand learn from the melodies that caress what you bring
and bring your essence into this subtle coalescenceand bring your essence into this subtle coalescence

crashing your waves from the depthscrashing your waves from the depths
find your plantary meshingfind your plantary meshing

" Love just is. It is neither given nor taken; rather it is simply discovered and allowed."" Love just is. It is neither given nor taken; rather it is simply discovered and allowed."
~Ariel Spilsbury~Ariel Spilsbury

How do we, as a people, see this for what its worth?How do we, as a people, see this for what its worth?

AllowAllow
openopen
inviteinvite
invokeinvoke
refrainrefrain
indulgeindulge

experienceexperience
the utter and total gift the utter and total gift 
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of what this moment holdsof what this moment holds

and laughand laugh
at the delusion at the delusion 
you purchaseyou purchase

with your attentionwith your attention

see yourselfsee yourself
from outside yourselffrom outside yourself

from expansion completefrom expansion complete
and allow your feetand allow your feet

to be the song through which youto be the song through which you
dance to the voices in the streetdance to the voices in the street

the permutations of the feetthe permutations of the feet
to the headto the head

the dancing the dancing 
the living the living 

and the deadand the dead

"I, with a deeper instinct, choose a man who compels my strength,"I, with a deeper instinct, choose a man who compels my strength,
who makes enormous demands on me, who does not doubt my courage or my toughness,who makes enormous demands on me, who does not doubt my courage or my toughness,

who does not believe me naïve or innocent, who has the courage to treat me like a woman. "who does not believe me naïve or innocent, who has the courage to treat me like a woman. "
~ Anaïs Nin~ Anaïs Nin

Where will I find my deeper instinct?Where will I find my deeper instinct?

know that you are the song in the skyknow that you are the song in the sky
singing to the simply melodies that lie singing to the simply melodies that lie 

between every note of the depths of your soulbetween every note of the depths of your soul
allow this grace to caress your simple home allow this grace to caress your simple home 

and seeand see
who you bewho you be

where you gowhere you go
what you arewhat you are

what you needwhat you need
what you love what you love 
what you seewhat you see
what you bewhat you be

allow everything to beallow everything to be
coalescence forming with naturalitycoalescence forming with naturality

into the subtle forms that be conjuringinto the subtle forms that be conjuring
the norms that your mind finds itself sponseringthe norms that your mind finds itself sponsering
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be that stormbe that storm
and its natureand its nature
be the mindbe the mind

and its platureand its plature
and your playdomand your playdom
to your kingdomto your kingdom

"I, with a deeper instinct, choose a man who compels my strength,"I, with a deeper instinct, choose a man who compels my strength,
who makes enormous demands on me, who does not doubt my courage or my toughness,who makes enormous demands on me, who does not doubt my courage or my toughness,

who does not believe me naïve or innocent, who has the courage to treat me like a woman. "who does not believe me naïve or innocent, who has the courage to treat me like a woman. "
~ Anaïs Nin~ Anaïs Nin

ok... who must I be to be that man?ok... who must I be to be that man?

for whom?for whom?

child, you have not met your soulmate yet...child, you have not met your soulmate yet...
you are not that which yearns to be seenyou are not that which yearns to be seen

or knownor known
until the subtleties of this momentuntil the subtleties of this moment

allow your truth to be shownallow your truth to be shown

take the externally oriented energies take the externally oriented energies 
and send them inside and send them inside 

take the fears, the loves and that within which your heart confidestake the fears, the loves and that within which your heart confides
into the boat of your celestial expresssioninto the boat of your celestial expresssion

and turn it into a telescopeand turn it into a telescope

navigate your boat insidenavigate your boat inside
insideinside
insideinside

turn the sails turn the sails 
and go insideand go inside

"Your task is not to seek for Love,"Your task is not to seek for Love,
But merely to seek and findBut merely to seek and find

all the barriers within yourselfall the barriers within yourself
that you have built against it."that you have built against it."

~ Rumi~ Rumi

Tell me what you seeTell me what you see

I see a man with a plan so desperately clingingI see a man with a plan so desperately clinging
that everything he lost that everything he lost 

was not was not 
seen as gainedseen as gained
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I see a man wishingI see a man wishing
he could be what he is nothe could be what he is not

and wishing he could beand wishing he could be
who he truly iswho he truly is

I see a volcano of energyI see a volcano of energy
when channeled forming into gracewhen channeled forming into grace

in this moment taking up psychic spacein this moment taking up psychic space
yearning for a river through which to seeyearning for a river through which to see

FreedomFreedom

we are free from our limitations we are free from our limitations 

Can I get a witness?Can I get a witness?

:: :: :::: :: ::
you and meyou and me

we are free from my limitations we are free from my limitations 
elation will guide uselation will guide us

into implicit understandinginto implicit understanding
reframe reality till it realizes that reframe reality till it realizes that 
compromise will not be enoughcompromise will not be enough

(slow)(slow)

by virtue of changing circumstancesby virtue of changing circumstances
refueled in our sense of selfrefueled in our sense of self
we indulge in this fantastywe indulge in this fantasty

and direct its energyand direct its energy
to serve the deepest intention of the collective soulto serve the deepest intention of the collective soul

in to its notion of coalescence in to its notion of coalescence 

we are the water crywe are the water cry
we are the ocean wailing in the distance for changewe are the ocean wailing in the distance for change

while change is within uswhile change is within us
and everything we understand that everything is changingand everything we understand that everything is changing

poverty poverty (pause)(pause)
children starving children starving (pause)(pause)

human beings without homeshuman beings without homes
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empowered evolution of eloquence in actionempowered evolution of eloquence in action

war war (pause)(pause)
injustice injustice (pause)(pause)

courage conjuring community to bring courage conjuring community to bring 
unity to the collaborative making of changeunity to the collaborative making of change

human slavery human slavery (pause)(pause)
solemn sinnowing silloettes in shadows of social silencesolemn sinnowing silloettes in shadows of social silence

while impoverishment takes the lives of sages from the ages pastwhile impoverishment takes the lives of sages from the ages past
we declare that the tragedy of this day be the lastwe declare that the tragedy of this day be the last

power circulates like a heart attack power circulates like a heart attack 
t - t - t - t total system failuret - t - t - t total system failure

we declare that the tragedy of this day be the lastwe declare that the tragedy of this day be the last
power circulates like a heart attack power circulates like a heart attack 

t - t - t - t total system failuret - t - t - t total system failure

We are free from our limitationsWe are free from our limitations
hieroglyphic invocationshieroglyphic invocations

we invoke the joke of elationwe invoke the joke of elation
to be the permeating to be the permeating 

air we breath air we breath 
in this home that we conceived in this home that we conceived 

t t t  time of our inceptiont t t  time of our inception

before us offering a to steal the voices of the nameless before us offering a to steal the voices of the nameless 
the growls from the lions the growls from the lions 

the ecstacy from the tantrikasthe ecstacy from the tantrikas
the wisdom from the grandmothersthe wisdom from the grandmothers

and to turn it to profit and to turn it to profit 
at expense of the next manat expense of the next man

ask us what we are here forask us what we are here for

power circulates like a heart attack power circulates like a heart attack 
t - t - t - t total system failuret - t - t - t total system failure

we, the people of this nation today, we, the people of this nation today, 
declare this society unfit for the benefit of the future generationsdeclare this society unfit for the benefit of the future generations

on behalf of the thousands bearing witnesson behalf of the thousands bearing witness

we herebye declarewe herebye declare
 that this land is to be guarded that this land is to be guarded
that, the sacred is to be rootedthat, the sacred is to be rooted

that, this change is to be witnessedthat, this change is to be witnessed
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that, the goddess is to be honored that, the goddess is to be honored 
that, this moment to be celebratedthat, this moment to be celebrated

that, government to serve the peoplethat, government to serve the people
change is to influence the masseschange is to influence the masses

that, awakening is to be our pandemicthat, awakening is to be our pandemic
that conjuring is to be homeworkthat conjuring is to be homework

conjuring coalescenceconjuring coalescence
harboring the nectar of our deepest processharboring the nectar of our deepest process

that performing is to be our active dutythat performing is to be our active duty
that building our notion of service that building our notion of service 

power circulates like a heart attack power circulates like a heart attack 
t - t - t - t total system failuret - t - t - t total system failure

we declare that the tragedy of this day be the lastwe declare that the tragedy of this day be the last
power circulates like a heart attack power circulates like a heart attack 

t - t - t - t total system failuret - t - t - t total system failure

We declare that we be the agents of changeWe declare that we be the agents of change
that we disregard the self-destructing waysthat we disregard the self-destructing ways
of the system that we built in our own nameof the system that we built in our own name
and that we give form to a ___ new phaseand that we give form to a ___ new phase

forming evolution of the form of our new waysforming evolution of the form of our new ways
systemically infusing soils with nutrientssystemically infusing soils with nutrients

nitrogen, nibbles of ears of corn and the snuggles that every last ecosystem needs to thrivenitrogen, nibbles of ears of corn and the snuggles that every last ecosystem needs to thrive
may we see past our notions of smallness risemay we see past our notions of smallness rise

(slow)(slow)

by virtue of changing circumstancesby virtue of changing circumstances
refueled in our sense of selfrefueled in our sense of self

indulge in this fantastyindulge in this fantasty
direct its energydirect its energy

to serve the deepest intention of the collective soulto serve the deepest intention of the collective soul
in to its notion of coalescence in to its notion of coalescence 

deep ecology poetrydeep ecology poetry

Part One, Sonnet IV

You who let yourselves feel: enter the breathing
that is more than your own.

Let it brush your cheeks
as it divides and rejoins behind you.

Blessed ones, whole ones,

http://joannamacy.net/html/poems/sonnets1.html#
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you where the heart begins:
You are the bow that shoots the arrows

and you are the target.

Fear not the pain. Let its weight fall back
into the earth;

for heavy are the mountains, heavy the seas.

The trees you planted in childhood have grown
too heavy. You cannot bring them along.

Give yourselves to the air, to what you cannot hold.

Back to Top

Close Window

Part One, Sonnet V

Erect no gravestone. Just let the rose
bloom every year for him.

For this is Orpheus: metamorphosis
into one thing, then another.

We need not search for other names.
It is Orpheus in the singing, once and for all time.

He comes and goes. Is it not enough
that sometimes he outlasts a bowl of roses?

Oh, if you could understand -- he has no choice but to disappear,
even should he long to stay. As his song

exceeds the present moment,

so he is already gone where we cannot follow.
The lyre's strings do not constrain his hands.

It is in moving farther on that he obeys.

Back to Top

Close Window

Part Two, Sonnet X

The Machine endangers all we have made.
We allow it to rule instead of obey.

To build a house, cut the stone sharp and fast:
the carver's hand takes too long to feel its way.
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The Machine never hesitates, or we might escape
and its factories subside into silence.

It thinks it's alive and does everything better.
With equal resolve it creates and destroys.

But life holds mystery for us yet. In a hundred places
we can still sense the source: a play of pure powers
that -- when you feel it -- brings you to your knees.

There are yet words that come near the unsayable,
and, from crumbling stones, a new music

to make a sacred dwelling in a place we cannot own.

Back to Top

Close Window

Part Two, Sonnet XIII

Be ahead of all parting, as if it had already happened.
like winter, which even now is passing.

For beneath the winter is a winter so endless
that to survive it at all is a triumph of the heart.

Be forever dead in Eurydice, and climb back singing.
Climb praying as you return to connection.

Here among the disappearing, in the realm of the transient,
be a ringing glass that shatters as it rings.

Be. And, at the same time, know what it is not to be.
The non-being inside you allows you to vibrate

in full resonance with your world. Use it for once.

To all that has run its course, and to the vast unsayable
numbers of beings abounding in Nature,
add yourself gladly, and cancel the cost.

Back to Top

Close Window

Part Two, Sonnet XXVII

Does Time, as it passes, really destroy?
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It may rip the fortress from its rock;
but can this heart, that belongs to God,

be torn from Him by circumstance?

Are we as fearfully fragile
as fate would have us believe?

Can we ever be severed
from childhood's deep promise?

Ah, the knowledge of impermanence
that haunts our days

is their very fragrance.

We in our striving think we should last forever,
but could we be used by the Divine

if we were not ephemeral?

Back to Top

Close Window

Part Two, Sonnet XXIX

Quiet friend who has come so far,
feel how your breathing makes more space around you.

Let this darkness be a bell tower
and you the bell. As you ring,

what batters you becomes your strength.
Move back and forth into the change.
What is it like, such intensity of pain?

If the drink is bitter, turn yourself to wine.

In this uncontainable night,
be the mystery at the crossroads of your senses,

the meaning discovered there.

And if the world has ceased to hear you,
say to the silent Earth: I flow.

To the rushing water, speak: I am.

Back to Top

Close Window

8th Duino Elegy - Rainer Maria Rilke
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With their whole gaze the creatures behold what is. Only our eyes
are as though reversed, and set like traps around themselves,

keeping us inside. That there is something out there
we know only from the animals' countenance,
for we turn even the young child, forcing her

to look backwards at the shapes we make,
not outwards into the open, which is reflected

in the animals' eyes.

Free from death. We alone see that.
For the animals, their death is, as it were, completed.

What's ahead is God. And when they move,
they move in timelessness, as fountains do.

Never, not for a single day, do we let
the space before us be so unbounded

that the blooming of one flower is forever.
We are always making it into a world

and never letting it be nothing: the pure,
the unconstructed, which we breathe

and endlessly know, and need not crave.

Sometimes a child loses herself in this stillness
and gets shaken out of it. Or a person dies

and becomes it. For when death draws near, we look beyond it
with an animal's wide gaze. Lovers come close

to the open, filled with wonder,
when the beloved doesn't block the view.

It surges up behind the other, unbidden. But it's hard
to grasp, so it becomes again the world.

Ever turned toward what we create,
we see only reflections of the open, overshadowed by us.

Except when an animal mutely looks us through and through.
This is our fate: to stand
in our own way. Forever

in the way.

If the confident animal, coming toward us,
had a mind like ours,

the change in him would stun us.
But his own being is endless to him, undefined, and without regard

for his condition: clear,
like his eyes. Where we see future,

he sees all, and himself
in all, made whole for always.

And yet in the warm, watchful animal
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there is the weight of a great sadness.
For what at times assaults us

clings to him as well: the sense
that what we strive to reach

was once closer and more real
and infinitely tender.
Here all is distance --
there it was breath.

After that first home
the second feels invaded, and windy.

And we: always and everywhere spectators,
turned toward the stuff of our lives, and never outward.

It all spills over us. We put it to order.
It falls apart. We order it again

and fall apart ourselves.

Who has turned us around like this?
Whatever we do, we are in the posture

of one who is about to depart.
Like a person pausing and lingering

for a moment on the last hill

where he can still see his whole valley --
this is how we live, forever

taking our leave.

Translated by Joanna Macy & Anita Barrows

Back to Top

9th Duino Elegy

Why, if it's possible to come into existence
as laurel, say, a little darker green

than other trees, with ripples edging each
leaf (like a wind, smiling): why then

do we have to be human, and keep running from the fate
we are made for and long for?

Oh, not because of Happiness --
that fleeting gift before the loss begins.

Not from curiosity, or to exercise the heart,
which the laurel could do too....

But because simply to be here is so much
and because what is here seems to need us,
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this vanishing world that concerns us strangely --
us, the most vanishing of all. Once

for each, only once. Once and no more.
And we, too: just once. Never again. But

to have lived this once, even if only this once,
to have been of earth -- that cannot be taken from us.

And so a hunger drives us.
We want to contain it in our naked hands,

our brimming senses, our speechless hearts.
We want to become it, or to offer it -- but to whom?

We would hold it forever....But, after all,
what can we keep? Not the beholding.

so slow to learn. Not anything that has happened here.
Nothing. There are the hurts. And, always, the hardships.

And there's the long knowing of love -- all of it
unsayable. Later, amidst the stars, we will see:

these are better unsaid. The mountain wanderer
does not carry back into the valley a handful of earth --

that is unsayable -- but a word, simple and clean:
the blue and yellow gentian. Could we be here, then,

in order to say
                             House

                                        Bridge
                                                   Fountain

                                                                  Gate
                                                                           Pitcher

                                                                                       Apple tree
                                                                                                         Window

or, for loftier things -- Pillar, Tower --
But to say them, in fact-- oh, to utter them

as even the things never thought themselves to be.

Is it not the secret strategem
of our vanishing Earth

to have lovers taste her own delight
when she drives them into each other's arms?

Are we here to say Threshhold? the little used threshhold
that lovers step over as they come so lightly

after the ancestors and before the future ones.

Here is the time for telling. Here is its home.
Speak and make known: more and more

the things we could experience
are lost to us, replaced

by mindless doing.
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Between hammers pounding,
our heart exists, like the tongue
between the teeth -- which still,

however, does the praising.

Praise the world to the angel: leave the unsayable aside.
Your exalted feelings do not move him.

In the realm where he feels feelings, you are a beginner.
Therefore show him what is ordinary, what has been

shaped from generation to generation, shaped by hand and eye.
Tell him of things. He will stand still in astonishment,

the way you stood by the ropemaker in Rome
or beside the potter on the Nile.

Show him how happy a thing can be, how innocent and ours,
as even a lament takes clear form,

becomes a thing, can die as a thing.
while the music, blessing it, fades.

And the things, which, even as they live, pass on --
understand that we praise them. Transient, they are trusting us

to preserve them -- us, the most transient of all.
As if they wanted our hearts to transform them
into -- o endlessly -- into us. Whatever we are.

Earth, isn¹t this what you want? To arise in us, invisible?
Is it not your dream, to enter us so wholly

there¹s nothing outside us to see?
What, if not this transformation,

is your deepest purpose? Earth, my love,
I want that too. Believe me, no more of your springtimes are needed

to win me over-- even one flower
is almost too much. Before I was named I was yours.

From the beginning you have always held the measure,
and, for something to count on, you give us death.

See, I live. On what?
Childhood and future are equally present..

Sheer abundance of being
floods my heart.

Translated by Joanna Macy and Anita Barrows

Back to Top

Close Window
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9th Duino Elegy

Why, if it's possible to come into existence
as laurel, say, a little darker green

than other trees, with ripples edging each
leaf (like a wind, smiling): why then

do we have to be human, and keep running from the fate
we are made for and long for?

Oh, not because of Happiness --
that fleeting gift before the loss begins.

Not from curiosity, or to exercise the heart,
which the laurel could do too....

But because simply to be here is so much
and because what is here seems to need us,

this vanishing world that concerns us strangely --
us, the most vanishing of all. Once

for each, only once. Once and no more.
And we, too: just once. Never again. But

to have lived this once, even if only this once,
to have been of earth -- that cannot be taken from us.

And so a hunger drives us.
We want to contain it in our naked hands,

our brimming senses, our speechless hearts.
We want to become it, or to offer it -- but to whom?

We would hold it forever....But, after all,
what can we keep? Not the beholding.

so slow to learn. Not anything that has happened here.
Nothing. There are the hurts. And, always, the hardships.

And there's the long knowing of love -- all of it
unsayable. Later, amidst the stars, we will see:

these are better unsaid. The mountain wanderer
does not carry back into the valley a handful of earth --

that is unsayable -- but a word, simple and clean:
the blue and yellow gentian. Could we be here, then,

in order to say
                             House

                                        Bridge
                                                   Fountain

                                                                  Gate
                                                                           Pitcher

                                                                                       Apple tree
                                                                                                         Window

or, for loftier things -- Pillar, Tower --
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But to say them, in fact-- oh, to utter them
as even the things never thought themselves to be.

Is it not the secret strategem
of our vanishing Earth

to have lovers taste her own delight
when she drives them into each other's arms?

Are we here to say Threshhold? the little used threshhold
that lovers step over as they come so lightly

after the ancestors and before the future ones.

Here is the time for telling. Here is its home.
Speak and make known: more and more

the things we could experience
are lost to us, replaced

by mindless doing.

Between hammers pounding,
our heart exists, like the tongue
between the teeth -- which still,

however, does the praising.

Praise the world to the angel: leave the unsayable aside.
Your exalted feelings do not move him.

In the realm where he feels feelings, you are a beginner.
Therefore show him what is ordinary, what has been

shaped from generation to generation, shaped by hand and eye.
Tell him of things. He will stand still in astonishment,

the way you stood by the ropemaker in Rome
or beside the potter on the Nile.

Show him how happy a thing can be, how innocent and ours,
as even a lament takes clear form,

becomes a thing, can die as a thing.
while the music, blessing it, fades.

And the things, which, even as they live, pass on --
understand that we praise them. Transient, they are trusting us

to preserve them -- us, the most transient of all.
As if they wanted our hearts to transform them
into -- o endlessly -- into us. Whatever we are.

Earth, isn¹t this what you want? To arise in us, invisible?
Is it not your dream, to enter us so wholly

there¹s nothing outside us to see?
What, if not this transformation,

is your deepest purpose? Earth, my love,
I want that too. Believe me, no more of your springtimes are needed
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to win me over-- even one flower
is almost too much. Before I was named I was yours.

From the beginning you have always held the measure,
and, for something to count on, you give us death.

See, I live. On what?
Childhood and future are equally present..

Sheer abundance of being
floods my heart.

Translated by Joanna Macy and Anita Barrows
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Other Poems Frequently Used in Workshops

Invocation

John Seed

We ask for the presence of the spirit of Gaia and pray that the breath of life continues to caress 
this planet home.

May we grow into true understanding — a deep understanding that inspires us to protect the 
tree on which we bloom, and the water, soil and atmosphere without which we have no 

existence.

May we turn inwards and stumble upon our true roots in the intertwining biology of this 
exquisite planet. May nourishment and power pulse through these roots, and fierce 

determination to continue the billion-year dance.

May love well up and burst forth from our hearts.

May there be a new dispensation of pure and powerful consciousness and the charter to 
witness and facilitate the healing of the tattered biosphere.

We ask for the presence of the spirit of Gaia to be with us here. To reveal to us all that we need 
to see, for our own highest good and for the highest good of all.

We call upon the spirit of evolution, the miraculous force that inspires rocks and dust to 
weave themselves into biology. You have stood by us for millions and billions of years — do 

not forsake us now. Empower us and awaken in us pure and dazzling creativity. You that can 
turn scales into feathers, seawater to blood, caterpillars to butterflies, metamorphose our 
species, awaken in us the powers that we need to survive the present crisis and evolve into 

more aeons of our solar journey.
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Awaken in us a sense of who we truly are: tiny ephemeral blossoms on the Tree of Life. Make 
the purposes and destiny of that tree our own purpose and destiny.

Fill each of us with love for our true Self, which includes all of the creatures and plants and 
landscapes of the world. Fill us with a powerful urge for the well-being and continual 

unfolding of this Self.

May we speak in all human councils on behalf of the animals and plants and landscapes of the 
Earth.

May we shine with a pure inner passion that will spread rapidly through these leaden times.

May we all awaken to our true and only nature — none other than the nature of Gaia, this 
living planet Earth.

We call upon the power which sustains the planets in their orbits, that wheels our Milky Way 
in its 200-million-year spiral, to imbue our personalities and our relationships with harmony, 
endurance and joy. Fill us with a sense of immense time so that our brief, flickering lives may 

truly reflect the work of vast ages past and also the millions of years of evolution whose 
potential lies in our trembling hands.

O stars, lend us your burning passion.

O silence, give weight to our voice.

We ask for the presence of the spirit of Gaia.

Work Song, part 2: A Vision

If we will have the wisdom to survive,
to stand like slow growing trees

on a ruined place, renewing, enriching it...
then a long time after we are dead
the lives our lives prepare will live
here, their houses strongly placed

upon the valley sides...
The river will run

clear, as we will never know it...
On the steeps where greed and ignorance cut down

the old forest, an old forest will stand,
its rich leaf-fall drifting on its roots.

The veins of forgotten springs will have opened.
Families will be singing in the fields...

Memory,
native to this valley, will spread over it

like a grove, and memory will grow
into legend, legend into song, song
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into sacrament. The abundance of this place,
the songs of its people and its birds,

will be health and wisdom and indwelling
light. This is no paradisal dream.

Its hardship is its reality.

- Wendell Berry

from De Rerum Virtute

...I believe the first living cell had echoes of the future in it
And felt direction and the great animals

The deep green forest and whale's track sea.
I believe this globed earth not all by chance and fortune

Brings forth her broods
But feels and chooses.

And the galaxy, the firewheel on which we are pinned
The whirlwind of stars in which our sun is one dust grain

One electron, this giant atom of the universe
Is not blind force

But fulfills its life, and intends its course.

- Robinson Jeffers

Two Threnodies and a Psalm

I

It is not approaching.
It has arrived.

We are not circumventing it.

It is happening.
It is happening now.

We are not preventing it.
We are within it.

The sound of its happening
is splitting other ears.

The sight of its happening
is searing other eyes.

The grip of its happening
is strangling other throats.

Without intermissions it spins,
without cessation we circle its edge
as leaf or crumb will float circling

a long time at the other rim
before centripetal force

tugs it down.
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II

The body being savaged
is alive.

It is our own.
While the eagle-vulture
tears the earth's liver,

while the heart-worm burrows
into earth's heart.

Extremities, we are in
unacknowledged extremis.

We feel only
a chill as the pulse of life

recedes.

We don't beat off the devouring beak,
the talons. We don't dig out what burrows

into our core. It is not
our heart, we think (but do not say).
It is the world's, poor world, but I

am other.

III

Our clear water
one with the infested water

women walk miles to
each day they live.

One with the rivers tainted with detritus

of our ambitions,

and with the dishonored ocean.
Our unbroken skin

one with the ripped skin of the tortured,

the shot-down, bombed, napalmed,
the burned alive.

One with the sore and filthy skin of the destitute.

We utter the words
we are one

but their truth
is not real to us.

Spirit, waken
our understanding.
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Out of the stasis
in which we perish,

the sullen immobility
to which the lead weight of our disbelief

condemns us,
only your rushing wind

can lift us.

Our flesh and theirs
one with the flesh of fruit and tree.

Our blood
one with the blood of whale and sparrow.

Our bones
ash and cinder of star-fire.

Our being
tinder for primal light.

Lift us, Spirit, impel
our rising

into that knowledge.

Make truth real to us,
flame on our lips.

Lift us to seize the present,
wrench it

out of its downspin.

- Denise Levertov

Unconditional

Willing to experience aloneness,
I discover connection everywhere;

Turning to face my fear,
I meet the warrior who lives within;

Opening to my loss,
I gain the embrace of the universe;

Surrendering into emptiness,
I find fullness without end.

Each condition I flee from pursues me,
Each condition I welcome transforms me

And becomes itself transformed
Into its radiant jewel-like essence.

I bow to the one who has made it so,
Who has crafted this Master Game.

To play it is purest delight;
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To honor its form--true devotion.

- Jennifer Welwood

PRAYER FOR THE GREAT TURNING

May the turning of the Earth save us.
May the turning of the seasons & the turning of the leaves save us.

May we be saved by the worms, the beetles & the microbes turning the soil.
May we be saved by the turning of vegetation into compost

& the turning of compost into rich soil.
May the turning of seeds into plants & the turning of flowers

into fruits save us.
May the grasses & weeds, the vines & mosses all conspire to save us.

May we be saved by the turning of sprouts into saplings, of saplings into trees,
& the trees into forests.

May the scurrying, foraging, pouncing & lumbering of the animals save us.

May the breath of heaven in the breezes & the stormy winds save us.
May the dance of the butterflies, & the musical flight & return

of the birds save us.
May we be saved by vapors turning into clouds & by the turning of

the ever-changing clouds into rain.
May the waters flowing from springs into the lakes save us.

May the streams flowing into rivers, the rivers into seas,
& the great heaving of the oceans save us.

May we be saved by the patient turning of the rocks, the hills,
the mountains, & the volcanoes.

May the metabolism of the climates of the Earth save us.
May the turnings of all Beings great & small move us to find wisdom in our own turnings.

May we be saved by our waking & sleeping, by the rhythms of our blood
& our appetites, by the cycles of birthing & nurturing, injury & healing,

mating & nesting, loss & discovery, joy & mourning.
May we find in time the grace to turn to one another, & may this turning

also become our salvation.
May we learn to benefit the life of Earth with peace, humble in our needs,

& generous in our giving.
May we learn to celebrate the abundance of life with gratitude, & to embrace

the Earth with our bodies in return.

-- Joanne Sunshower

THE GREAT TURNING

You've asked me to tell you of the Great Turning
Of how we saved the world from disaster.
The answer is both simple and complex.
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We turned.

For hundreds of years we had turned away as life on earth grew more precarious
We turned away from the homeless men on the streets, the stench from the river,

The children orphaned in Iraq, the mothers dying of AIDS in Africa

We turned away because that was what we had been taught.
To turn away, from our pain, from the hurt in another's eyes,

From the drunken father, from the friend betrayed.

Always we were told, in actions louder than words, to turn away, turn away.
And so we became a lonely people caught up in a world

Moving too quickly, too mindlessly toward its own demise.

Until it seemed as if there was no safe space to turn.
No place, inside or out, that did not remind us of fear or terror, despair and loss, anger and 

grief.

Yet, on one of those days, someone did turn.

Turned to face the pain.
Turned to face the stranger.

Turned to look at the smouldering world and the hatred seething in too many eyes.
Turned to face himself, herself.

And then another turned.
And another. And another.

And as they wept, they took each other's hands.

Until whole groups of people were turning.
Young and old, gay and straight.

People of all colours, all nations, all religions.
Turning not only to the pain and hurt but to beauty, gratitude and love.

Turning to one another with forgiveness and a longing for peace in their hearts.

At first, the turning made people dizzy, even silly.
There were people standing to the side, gawking, criticizing, trying to knock the turners down.

But the people turning kept getting up, kept helping one another to their feet.
Their laughter and kindness brought others into the turning circle

Until even the nay-sayers began to smile and sway.

As the people turned, they began to spin
Reweaving the web of life, mending the shocking tears,
Knitting it back together with the colours of the earth,

Sewing on tiny mirrors so the beauty of each person, each creature, each plant, each life
Might be seen and respected.
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And as the people turned, as they spun like the earth through the universe,
The web wrapped around them like a soft baby blanket

Making it clear all were loved, nothing separate.

As this love reached into every crack and crevice, the people began to wake and wonder,
To breath and give thanks,

To celebrate together.

And so the world was saved, but only as long as you, too, sweet one, remember to turn

-- Christine Fry (October 19, 2004) 

*Thanks to Joanna Macy, American Buddhist activist and a 
beloved teacher, for this phrase 

I take to myself

I take to myself
my broken self:

my guilt, my peace,
my folly and joy,

my sickness, my health;
in laughter and agony,

hating and loving,
my fear and my birthing--

and I am made whole.

I take to myself
you, my neighbor,
cupping your life
within my hands:
your broken self
pure gift to me;
not burden, gift,
as mine to you--

and I am made whole.

I take to myself
you, broken Earth;

stripped and abused,
paved over and poisoned,

you mother so freely,
abundant in grace:

clasp in your mercy,
surprise into tears--

and I am made whole.
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I take to myself
your broken self,

my dear, near God;
broken for broken,

for lost and for spent.
As fragmented love
and nectar of life,

you come, gentle God--
and I am made whole.

- Bill Johnston

A Thousand Years of Healing

From whence my hope, I cannot say,
except it grows in the cells of my skin,
in my envelope of mysteries it hums.

In this sheath so akin to the surface of the earth
it whispers. Beneath

the wail and dissonance in the world,
hope’s song grows. Until I know

that with this turning
we put a broken age to rest.

We who are alive at such a cusp
now usher in

one thousand years of healing!

Winged ones and four-leggeds,
grasses and mountains and each tree,

all the swimming creatures,
even we, wary two-leggeds
hum, and call, and create

the Changing Song. We remake
all our relations. We convert

our minds to the earth. In this turning time
we finally learn to chime and blend,

attune our voices; sing the vision
of the Great Magic we move within.

We begin
the new habit, getting up glad

for a thousand years of healing.

© - Susa Silvermarie

A Warrior Has No Safety Net

I walk on the precarious edge
of the new and the old,

wanting to shed
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the locks and liesof a mechanical world,
eager to diveinto the smooth coolwater of abundant life.

*********
I am young,

I am a woman,
I live in a land where I can choose.

There are disco lights
and magnetic forces

pulling me into The Tunnel--
The Tunnel where everyone goes.

Almost everyone.

It vacuums up mall shoppers
and telemarketers,

executives and bartenders.
It promises clean sheets

and Mickey Mouse vacations,
automatic garage doors

and cell phone communications.
If you choose The Tunnel

you will never have to be cold
or hungry or alone.

There are pills to erase headaches
and drinks to drown hearthaches.

There are movies to make you laugh
and cars to move you fast.

If you don't like your face,
surgery will change its shape.

There is no need for God
The Tunnel will keep you safe.

But if you stop believing,
oh! If you stop believing...

The Tunnel will disintegrate
and leave you swimming in a septic tank.

*********
My choice is clear.

I am stepping slowly
into the quiet open land beyond.

There are no roads, no maps, no guides.
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There is no insurance coverage, no training school.
Edible vegetation is sparse.

Rain trickles down my back
as I fumble with reeds to make a hat.

Through the mist
I catch a thread of song

and rise to see a band of barefoot sisters
approach with open arms.

With nothing more than faith and grace,
our dance has just begun.

- Kirstin George

Questo muro

Quando mi vide star pur fermo e duro turbato un poco disse: 
"Or vedi figlio: tra Beatrice e te e questo muro."

- Dante, Purgatorio XXVII

You will come at a turning of the trail
to a wall of flame

After the hard climb & the exhausted dreaming

you will come to a place where he
with whom you have walked this far

will stop, will stand

beside you on the treacherous steep path
& stare as you shiver at the moving wall, the flame

that blocks your vision of what
comes after. And that one

who you thought would accompany you always,

who held your face
tenderly a little while in his hands---

who pressed the palms of his hands into drenched grass
& washed from your cheeks the soot, the tear-tracks---

he is telling you now
that all that stands between you

& everything you have known since the beginning

is this: this wall. Between yourself
& the beloved, between yourself & your joy,

the riverbank swaying with wildflowers, the shaft

of sunlight on the rock, the song.
Will you pass through it now, will you let it consume
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whatever solidness this is
you call your life, & send

you out, a treamor of heat,

a radiance, a changed
flickering thing?

- Anita Barrows

Excerpts from Common Sense

We have been born
into a moment

of unprecedented danger and opportunity.

Our failure to act
is itself a choice.

There is nowhere to hide
from this awareness.

It is time.

Our purpose here
is to build a bridge.

The purpose of the bridge
is to span the distance

between our present situation
and our vision of a better world.

The beauty of a bridge is that,
once it is in place,

anyone can walk on it.

A few people can build a bridge
that can be walked on by many.

. . .

On the edge of the dream
we face our deepest doubts.

Now that it all is almost real
a terrible fear of success takes hold

and we grab desperately, incontrollably, for failure.
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One last chance to get off easy.

Who among us really wants to save the world,
to be born again into two thousand more years

of struggle?

How much sweeter to be the doomed generation,
floating gently on the errors and villainy of others,

towards some glorious apocalypse now . . .

Hallelujah! It's not my fault--
Bring on the end times!

We hate our enemies
to provide ourselves in advance
with excuses for possible failure.

Only when we give up
the comforts of pessimism

the luxury of enemies
the sweetness of helplessness

can we see beyond our own doubts.

I am speaking today of a great possibility
a chance to return to life

a chance to create a world for our children
not worse than the one we have

How dare I be discouraged in the work
by anything so trivial

as the fear of personal failure?

. . .

There are bridges to build
new maps of consciousness to be delivered

to every planetary address
in every planetary language.

We are ironworkers, skywalkers,
stubborn messengers

of light and life.

O friends
don't forget

why we're here!
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The truth is, we have the skills
and we have the courage

if we could only keep our minds
on what we really want.

. . .
How to prevent world catastrophe:

1) Admit that it could happen.
2) Decide that it will not happen.

3) Commit your vision and energy to number two

without ever forgetting number one.

To choose to build a bridge

is the essential act of love.

- Paul Williams

We are in the rapids now

and there is no choice but to go with the flow

a rite of passage out of the plague of numbness

where we cant avoid looking into the ugliness

and where we have no choice but to wake up to the beauty

Perhaps if I walk the earth softly enough

I can feel the roots move below my feet in a slow search for water

I can feel the earth turn

and stay close to the magic

that holds me connected to all that is

The eye of the world watches as Gaia shudders

and thousands of lives are lost is on Burma and China

We are reminded of the frailty of our future

and perhaps our only survival

is to open our hearts to this great mystery

Will you step into this dream time with me?

Will you cross the gateway?

Ride these rapids?

This rite of passage?
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--bev reeler

BACK

Poems from Councils of All Beings

Glacier Speaks

Humans - hear me!
I speak for the glacier beings:

ice and gravel, crevasse, snowbridge,
rushing water.

Watch how we move. May watching bring you peace.
Think of the making of mountains, gorges,

ponds, rivers without end.
That is how we move.

Bonded together, turning over time,
great and lasting forms.

Our glacier ways are the old ways.
We are kin to the dew on the grass, the icicles

hanging from your gutters, the irrigation for your"
farmlands, the bubbles in your fountains.

Crystal and vapor are beautiful ways
we touch the face of the earth.

Two-legged beings, frantic and sad ones,
follow my path downstream from the mountains,

cascade and river current, flowing through marshes
and out to sea. Taking that journey over and over

I pass by you as cloud and rain and snow.
You are the frozen ones, believing yourselves
apart from each other and other life forms.

With your hears, listen for the voices
deep inside the glacier. They will teach you songs of

the power of melting.

- Anne Wescott

Gorilla Speaks: Message to the Naked Ones

http://joannamacy.net/html/poems.html#top
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I see you, naked Ones
out of my big, brown, sad eyes

I see you

with your spindly limbs,

lack of fur

clever fingers

thin necks

big heads

I see you and I am puzzled.

I am Mountain Gorilla
and I am on my way out.

Farewell naked Ones -
you may soon be the last primates left.

Grieve with me little Ones,
grieve with me and hope

that you can bear the pain of our loss
and the pain of your loneliness.

I am Mountain Gorilla, the gentle One
I do not kill, I do not destroy, I do not attack unprovoked.

Do not fasion me into the image of what you fear in yourselves.
I am no King Kong.

I am peaceful and patient, I forage and chew leaves.
I live in family and close to the earth.

All I need for survival is community and space.
And there doesn't sedem to be enough space for you on this planet little Ones.

How can that be?
I see you, naked Ones, and I am puzzled.

I see your pain and your confusion and I wonder.
I wonder how you forgot

that the ground, the grass, the earth

longs for the touch of your naked feet,

how the rain loves to caress your skin,

how the wind enjoys playing with your hair.

I wonder when you forgot that we are siblings and that you are loved.

Yes - despite everything you are loved.

Wake up! Remember!

Remember that community is more important than things.
Remember that and you might yet survive.

I will not.
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I am Mountain Gorilla.

Remember me well.

Let me go gracefully.

Farewell.

Full Moon Speaks: The Promise of Things Not Yet Born

In a slow, steady rocking chair
a mother nurses her child.

I bathe her in my light.

I touch gently also
the cheek of the soldier who will never

be younger
than he is now

and
catch the tear

that waits
in the pause

of his shocked eye
but

does
not
fall.

Tonight I shine as full as I ever will.

Tomorrow the descent
toward darkness

will already have begun

So I will give what light is mine to give
now,

like mother’s milk
from full breasts.

I will take you in my arms
I will hold you in my lap
against my round belly
so full of the promise
of things not yet born

and things not yet dead.

We will cherish this moment before it is gone.
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Tonight I will rock you in the cradle of
silver oceans

pulling on threads that stretch to their
waters

and to the secret seas of women.
You will see me in an old woman’s

long white hair
and the fine filaments

of the spider’s web
that mirrors the lines

on the Great Crone’s face

In my gentle fearless lapping
I will call you out from your hiding places

from the cramped quarters where
you blow on meager coals

I will bring you forth on
frostbitten hands and knees

you will gaze at each other in awe
my reflected light in your eyes,
and you will be transformed.

You will know this moment in all
its broken possibility

has been given to you in greatest trust
and is already passing from

your fingers
leaving the smell of saltwater

and the cry of seabirds
and the cloudy image

of what might have been

Therefore
look to me!

Look to my coming,
my waxing

and
waning.

Look upon my milky face
drink deeply my light that

comes and goes
and comes once more.

Take heart, fearful ones! 
Be loved

my sweet,
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scared children!

Do not fear your shining
nor its passing

but shine, shine into the dying of the light!
and then turn gently
into that good night!

The darkness will hold you --
it must --

just as the womb
holds our dearest dreams,

softly,
and with

most
tender
care.

- Rebekah Still

The Book of Endings

Some time while you read this page
or the next one, a species –
a species as vast as your life

and the lives of all your ancestors
chasing bison across Old Europe

or huddled around a fire – will disappear.
A species that has found its own

ways of eating, of moving, of hiding
from predators; a species

that meets itself and makes love
in the bark of a tree or on the leaves
of the canopy or in the humid dirt.

And it has come with us for millions
of years, for millions of years,

it has watched the night
and day follow each other, it has breathed

with the frogs, it has wrapped
the stars around it like a blanket,

a patterned music, a map.
At the beginning of this page

there may have been three or four left,
but now there is only one.

And if you read this page again,
it will be another one, another species,
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another story of four billion years
telling itself for the last time.

Wherever life began – a word, a wish
breathed into water, a seed falling

through space – it was all of us
there – as it is now

in this unknown last one.
It has bored into wood, it has carried

water on its back, it has drunk
the dew from its back in the desert,

it has fed its young with strips of
leaves, it has built homes out of bark,

it has caged the sky into a song,
it has spoken in ways no man has heard.

it has emerald wings
it has sapphire wings
it has wings of night
you will never see it
it is already gone.

- Sam Taylor

Prayer for Entering the Book of Sorrow

…May great courage accompany those willing to cross the River of Sorrow .
May all who read these words be freed from the bondage of fear and denial.

May our eyes remain open even in the face of tragedy.
May we not become disheartened.

May we find in the dissolution of our apathy and denial, the cup of the broken heart.
May we discover the gift of the fire burning is the inner chamber of our being-burning great 

and bright enough to transform any poison.
May we offer the power of our sorrow to the service of something greater than ourselves.

May our guilt not rise up to form yet another defensive wall.
May the suffering purify and not paralyze us.

May we endure; may sorrow bond us and not separate us.
May we realize the greatness of our sorrow and not run from its touch or

Its flame.
May clarity be our ally and wisdom our support.

May our wrath be cleansing, cutting through the confusion of denial and greed.
May we not be afraid to see or speak our truth.

May the bleakness of the wasteland be dispelled.
May the soul's journey be revealed and the true hunger fed.

May we be forgiven for what we have forgotten and blessed with the remembrance of who we 
really are.

                             - from The Box, by the Terma Company, 1992
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Hokusai says

Hokusai says look carefully.
He says pay attention, notice.

He says keep looking, stay curious.
He says there is no end to seeing

He says look forward to getting old.
He says keep changing,

you just get more who you really are.
He says get stuck, accept it, repeat
yourself as long as it is interesting.

He says keep doing what you love.

He says keep praying.

He says every one of us is a child,
every one of us is ancient

every one of us has a body.
He says every one of us is frightened.

He says every one of us has to find
a way to live with fear.

He says everything is alive --
shells, buildings, people, fish,

mountains, trees, wood is alive.
Water is alive.

Everything has its own life.

Everything lives inside us.

He says live with the world inside you.

He says it doesn't matter ifyou draw,
or write books. It doesn't matter

ifyou saw wood, or catch fish.
It doesn't matter if you sit at home

and stare at the ants on your veranda
or the shadows of the trees
and grasses in your garden.

It matters that you care.

It matters that you feel.

It matters that you notice.
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It matters that life lives through you.

Contentment is life living through you.
Joy is life living through you.

Satisfaction and strength
is life living through you.

He says don't be afraid.
Don't be afraid.

Love, feel, let life take you by the hand.

Let life live through you.

- Roger Keyes

:: :: :: :: 

Saul Williams inspiredSaul Williams inspired

Adaptation of  TelegramAdaptation of  Telegram : :

I am falling up a flight of stairsI am falling up a flight of stairs
scraping myself on the edge of the sidewalkscraping myself on the edge of the sidewalk

Jumping up from rivers and from the bridges that span themJumping up from rivers and from the bridges that span them
I find myself straight drowning in the river of our knowing thatI find myself straight drowning in the river of our knowing that

this world be a coming to a point of permutationthis world be a coming to a point of permutation
we be as a people left with a simple choice regarding our collective destinationwe be as a people left with a simple choice regarding our collective destination

Everything we seeing is coming to a changeEverything we seeing is coming to a change
And if we dont rise up right now we gonna wish we had againAnd if we dont rise up right now we gonna wish we had again

Future generations see us now at a crossroadsFuture generations see us now at a crossroads
but all of us be wishing that we could simply look awaybut all of us be wishing that we could simply look away

Human beings coming to another wall of flameHuman beings coming to another wall of flame
everything we ever knew is echoing refrain everything we ever knew is echoing refrain 

Fate of our world lies on the side of the roadFate of our world lies on the side of the road
half dead to itselfhalf dead to itself

blood scrawled all over its polluted flesh like dissonance of an out of tune guitarblood scrawled all over its polluted flesh like dissonance of an out of tune guitar
missing 2 strings and we as humanity be called to see what those strings bemissing 2 strings and we as humanity be called to see what those strings be
we be asking for so long for another distraction we could use to get along we be asking for so long for another distraction we could use to get along 

into a better way a better day a better excuse to playinto a better way a better day a better excuse to play
with the simple little melody that be coming to you and mewith the simple little melody that be coming to you and me
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when wewhen we
tell the truth todaytell the truth today

Where we gonna be when the tuba lips of the cries for help of the wounded earth finally getWhere we gonna be when the tuba lips of the cries for help of the wounded earth finally get  
insideinside

can you hear the sound as the voice of the earth lies in tears tonightcan you hear the sound as the voice of the earth lies in tears tonight
Diamond studded heartbreak and loneliness asideDiamond studded heartbreak and loneliness aside

who will we be when the truth breaks us open to seewho will we be when the truth breaks us open to see
who will we be when we learn to see that voice insidewho will we be when we learn to see that voice inside

that begs us to take an action for the sake ofthat begs us to take an action for the sake of
the earth, the people, the planet, this time?the earth, the people, the planet, this time?

Yes the, times a-head, call ahead, for help from the futureYes the, times a-head, call ahead, for help from the future
inviting the people of this time to seeinviting the people of this time to see

inviting a revelation that gives form to revolutioninviting a revelation that gives form to revolution
for the benefit of the future generationsfor the benefit of the future generations

Damn the pain is strongDamn the pain is strong
Like a clock tower resounding reverberations Like a clock tower resounding reverberations 

we be coming together strongwe be coming together strong
building a bridge for the sake of the whole worldbuilding a bridge for the sake of the whole world

that every last person on the planet can be fed, educated and housedthat every last person on the planet can be fed, educated and housed
learning to see how tight it will be to celebrate the day that we redirect this energy into thelearning to see how tight it will be to celebrate the day that we redirect this energy into the   

benefit of allbenefit of all
who fights a war on my name?who fights a war on my name?

Must we be the richest on the planet again?Must we be the richest on the planet again?
Must I drive a lexus when that money would buy Must I drive a lexus when that money would buy 

2000 hundred hungry people food for a night2000 hundred hungry people food for a night
The earth wants you to know that somethings not rightThe earth wants you to know that somethings not right

Must I foster war through the money I spendMust I foster war through the money I spend
the Future wants you to knowthe Future wants you to know

that the game that you playthat the game that you play
with that which you buywith that which you buy
the system you support the system you support 

by playing its rules by playing its rules 
needs you to participateneeds you to participate

in order to existin order to exist

when we have one voice for the common goodwhen we have one voice for the common good
when we rise together with a vision about what we can sharewhen we rise together with a vision about what we can share

what we can lovewhat we can love
what we can believe inwhat we can believe in

and when we commit ourselves to that visionand when we commit ourselves to that vision
nothing can stop usnothing can stop us

the corruption in our system needs us asleepthe corruption in our system needs us asleep
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the Earth wants you to knowthe Earth wants you to know
its time to awakenits time to awaken

its time for discussionits time for discussion
about what we creatingabout what we creating

its time for seeingits time for seeing
born of our inner and outer revelationborn of our inner and outer revelation

its time to make roomits time to make room
for every last man, woman and childfor every last man, woman and child

to have the basics of safety, survival and educationto have the basics of safety, survival and education
available by virtue of the wealth we haveavailable by virtue of the wealth we have

the system doesnt want you to knowthe system doesnt want you to know
that it needs to in order to function  that it needs to in order to function  

the Earth wants you to knowthe Earth wants you to know
that its time for revelationthat its time for revelation

we need to see everything that we be creatingwe need to see everything that we be creating

the time is nowthe time is now

in this moment, all across the nationin this moment, all across the nation
people are rising to acknowlege our directionpeople are rising to acknowlege our direction

to tell the truth about that which it is that we can seeto tell the truth about that which it is that we can see
that vision that we hold that speaks to our commonalitythat vision that we hold that speaks to our commonality

We all want ourselves to be freeWe all want ourselves to be free
we all feel pain when we really let inwe all feel pain when we really let in

the fact that there are thousands on the planet that are starvingthe fact that there are thousands on the planet that are starving

we, the people, choose in this momentwe, the people, choose in this moment
that the time for slownessthat the time for slowness
of mind and heart is overof mind and heart is over

we, the people of this planet, commit to the future that we know we can be responsible forwe, the people of this planet, commit to the future that we know we can be responsible for  
creatingcreating

the people of the future want you to know the people of the future want you to know 
that if you are not paying attention nowthat if you are not paying attention now

your might temporarily miss the fact that you are in the midst of a revolutionyour might temporarily miss the fact that you are in the midst of a revolution

that this revolution is not like the othersthat this revolution is not like the others
because it is not a warbecause it is not a war

but a new creationbut a new creation
a setting of our minds to the common goods of this moment in time  a setting of our minds to the common goods of this moment in time  

and end to war and end to war 
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in an organized wayin an organized way
and a new beginningand a new beginning

the time is nowthe time is now
and right now it is happeningand right now it is happening

thousands of people across the worldthousands of people across the world
are working to create solutions that inspire this generationare working to create solutions that inspire this generation

to be the fullness of what it canto be the fullness of what it can

common goodness, respect for our life support systemcommon goodness, respect for our life support system
for the future generationsfor the future generations

non-participationnon-participation
in that which would not take into accountin that which would not take into account

the common goodthe common good
the common bondthe common bond

the human connectionthe human connection
as a source of directionas a source of direction

the birth of a thousand new waysthe birth of a thousand new ways
for relating to eachotherfor relating to eachother
for relating to this earth for relating to this earth 
for relating to the futurefor relating to the future

and you are invited to its birth. and you are invited to its birth. 

:: :: :::: :: ::

Saul Williams LyricsSaul Williams Lyrics

Damn, that loop is tightDamn, that loop is tight
That nigga found a way to sample the way the truth the lightThat nigga found a way to sample the way the truth the light

Can't wait to play myself at the party tonightCan't wait to play myself at the party tonight
Niggas are gonna dieNiggas are gonna die

Cop car swerves to the side of the roadCop car swerves to the side of the road
Hip hop takes it's last breathHip hop takes it's last breath

The cop scrawls vernacular manslaughter on a yellow padThe cop scrawls vernacular manslaughter on a yellow pad
Then balls the paper into his hand decidin' he'd rather freestyleThen balls the paper into his hand decidin' he'd rather freestyle

"You have the right to remain silent""You have the right to remain silent"
"You have the right to remain silent""You have the right to remain silent"

An' maybe you should have, maybe you should haveAn' maybe you should have, maybe you should have
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Before your bullshit manifestedBefore your bullshit manifested

These thugs can't fuck with me, they're too thugged outThese thugs can't fuck with me, they're too thugged out
Niggas think I'm bugged out 'cause I ain't Sean John or Lugged outNiggas think I'm bugged out 'cause I ain't Sean John or Lugged out

This ain't hip hop no more, son, it's bigger than thatThis ain't hip hop no more, son, it's bigger than that
This ain't ghetto no more, black, it's bigger than blackThis ain't ghetto no more, black, it's bigger than black

So where my aliens at? Girl, we all illegalSo where my aliens at? Girl, we all illegal
This system ain't for us, it's for rich peopleThis system ain't for us, it's for rich people

An' you ain't rich, dawg, you just got moneyAn' you ain't rich, dawg, you just got money
But you can't buy shit to not get hungryBut you can't buy shit to not get hungry

Telegram to Hip HopTelegram to Hip Hop
Dear Hip Hop, stopDear Hip Hop, stop

This shit has gone too far, stopThis shit has gone too far, stop
Please see that turntables an' mixer are returned to Kool Herc, stopPlease see that turntables an' mixer are returned to Kool Herc, stop

The ghettos are dancin' off beat, stopThe ghettos are dancin' off beat, stop
The master of ceremonies have forgottenThe master of ceremonies have forgotten

That they were once slaves and have neglectedThat they were once slaves and have neglected
The occasion of this ceremony, stopThe occasion of this ceremony, stop

Perhaps we should not have encouraged themPerhaps we should not have encouraged them
To use cordless microphonesTo use cordless microphones

For they have walked too far from the sourceFor they have walked too far from the source
An' are emittin' a lesser frequency, stopAn' are emittin' a lesser frequency, stop

Please inform all interested partiesPlease inform all interested parties
That cash nor murder have been included to list of elements, stopThat cash nor murder have been included to list of elements, stop

We are discontinuin' our line of braggadocioWe are discontinuin' our line of braggadocio
In light of the current trend in 'Realness', stopIn light of the current trend in 'Realness', stop

As an alternative, we will be confiscatin' weed suppliesAs an alternative, we will be confiscatin' weed supplies
An' replacin' them with magic mushroomsAn' replacin' them with magic mushrooms

In hopes of helpin' niggas see beyond their reality, stopIn hopes of helpin' niggas see beyond their reality, stop
Give my regards to BrooklynGive my regards to Brooklyn

These thugs can't fuck with me, they're too thugged outThese thugs can't fuck with me, they're too thugged out
Niggas think I'm bugged out 'cause I ain't Sean John or Lugged outNiggas think I'm bugged out 'cause I ain't Sean John or Lugged out

This ain't hip hop no more, son, it's bigger than thatThis ain't hip hop no more, son, it's bigger than that
This ain't ghetto no more, black, it's bigger than blackThis ain't ghetto no more, black, it's bigger than black

So where my aliens at? Girl, we all illegalSo where my aliens at? Girl, we all illegal
This system ain't for us, it's for rich peopleThis system ain't for us, it's for rich people

An' you ain't rich, dawg, you just got moneyAn' you ain't rich, dawg, you just got money
But you can't buy shit to not get hungryBut you can't buy shit to not get hungry
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These cats can't fuck with me, I purr purpleThese cats can't fuck with me, I purr purple
Sold, increased, toe shell like a turtleSold, increased, toe shell like a turtle

I walk the streets like the lie that I'm tellin'I walk the streets like the lie that I'm tellin'
One listener grips me and starts yellin'One listener grips me and starts yellin'

I see through speakers, I speak what's seenI see through speakers, I speak what's seen
I eat and shed, I sleep and dreamI eat and shed, I sleep and dream

I walk the streets of London like, "'Know what I mean? "I walk the streets of London like, "'Know what I mean? "
An' chillin' rack a momma, eatin' crib soy beansAn' chillin' rack a momma, eatin' crib soy beans

It's like that It's like that 

Lyrics to OhmLyrics to Ohm : :
("ohm" is chanted in long drawn out syllables throughout the song)("ohm" is chanted in long drawn out syllables throughout the song)

[Saul Williams][Saul Williams]
through meditation I program my heartthrough meditation I program my heart

to beat breakbeats and hum basslines on exhalationto beat breakbeats and hum basslines on exhalation
[Saul beatboxes] "ohm"[Saul beatboxes] "ohm"

I burn seven day candles that meltI burn seven day candles that melt
into twelve inch circles on my mantleinto twelve inch circles on my mantle

and spin funk like myrrhand spin funk like myrrh
[Saul beatboxes] "ohm"[Saul beatboxes] "ohm"

and I can fade worlds in and out with my mixing patternsand I can fade worlds in and out with my mixing patterns
letting the Earth spin as I blend in Saturnletting the Earth spin as I blend in Saturn

niggaz be like spinning windmills, braiding hairniggaz be like spinning windmills, braiding hair
locking, popping, as the sonic forcelocking, popping, as the sonic force

of the soul keeps the planets rockingof the soul keeps the planets rocking
the beat don't stop when, soulless matter blowsthe beat don't stop when, soulless matter blows

into the cosmos, trying to be starsinto the cosmos, trying to be stars
the beat don't stop when, Earth sends out satellitesthe beat don't stop when, Earth sends out satellites

to spy on Saturnites and control Marsto spy on Saturnites and control Mars
cause niggaz got a peace treaty with Martianscause niggaz got a peace treaty with Martians

and we be keepin em up to date with sacred gibberishand we be keepin em up to date with sacred gibberish
like "sho' nuff" and "it's on"like "sho' nuff" and "it's on"

the beat goes on, the beat goes on, the beat goes "ohm"the beat goes on, the beat goes on, the beat goes "ohm"

and I roam through the streets of downtown Venusand I roam through the streets of downtown Venus
trying to auction off monuments of Osiris' severed penistrying to auction off monuments of Osiris' severed penis

but they don't want no penis in Venusbut they don't want no penis in Venus
for androgynous cosmology sets their spirits freefor androgynous cosmology sets their spirits free

and they neither men nor women beand they neither men nor women be
but they be down with a billion niggaz who have yet to seebut they be down with a billion niggaz who have yet to see

that interplanetary truth is androgynousthat interplanetary truth is androgynous
and they be sending us shoutouts through shooting starsand they be sending us shoutouts through shooting stars
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and niggaz be like, "Whattup?" and talking Marsand niggaz be like, "Whattup?" and talking Mars
cause we are so-lar and regardless of how far we roam from homecause we are so-lar and regardless of how far we roam from home

the universe remains our center, like "ohm"the universe remains our center, like "ohm"

I am no Earthling, I drink moonshine on MarsI am no Earthling, I drink moonshine on Mars
and mistake meteors for stars cause I can't hold my liquorand mistake meteors for stars cause I can't hold my liquor

but I can hold my breath and ascend like wind to the black holebut I can hold my breath and ascend like wind to the black hole
and play galaxaphones on the fire escapes of your souland play galaxaphones on the fire escapes of your soul

blowing tunes through lunar wombs, impregnating starsblowing tunes through lunar wombs, impregnating stars
giving birth to suns, that darken the skins that skin our drumsgiving birth to suns, that darken the skins that skin our drums

and we be beating infinity over sacred humsand we be beating infinity over sacred hums
spinning funk like myrrh until Jesus comesspinning funk like myrrh until Jesus comes

and Jesus comes everytime we drumand Jesus comes everytime we drum
and the moon drips blood and eclipses the sunand the moon drips blood and eclipses the sun
and out of darkness comes a [Saul beatboxes]and out of darkness comes a [Saul beatboxes]
and out of darkness comes a [Saul beatboxes]and out of darkness comes a [Saul beatboxes]

and out of darkness comes the... and out of darkness comes the... 
[ Ohm Lyrics on http://www.lyricsmania.com/ ] [ Ohm Lyrics on http://www.lyricsmania.com/ ] 

Lyrics to Coded LanguageLyrics to Coded Language : :
Whereas, breakbeats have been the missing link connecting the diasporicWhereas, breakbeats have been the missing link connecting the diasporic

Community to it's drum woven pastCommunity to it's drum woven past
Whereas the quantised drum has allowed the whirling mathematicians toWhereas the quantised drum has allowed the whirling mathematicians to

Calculate the ever changing distance between rock and stardom.Calculate the ever changing distance between rock and stardom.
Whereas the velocity of the spinning vinyl, cross-faded, spun backwards, andWhereas the velocity of the spinning vinyl, cross-faded, spun backwards, and

Re-released at the same given moment of recorded history, yet at aRe-released at the same given moment of recorded history, yet at a
Different moment in time's continuum has allowed history to catch up withDifferent moment in time's continuum has allowed history to catch up with

The present.The present.

We do hereby declare reality unkempt by the changing standards of dialogue.We do hereby declare reality unkempt by the changing standards of dialogue.
Statements, such as, "keep it real", especially when punctuating orStatements, such as, "keep it real", especially when punctuating or

Anticipating modes of ultra-violence inflicted psychologically or physicallyAnticipating modes of ultra-violence inflicted psychologically or physically
Or depicting an unchanging rule of events will hence forth be seen asOr depicting an unchanging rule of events will hence forth be seen as
Retro-active and not representative of the individually determined is.Retro-active and not representative of the individually determined is.

Furthermore, as determined by the collective consciousness of this state ofFurthermore, as determined by the collective consciousness of this state of
Being and the lessened distance between thought patterns and their secularBeing and the lessened distance between thought patterns and their secular

Manifestations, the role of men as listening receptacles is to be increasedManifestations, the role of men as listening receptacles is to be increased
By a number no less than 70 percent of the current enlisted as vocalBy a number no less than 70 percent of the current enlisted as vocal

Aggressors.Aggressors.

Motherfuckers better realize, now is the time to self-actualizeMotherfuckers better realize, now is the time to self-actualize
We have found evidence that hip hops standard 85 rpm when increased by aWe have found evidence that hip hops standard 85 rpm when increased by a

Number as least half the rate of it's standard or decreased at ¾ of it'sNumber as least half the rate of it's standard or decreased at ¾ of it's
Speed may be a determining factor in heightening consciousness.Speed may be a determining factor in heightening consciousness.
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Studies show that when a given norm is changed in the face of theStudies show that when a given norm is changed in the face of the
Unchanging, the remaining contradictions will parallel the truth.Unchanging, the remaining contradictions will parallel the truth.

Equate rhyme with reason, Sun with seasonEquate rhyme with reason, Sun with season

Our cyclical relationship to phenomenon has encouraged scholars to erase theOur cyclical relationship to phenomenon has encouraged scholars to erase the
Centers of periods, thus symbolizing the non-linear character of cause andCenters of periods, thus symbolizing the non-linear character of cause and

EffectEffect
Reject mediocrity!Reject mediocrity!

Your current frequencies of understanding outweigh that which as been givenYour current frequencies of understanding outweigh that which as been given
For you to understand.For you to understand.

The current standard is the equivalent of an adolescent restricted to theThe current standard is the equivalent of an adolescent restricted to the
Diet of an infant.Diet of an infant.

The rapidly changing body would acquire dysfunctional and deformativeThe rapidly changing body would acquire dysfunctional and deformative
Symptoms and could not properly mature on a diet of apple sauce and crushedSymptoms and could not properly mature on a diet of apple sauce and crushed

PearsPears
Light years are interchangeable with years of living in darkness.Light years are interchangeable with years of living in darkness.

The role of darkness is not to be seen as, or equated with, Ignorance, butThe role of darkness is not to be seen as, or equated with, Ignorance, but
With the unknown, and the mysteries of the unseen.With the unknown, and the mysteries of the unseen.

Thus, in the name of:Thus, in the name of:
ROBESON, GOD'S SON, HURSTON, AHKENATON, HATHSHEPUT, BLACKFOOT, HELEN,ROBESON, GOD'S SON, HURSTON, AHKENATON, HATHSHEPUT, BLACKFOOT, HELEN,

LENNON, KHALO, KALI, THE THREE MARIAS, TARA, LILITHE, LOURDE, WHITMAN,LENNON, KHALO, KALI, THE THREE MARIAS, TARA, LILITHE, LOURDE, WHITMAN,
BALDWIN, GINSBERG, KAUFMAN, LUMUMBA, GHANDI, GIBRAN, SHABAZZ,BALDWIN, GINSBERG, KAUFMAN, LUMUMBA, GHANDI, GIBRAN, SHABAZZ,  

SIDDHARTHA,SIDDHARTHA,
MEDUSA, GUEVARA, GUARDSIEFF, RAND, WRIGHT, BANNEKER, TUBMAN, HAMER,MEDUSA, GUEVARA, GUARDSIEFF, RAND, WRIGHT, BANNEKER, TUBMAN, HAMER,  

HOLIDAY,HOLIDAY,
DAVIS, COLTRANE, MORRISON, JOPLIN, DUBOIS, CLARKE, SHAKESPEARE,DAVIS, COLTRANE, MORRISON, JOPLIN, DUBOIS, CLARKE, SHAKESPEARE,  

RACHMNINOV,RACHMNINOV,
ELLINGTON, CARTER, GAYE, HATHOWAY, HENDRIX, KUTL, DICKERSON, RIPPERTON,ELLINGTON, CARTER, GAYE, HATHOWAY, HENDRIX, KUTL, DICKERSON, RIPPERTON,

MARY, ISIS, THERESA, PLATH, RUMI, FELLINI, MICHAUX, NOSTRADAMUS,MARY, ISIS, THERESA, PLATH, RUMI, FELLINI, MICHAUX, NOSTRADAMUS,  
NEFERTITI,NEFERTITI,

LA ROCK, SHIVA, GANESHA, YEMAJA, OSHUN, OBATALA, OGUN, KENNEDY, KING,LA ROCK, SHIVA, GANESHA, YEMAJA, OSHUN, OBATALA, OGUN, KENNEDY, KING,  
FOURFOUR

LITTLE GIRLS, HIROSHIMA, NAGASAKI, KELLER, BIKO, PERONE, MARLEY, COSBY,LITTLE GIRLS, HIROSHIMA, NAGASAKI, KELLER, BIKO, PERONE, MARLEY, COSBY,
SHAKUR, THOSE STILL AFLAMED, AND THE COUNTLESS UNNAMEDSHAKUR, THOSE STILL AFLAMED, AND THE COUNTLESS UNNAMED

We claim the present as the pre-sent, as the hereafter.We claim the present as the pre-sent, as the hereafter.
We are unraveling our navels so that we may ingest the sun.We are unraveling our navels so that we may ingest the sun.

We are not afraid of the darkness, we trust that the moon shall guide us.We are not afraid of the darkness, we trust that the moon shall guide us.
We are determining the future at this very moment.We are determining the future at this very moment.

We now know that the heart is the philosophers' stoneWe now know that the heart is the philosophers' stone
Our music is our alchemyOur music is our alchemy

We stand as the manifested equivalent of 3 buckets of water and a hand fullWe stand as the manifested equivalent of 3 buckets of water and a hand full
Of minerals, thus realizing that those very buckets turned upside downOf minerals, thus realizing that those very buckets turned upside down
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Supply the percussion factor of forever.Supply the percussion factor of forever.
If you must count to keep the beat then count.If you must count to keep the beat then count.

Find you mantra and awaken your subconscious.Find you mantra and awaken your subconscious.
Curve you circles counterclockwiseCurve you circles counterclockwise

Use your cipher to decipher, Coded Language, man made laws.Use your cipher to decipher, Coded Language, man made laws.
Climb waterfalls and trees, commune with nature, snakes and bees.Climb waterfalls and trees, commune with nature, snakes and bees.

Let your children name themselves and claim themselves as the new day forLet your children name themselves and claim themselves as the new day for
Today we are determined to be the channelers of these changing frequenciesToday we are determined to be the channelers of these changing frequencies

Into songs, paintings, writings, dance, drama, photography, carpentry,Into songs, paintings, writings, dance, drama, photography, carpentry,
Crafts, love, and love.Crafts, love, and love.

We enlist every instrument: Acoustic, electronic.We enlist every instrument: Acoustic, electronic.
Every so-called race, gender, and sexual preference.Every so-called race, gender, and sexual preference.

Every per-son as beings of sound to acknowledge their responsibility toEvery per-son as beings of sound to acknowledge their responsibility to
Uplift the consciousness of the entire fucking World.Uplift the consciousness of the entire fucking World.

Any utterance will be un-aimed, will be disclaimed - two rappers slainAny utterance will be un-aimed, will be disclaimed - two rappers slain
Any utterance will be un-aimed, will be disclaimed - two rappers slain Any utterance will be un-aimed, will be disclaimed - two rappers slain 

[ Coded Language Lyrics on http://www.lyricsmania.com/ ] [ Coded Language Lyrics on http://www.lyricsmania.com/ ] 

Lyrics to FearlessLyrics to Fearless : :
I don't know whether to laugh or cryI don't know whether to laugh or cry

And I don't know whether to live or dieAnd I don't know whether to live or die
I kept my love for her locked deep insideI kept my love for her locked deep inside

It cuts like a knifeIt cuts like a knife
She's out of my lifeShe's out of my life

Out of my life, out of my hairOut of my life, out of my hair
Out of my mind, there's no love in thereOut of my mind, there's no love in there

I move on, move onI move on, move on

Dear God, I wasn't breast fedDear God, I wasn't breast fed
And most of my conversations with men seem to revolve around musicAnd most of my conversations with men seem to revolve around music

I'm no musician but the pain has been instrumentalI'm no musician but the pain has been instrumental
My sense finally tune the instruments of - of - ofMy sense finally tune the instruments of - of - of

Of being lonely, of being lost, of being loved, of being humanOf being lonely, of being lost, of being loved, of being human
Man I could use a metaphor but I can't get beyond this shitMan I could use a metaphor but I can't get beyond this shit

I could use someone to talk toI could use someone to talk to
But most of my conversations with men seem to revolve around musicBut most of my conversations with men seem to revolve around music

I am a poet who composes what the world prosesI am a poet who composes what the world proses
And proses what the world composesAnd proses what the world composes

I am a poet who composes what the world prosesI am a poet who composes what the world proses
And proses what the world composesAnd proses what the world composes

Damned indescion and cursed prideDamned indescion and cursed pride
I kept my love for her locked deep insideI kept my love for her locked deep inside
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And I don't know what to doAnd I don't know what to do
To get it through to youTo get it through to you

Get out of my life tonightGet out of my life tonight
Get out of my lifeGet out of my life

Out of my life, out of my hairOut of my life, out of my hair
Out of my mind, 'cause no lovin' fairOut of my mind, 'cause no lovin' fair

I move on, move onI move on, move on

She had nothing but time on her handsShe had nothing but time on her hands
Silver rings, turquoise stones and purple nailsSilver rings, turquoise stones and purple nails

I rub my thumb across her palmI rub my thumb across her palm
A featherbed where slept a psalmA featherbed where slept a psalm

Yay though I walked, I used to fly, and now we danceYay though I walked, I used to fly, and now we dance
I watch my toenails blacken and walk a deadened tranceI watch my toenails blacken and walk a deadened trance

'til she woke me with the knife edge of her glance'til she woke me with the knife edge of her glance
I have the scars to prove the clock strikes with her handsI have the scars to prove the clock strikes with her hands

And I don't know what to doAnd I don't know what to do
To get it through to youTo get it through to you

And I don't know what to doAnd I don't know what to do
To get it throughTo get it through

Out of my life, out of my hairOut of my life, out of my hair
Out of my mind, 'cause no lovin' fairOut of my mind, 'cause no lovin' fair

I move on, move on, I move on I move on, move on, I move on 

Climbing poetree lyricsClimbing poetree lyrics

BEING HUMAN by NaimaBEING HUMAN by Naima

I wonder if the sun debates dawnI wonder if the sun debates dawn
some morningssome mornings

not wanting to risenot wanting to rise
out of bedout of bed

from under the down-feather horizonfrom under the down-feather horizon

If the sky grows tiredIf the sky grows tired
of being everywhere at onceof being everywhere at once

adapting to the mood swings of the weatheradapting to the mood swings of the weather

If the clouds drift offIf the clouds drift off
trying to hold themselves togethertrying to hold themselves together

make deals with gravitymake deals with gravity
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to loiter a little longerto loiter a little longer

I wonder if rain is scared I wonder if rain is scared 
of fallingof falling

if it has trouble letting goif it has trouble letting go

If snow flakes get sickIf snow flakes get sick
of being perfect all the timeof being perfect all the time

each one trying to be one-of-a-kindeach one trying to be one-of-a-kind

I wonder if stars wish I wonder if stars wish 
upon themselves before the dieupon themselves before the die

if they need to teach their young to shineif they need to teach their young to shine

I wonder if shadows longI wonder if shadows long
to once feel the sunto once feel the sun

if they get lost in the shuffleif they get lost in the shuffle
not knowing where they’re fromnot knowing where they’re from

I wonder if sunrise and sunsetI wonder if sunrise and sunset
respect each otherrespect each other

even though they’ve never meteven though they’ve never met

If volcanoes get stressedIf volcanoes get stressed
If storms have regretsIf storms have regrets

If compost believes in life after deathIf compost believes in life after death

I wonder if breath ever thinks I wonder if breath ever thinks 
about suicideabout suicide

I wonder if the wind just wants to sit I wonder if the wind just wants to sit 
still sometimesstill sometimes

and watch the world pass byand watch the world pass by

If smoke was born knowing how to riseIf smoke was born knowing how to rise
If rainbows get shy back stageIf rainbows get shy back stage

not sure if their colors match rightnot sure if their colors match right

I wonder if lightning sets an alarm clockI wonder if lightning sets an alarm clock
to know when to crackto know when to crack

If rivers ever stop If rivers ever stop 
and think of turning backand think of turning back

If streams meet the wrong seaIf streams meet the wrong sea
and their whole lives run off-trackand their whole lives run off-track

I wonder if the snow wants to be blackI wonder if the snow wants to be black

If the soil thinks she’s too darkIf the soil thinks she’s too dark
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If butterflies want to cover up their marksIf butterflies want to cover up their marks
If rocks are self-conscious of their weightIf rocks are self-conscious of their weight

If mountains are insecure of their strengthIf mountains are insecure of their strength

I wonder if waves get discouragedI wonder if waves get discouraged
crawling up the sandcrawling up the sand

only to be pulled back againonly to be pulled back again
to where they beganto where they began

I wonder if land feels stepped uponI wonder if land feels stepped upon
If sand feels insignificantIf sand feels insignificant

If trees need to question their loversIf trees need to question their lovers
to know where they standto know where they stand

If branches waver in the crossroadsIf branches waver in the crossroads
unsure of which way to grow unsure of which way to grow 

If the leaves understand they’re replaceableIf the leaves understand they’re replaceable
and still dance when the wind blowsand still dance when the wind blows

I wonder where the moon goes I wonder where the moon goes 
when she is hidingwhen she is hiding

I want to find her thereI want to find her there
and watch the oceanand watch the ocean
spin from a distancespin from a distance

Listen to herListen to her
stir in her sleepstir in her sleep

effort give way to existenceeffort give way to existence

PITTSBURGH by AlixaPITTSBURGH by Alixa

2003 and Pittsburgh is bleeding2003 and Pittsburgh is bleeding
a twelve year olds’ dreama twelve year olds’ dream
bullets pierce white bonebullets pierce white bone

shatter like the feathers of birdsshatter like the feathers of birds
who don’t catch their reflection in timewho don’t catch their reflection in time

to fly south to fly south 
or fly northor fly north

unconscious in the fallunconscious in the fall
wings are uselesswings are useless

when gravity and circumstancewhen gravity and circumstance
has you running has you running 

with your hands in your pocketswith your hands in your pockets

see, he thought it’d funny see, he thought it’d funny 
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to take his parents carto take his parents car
for a drive round the blockfor a drive round the block

tick, tock his waytick, tock his way
through four year through four year 

yet to come with his licenseyet to come with his license

he thought I’d be fine he thought I’d be fine 
to grab hold of that engineto grab hold of that engine
backed by winged chariots backed by winged chariots 

and drive byand drive by

green lights meant gogreen lights meant go

at twelve at twelve 
he thought it’d be a great joke to step intohe thought it’d be a great joke to step into

easy to undress fromeasy to undress from
when the weight of machinery when the weight of machinery 

not yet suited for him not yet suited for him 
was questioned by his motherwas questioned by his mother

but the murder of four black men but the murder of four black men 
by police officers hummed under the concreteby police officers hummed under the concrete

and one easy target and one easy target 
had just caught a red lighthad just caught a red light

and the time it takes to distinguishand the time it takes to distinguish
between a childbetween a child

a bulleta bullet
a profile a profile 

and a triggerand a trigger
was not enough was not enough 

time to stand uptime to stand up
I say I say 

but he couldn’tbut he couldn’t
tripping over his own legstripping over his own legs

when the push of lead cut into his backwhen the push of lead cut into his back
like a knife through mangolike a knife through mango

summer sunset red summer sunset red 
was the color that he made when he fellwas the color that he made when he fell

something like his cavity chest bursting holessomething like his cavity chest bursting holes
that left wounded birds tryingthat left wounded birds trying

in his ribcage attempting to get out flyingin his ribcage attempting to get out flying
before they got caughtbefore they got caught

trapped between the concrete trapped between the concrete 
and the weight of his bodyand the weight of his body
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flat lines sound a lot like first breaths dipped in candle flameflat lines sound a lot like first breaths dipped in candle flame
the tips of needles into threadthe tips of needles into thread

or something less romanticor something less romantic
like the realization your twelve year old has been shot deadlike the realization your twelve year old has been shot dead

bullets engraved into flesh tonesbullets engraved into flesh tones
because the 5-0 said sobecause the 5-0 said so

thought sothought so
but wont apologize but wont apologize 

for the steel implants on a life for the steel implants on a life 
that only caught twenty moonsthat only caught twenty moons

saw twelve winterssaw twelve winters
cold fingertipscold fingertips

snowball fighting the neighborhood boyssnowball fighting the neighborhood boys
splintered lipssplintered lips

when he fell on the concretewhen he fell on the concrete

with no gunwith no gun
just scared just scared 

without a belt without a belt 
and big pantsand big pants
he got caught he got caught 

runningrunning
with his hands in his pocketswith his hands in his pockets

today I woketoday I woke
I woke up I woke up 

to the weight of the liberty bell on my chestto the weight of the liberty bell on my chest
and the birds that nestled thereand the birds that nestled there

would not stop flappingwould not stop flapping
flappingflapping

flapping their wingsflapping their wings
kept crashingkept crashing

against the windows of my heart beatagainst the windows of my heart beat
every time the chambers closedevery time the chambers closed

they fell downthey fell down
dancing gravitydancing gravity

somebody must have saw something!!!!somebody must have saw something!!!!
but everybody is keeping quiet like a secret loverbut everybody is keeping quiet like a secret lover

dial tones lead to dead endsdial tones lead to dead ends
when the DA is questionedwhen the DA is questioned
rings back silent answersrings back silent answers

of no arrest for the police officer in questionof no arrest for the police officer in question

question:question:
why is it that every section in downtown Pittsburgh why is it that every section in downtown Pittsburgh 
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is not covered by protester and letter heads?is not covered by protester and letter heads?
tell metell me

how to lift the weight of this liberty bell off mehow to lift the weight of this liberty bell off me
calm the birds that now keep me up with their screamingcalm the birds that now keep me up with their screaming

it's been a few years it's been a few years 
and all I got is this storyand all I got is this story

with no answerswith no answers

I’m sick of propaganda lines I’m sick of propaganda lines 
tripping my footstepstripping my footsteps

digging a hole for my movementsdigging a hole for my movements
my people falling into themmy people falling into them

how they got us divided and stupidhow they got us divided and stupid

a passive public a passive public 
dreaming of white dreaming of white 

on bread and picket fenceson bread and picket fences
driving hope into our walletsdriving hope into our wallets

with the conviction that TV has us figuredwith the conviction that TV has us figured
and we are all merely lackingand we are all merely lacking

I which I could say I which I could say 
these were just words for a poemthese were just words for a poem

and we were playing make pretendand we were playing make pretend

but in 2003 but in 2003 
Pittsburgh alone had 5 unarmed menPittsburgh alone had 5 unarmed men

shot deadshot dead
in the span of two red monthsin the span of two red months

by blue soldiersby blue soldiers
with stars laced up in their bootswith stars laced up in their boots

conviction has a wayconviction has a way

can you believe nobody is saying shit?!can you believe nobody is saying shit?!
but I guess the media has a way of presenting shitbut I guess the media has a way of presenting shit

so we forgetso we forget

I say, hold your lucky pennies tightI say, hold your lucky pennies tight
light a candle for the passing of breathlight a candle for the passing of breath

that clings long enoughthat clings long enough
to remind us that here to remind us that here 

life had a namelife had a name
and a placeand a place
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a sister that now holds get well soon cards a sister that now holds get well soon cards 
even though she’s not sick even though she’s not sick 

and the thick of her brother’s embrace and the thick of her brother’s embrace 
is but a ghost that mirrors her imageis but a ghost that mirrors her image

outlines her dreams outlines her dreams 
where she carries jars of songs where she carries jars of songs 

that never breakthat never break

and his motherand his mother
left to tend to an empty plateleft to tend to an empty plate

every time she forgets he’s not comingevery time she forgets he’s not coming
humming empty lullabies that go to heavenhumming empty lullabies that go to heaven

cradling her womb where out of clay she molded himcradling her womb where out of clay she molded him
pushed air into his lungspushed air into his lungs

a cry with his first breath a cry with his first breath 
has her running in circleshas her running in circles

trickled tearstrickled tears
that 7 years could not erase that 7 years could not erase 

her face like rivers her face like rivers 
cut into mountainscut into mountains

moving moving 
mourning mourning 

the passing of daysthe passing of days

““Obituary for the Government, Eulogy for the Dead”Obituary for the Government, Eulogy for the Dead”

dedicated to the soul survivors of Hurricane Katrinadedicated to the soul survivors of Hurricane Katrina

by Alixa and Naimaby Alixa and Naima

October 2005October 2005

1.1.

Her name was KatrinaHer name was Katrina
born of the watersborn of the waters

that swallowed middle passengers whothat swallowed middle passengers who
flew overboard to save their grandkidsflew overboard to save their grandkids
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from what came after slaveryfrom what came after slavery

Her name was KatrinaHer name was Katrina
born of the saltborn of the salt
of trails of tears of trails of tears 

flooding stolen territoryflooding stolen territory
generations of rivers generations of rivers 

disappeared into the oceandisappeared into the ocean

Her name was KatrinaHer name was Katrina
born of the wind born of the wind 
that pushed rafts that pushed rafts 

from the yawning belly of Port-au-Princefrom the yawning belly of Port-au-Prince
to the fortress of Miami, to the fortress of Miami, 

gasping breath that lifted wingsgasping breath that lifted wings
across the deserts of Mexico across the deserts of Mexico 

to unforgiving bordersto unforgiving borders

Her name was KatrinaHer name was Katrina
born of the heatborn of the heat

that cooked the worldthat cooked the world
the rays an ultra-violet sun the rays an ultra-violet sun 
the violent hush of a nation the violent hush of a nation 
stripped silent and naked stripped silent and naked 

2.2.

Her name Her name 
was Katrina, she was born was Katrina, she was born 
by the waters of Babylonby the waters of Babylon

stirring in our sleepstirring in our sleep
with the force of breath of every ancestorwith the force of breath of every ancestor

whose blood already stained this placewhose blood already stained this place

born to Anger and Retributionborn to Anger and Retribution
in the heat of passion, she wasin the heat of passion, she was

abandoned in a basket on the shoreabandoned in a basket on the shore
adopted by Uncle Samadopted by Uncle Sam

who charted her girlhoodwho charted her girlhood
to wage another gulf warto wage another gulf war

3.3.

Ground Zero, New Orleans, Mississippi, Alabama Ground Zero, New Orleans, Mississippi, Alabama 
where are you now?where are you now?
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under the weight of water and negligence?under the weight of water and negligence?
because Justice is blind because Justice is blind 

and could not seeand could not see
her children drowning in the darknessher children drowning in the darkness

refused to stretch out her hands and grab themrefused to stretch out her hands and grab them
said they were too black said they were too black 

couldn’t find themcouldn’t find them
too poor too poor 

with her silencewith her silence

“Evacuate” they said “Evacuate” they said 
24 hours prior to Armageddon24 hours prior to Armageddon

on buses that never cameon buses that never came
“Buy your way out” if you can“Buy your way out” if you can

and where you gonna go?and where you gonna go?
when your whole life has been when your whole life has been 

this placethis place

4. 4. 

So Nabii stood thereSo Nabii stood there

and as the water splashed at her toesand as the water splashed at her toes
Katrina’s mother’s water brokeKatrina’s mother’s water broke

flooded the sidewalksflooded the sidewalks
with a puddle of the oceanwith a puddle of the ocean

and as the water rose to her kneesand as the water rose to her knees
she remained lifetimes on her feetshe remained lifetimes on her feet

taught her siblings how to praytaught her siblings how to pray
chin lifted and standingchin lifted and standing

and as the water crept up to her thighsand as the water crept up to her thighs
aircrafts descended from the skiesaircrafts descended from the skies
to take pictures of the sun settingto take pictures of the sun setting

on the vacant hands of stranded familieson the vacant hands of stranded families

and as the water rose to her womband as the water rose to her womb
her daughters floated by in garbage cansher daughters floated by in garbage cans

her sons swam against the current of extinctionher sons swam against the current of extinction

and as the water came to her chestand as the water came to her chest
they separated the women from the menthey separated the women from the men

shipped them to Auswitch and Mississippishipped them to Auswitch and Mississippi
the superdome the dungeon in Cape Coastthe superdome the dungeon in Cape Coast
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and as the water rose to her chinand as the water rose to her chin
the television showed pictures of looters and banditsthe television showed pictures of looters and bandits

so a nation would fall back asleepso a nation would fall back asleep
nodding their head in disbeliefnodding their head in disbelief

there was no one left worth savingthere was no one left worth saving

and as the water came to her mouthand as the water came to her mouth
her screams were flooded her screams were flooded 

with all the blood that soaked the Southwith all the blood that soaked the South
and all the pain her grandfathers couldn’t swallowand all the pain her grandfathers couldn’t swallow

and as the water came to her noseand as the water came to her nose
the stench of sewage and corpsesthe stench of sewage and corpses

that already existed, rose to the surfacethat already existed, rose to the surface
all the helicopters and soldiersall the helicopters and soldiers

were in someone else’s backyardwere in someone else’s backyard
trampling someone else’s sand castlestrampling someone else’s sand castles

and as the water rose to her eyesand as the water rose to her eyes
it dissolved the coating on the liesit dissolved the coating on the lies

there was no securitythere was no security
and this wasn’t our homelandand this wasn’t our homeland

and as the water rose above her headand as the water rose above her head
five thousand joined the deadfive thousand joined the dead

their echoes lifted from the surface of the oceantheir echoes lifted from the surface of the ocean

5. 5. 

and after the waters calmed and after the waters calmed 
500 years of an ugly truth500 years of an ugly truth
they promised was deadthey promised was dead

came back with significant proofcame back with significant proof
that Racism is still the sedimentthat Racism is still the sediment
of a nation whose rivers ran dryof a nation whose rivers ran dry

those who got out in time those who got out in time 
realized displaced means lost realized displaced means lost 

when you don’t have a map to guide you homewhen you don’t have a map to guide you home
and if home is gone when you returnand if home is gone when you return

how you going to replace your whole life?how you going to replace your whole life?
catch your sorrow in broken jars?catch your sorrow in broken jars?

heal the scars Negligence left?heal the scars Negligence left?

cause it took 4 days cause it took 4 days 
for the white house to get back behind its deskfor the white house to get back behind its desk
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and address the nation with stuttered promisesand address the nation with stuttered promises
a good tan, and millions of dollars lessa good tan, and millions of dollars less
to build the aftermath of a prophecy to build the aftermath of a prophecy 

4 years in the coming4 years in the coming

but letting shit break but letting shit break 
is what America does bestis what America does best
a toddler who gets away a toddler who gets away 

with killing the neighbors’ petswith killing the neighbors’ pets
people, conquer land and laughpeople, conquer land and laugh

when his sisters and brothers fall flat on their facewhen his sisters and brothers fall flat on their face
after it was he who cross tied their shoe laceafter it was he who cross tied their shoe lace

6. 6. 

and after the waters calmed and after the waters calmed 
500 years of an ugly truth500 years of an ugly truth
they promised was deadthey promised was dead

came back with significant proofcame back with significant proof
that Racism still has a seat at the table that Racism still has a seat at the table 

and is organically fedand is organically fed
by CBS, ABC, and CNNby CBS, ABC, and CNN

blue screens through American windowsblue screens through American windows
shadows of nodding heads all saying yesshadows of nodding heads all saying yes

we believewe believe

them black kids are the banditsthem black kids are the bandits
they stole diapers and shoesthey stole diapers and shoes

whites, we understandwhites, we understand
they’re entitled to survivethey’re entitled to survive

the paper said they stumbled the paper said they stumbled 
over that bag of breadover that bag of bread

7.7.

strange fruit rotting in the superdomestrange fruit rotting in the superdome
“Poor things” Barbara Bush said“Poor things” Barbara Bush said

“this is the best some of them have ever known”“this is the best some of them have ever known”
no one allowed to leaveno one allowed to leave

crying children in the backdropcrying children in the backdrop
no food, no medicineno food, no medicine

only cops with automatic weaponsonly cops with automatic weapons
to instill the fear already heavy in the airto instill the fear already heavy in the air
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“Poor things” she said“Poor things” she said
as if a cot in which two to a bed dreamt every nightas if a cot in which two to a bed dreamt every night

was all a life of hard work had ever madewas all a life of hard work had ever made

why should Americans help?why should Americans help?
if this was a five star hotelif this was a five star hotel
why should America care?why should America care?

if there were rapist and thieves up in thereif there were rapist and thieves up in there

keep your heart up your sleevekeep your heart up your sleeve
these people are dangerousthese people are dangerous

the mayor said there aint much you can dothe mayor said there aint much you can do
but pray for usbut pray for us

the media made sure to let us know the media made sure to let us know 
so we could wash our hands so we could wash our hands 

and say what they got coming to them is fairand say what they got coming to them is fair
and lady luck played a trickand lady luck played a trick

when really it was Bush and his right handwhen really it was Bush and his right hand
who got double cards up their sleeves who got double cards up their sleeves 

8.8.

what the media won’t tell you what the media won’t tell you 
is that the big boys on topis that the big boys on top

placed a bomb on the leveeplaced a bomb on the levee
to ensure the French Quarter to ensure the French Quarter 

wouldn’t take all the heavy fury wouldn’t take all the heavy fury 
history had gathered in the depth of its bellyhistory had gathered in the depth of its belly

7 days later it was business as usual7 days later it was business as usual
while bodies rotted ten blocks awaywhile bodies rotted ten blocks away

and people still on their roofs and people still on their roofs 
with no food and no bedswith no food and no beds

“it was a strategic move” they all said“it was a strategic move” they all said
imagine if the main business went under imagine if the main business went under 
no festival for the gluttony of this countryno festival for the gluttony of this country

the nineth ward paid for the 6th deadly sin the nineth ward paid for the 6th deadly sin 
so Mardi Gra could happen so Mardi Gra could happen 

this regime has no moralsthis regime has no morals
and what they have they got twistedand what they have they got twisted

people for profit and we still keep on guessingpeople for profit and we still keep on guessing
disregarding the truth while waiting for heaven disregarding the truth while waiting for heaven 
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and waiting in line for the Red Cross and waiting in line for the Red Cross 
to come do the savingto come do the saving

FEMA is building prison camps FEMA is building prison camps 
where no one can leave where no one can leave 

and no one will be able to see themand no one will be able to see them

they told churchesthey told churches
No you can’t pick them up on Sundays No you can’t pick them up on Sundays 

at least 5 months they must stay on these premisesat least 5 months they must stay on these premises

they told communitiesthey told communities
“No you can’t come in and cook for them”“No you can’t come in and cook for them”

2 rations a day is all that they’re getting2 rations a day is all that they’re getting

they told people they told people 
“No, don’t do anything, wait for the signal”“No, don’t do anything, wait for the signal”

meanwhile filling us with movies and terrorist attack warningsmeanwhile filling us with movies and terrorist attack warnings
so we forget our intention’s initial response to the tragedyso we forget our intention’s initial response to the tragedy

It’s not a conspiracy theory It’s not a conspiracy theory 
George Bush hates black peopleGeorge Bush hates black people
unless they are rich, act whiteunless they are rich, act white

or are direct descendents of Condoleezza Riceor are direct descendents of Condoleezza Rice
get your facts straightget your facts straight

Federal Emergency wants your donationsFederal Emergency wants your donations
so they can build cell towers in remote areas so they can build cell towers in remote areas 

and get T Mobile phones for all their employersand get T Mobile phones for all their employers
when walkie-talkies would of done the job better when walkie-talkies would of done the job better 

Now the main goal is to give the oil companies moneyNow the main goal is to give the oil companies money
the real estate sharks blood for their honey the real estate sharks blood for their honey 
and turn New Orleans into a real MECCA and turn New Orleans into a real MECCA 
and what about Mississippi and Alabama?and what about Mississippi and Alabama?

Get your facts straightGet your facts straight
the US rejected medicine and doctors from Cubathe US rejected medicine and doctors from Cuba

two jumbo airplanes two jumbo airplanes 
50 tons of food and 50 tons of food and 
250 tons of water 250 tons of water 

1 million dollars from Venezuela 1 million dollars from Venezuela 
because the Bush administration doesn’t agree because the Bush administration doesn’t agree 

with a socialist democracy,with a socialist democracy,
or the British invasionor the British invasion

their donations spoiled in airportstheir donations spoiled in airports
and food fit for soldiers in Iraq and food fit for soldiers in Iraq 

was rather burnedwas rather burned
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than given to the starving of the Deltathan given to the starving of the Delta
get your facts straightget your facts straight

9. 9. 

It’s time we talked about the weatherIt’s time we talked about the weather

whether or not you got caught in the floodwhether or not you got caught in the flood
we all drowning in the depth of our families’ forsaken bloodwe all drowning in the depth of our families’ forsaken blood

the shit’s come to the surfacethe shit’s come to the surface
and if we don’t plumb it back to the assholes that run this countryand if we don’t plumb it back to the assholes that run this country

what’s the purpose?what’s the purpose?

If we don’t exhale, what’s our breath worth?If we don’t exhale, what’s our breath worth?

It’s time we walk this road togetherIt’s time we walk this road together
as brethren from every curve of the earthas brethren from every curve of the earth

roam this land in search of homelandroam this land in search of homeland

It’s time we talked about the build planIt’s time we talked about the build plan
one million drifting feathersone million drifting feathers

could fall together, form a wingspancould fall together, form a wingspan
wide enough to lift uswide enough to lift us
to a kingdom better to a kingdom better 

than our fingers could’ve dreamt ofthan our fingers could’ve dreamt of

It’s time we talked about the weatherIt’s time we talked about the weather
cause genocide is the agendacause genocide is the agenda

It’s time we talked about the weatherIt’s time we talked about the weather

make small talk with strangersmake small talk with strangers
introduce our unborn to our angelsintroduce our unborn to our angels

all our names are spelt the sameall our names are spelt the same
when we become numbers on the death tollwhen we become numbers on the death toll

let’s talk about the weatherlet’s talk about the weather
and the rising sun that the West stoleand the rising sun that the West stole

how we gonna get it backhow we gonna get it back
that’s the test thoughthat’s the test though

the pirate’s steal our everythingthe pirate’s steal our everything
rob our next of kinrob our next of kin

disappear our best mendisappear our best men
and only then they let the rest goand only then they let the rest go
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your heartbeat like goldyour heartbeat like gold
and you’re carrying a chest-fulland you’re carrying a chest-full

the water’s rising, we’re running out ofthe water’s rising, we’re running out of
how much time will your breath hold?how much time will your breath hold?

it’s gonna get a whole lot hotterit’s gonna get a whole lot hotter
and sure nuff it’s gonna get coldand sure nuff it’s gonna get cold

let’s talk about the weatherlet’s talk about the weather
decide right now what is your threshold decide right now what is your threshold 

10.10.

decide right nowdecide right now
what you’re willing to die forwhat you’re willing to die for

cause you will survivecause you will survive
if you have something to live forif you have something to live for

we’ve been through the eye of the storm and back againwe’ve been through the eye of the storm and back again
and we still survivedand we still survived

there aint a doubt in my mindthere aint a doubt in my mind
we will survivewe will survive

we survived the fires of Selma and Nagasakiwe survived the fires of Selma and Nagasaki
and we will survive Palestineand we will survive Palestine

we survived the waters of tsunamiswe survived the waters of tsunamis
as far back as man can remember as far back as man can remember 

and we will survive Katrinaand we will survive Katrina
and the tide that washed away 80 thousand lives and the tide that washed away 80 thousand lives 

last week in Pakistanlast week in Pakistan

we survived Vietnam and Wounded Kneewe survived Vietnam and Wounded Knee
Rwanda and MississippiRwanda and Mississippi

and we will surviveand we will survive
until our first born turns fiftyuntil our first born turns fifty

we survived middleschool and pubertywe survived middleschool and puberty
losing our mothers to our fathers’ handslosing our mothers to our fathers’ hands

we survived famine and genocidewe survived famine and genocide
came back from the dead and spread like wildfirecame back from the dead and spread like wildfire

we survived slavery and gas chamberswe survived slavery and gas chambers
biochemical warfare and lynchingbiochemical warfare and lynching

the seeds from our strange fruitthe seeds from our strange fruit
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been sprinkled across this terrain by our angelsbeen sprinkled across this terrain by our angels
and everywhere we land and everywhere we land 

we gonna take rootwe gonna take root
and every inch of rock, mud, and sandand every inch of rock, mud, and sand

we gonna breakthroughwe gonna breakthrough

you’re here right nowyou’re here right now
I’m seeing you with my own two eyesI’m seeing you with my own two eyes

think of all the demons that tried to take youthink of all the demons that tried to take you
and you still survivedand you still survived

and we will surviveand we will survive
we will survivewe will survive

we will survive the reincarnation of our soulswe will survive the reincarnation of our souls
in our little cousin’s eyesin our little cousin’s eyes

I’ve lived a thousand livesI’ve lived a thousand lives
that's how I know that's how I know 

we will survivewe will survive

Mens Group CurriculaMens Group Curricula

create a curricula for a mens group designed to create a curricula for a mens group designed to 
 - explore the archetypal expressions of the divine masculinity - explore the archetypal expressions of the divine masculinity

 - train men in a way that affords them  - train men in a way that affords them 
 - the flexibilty of who they are being necessary in order to choose to  - the flexibilty of who they are being necessary in order to choose to 

express themselves as aspects of the divine masculineexpress themselves as aspects of the divine masculine
 - the flexibility to navigate between these aspects consciously so that the way  - the flexibility to navigate between these aspects consciously so that the way 

they express themselves in the world becomes malleable and flexible, resemblingthey express themselves in the world becomes malleable and flexible, resembling  
characteristics of a living systemcharacteristics of a living system

 - the flexibility to recognize and create opportunities in the face of no agreement or support - the flexibility to recognize and create opportunities in the face of no agreement or support  
from anyone, and to orient self and other in the direction of actualizing internal visionfrom anyone, and to orient self and other in the direction of actualizing internal vision  

sourced from the realm of possibilitysourced from the realm of possibility

how will we do this?how will we do this?
explore various archetypes, dual & non dualexplore various archetypes, dual & non dual

explore various ways of respondingexplore various ways of responding
explore common assumptions of menexplore common assumptions of men
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choose to meet with authenticitychoose to meet with authenticity
risk our sense of self for who we could becomerisk our sense of self for who we could become

risk our image for the unfoldment of that which we would want for othersrisk our image for the unfoldment of that which we would want for others
embrace that which we typically flee from embrace that which we typically flee from 

identify core strengths and paths to build on themidentify core strengths and paths to build on them
allow difficulty and pain, honor it as grounds for transformative processallow difficulty and pain, honor it as grounds for transformative process

whats the curricula?whats the curricula?

day 1 - big mind - dualday 1 - big mind - dual
explore archetypes; controller, fixer, wounded child, protector, defensless self, seeking mind,explore archetypes; controller, fixer, wounded child, protector, defensless self, seeking mind,  

non-seeking mindnon-seeking mind
prep: watch all big mind videos, participate in the processprep: watch all big mind videos, participate in the process

fill out integral coaching questionairefill out integral coaching questionaire
reflect on experience and post to the groupreflect on experience and post to the group

leave a relevant, brief, concise comment on the process of the other men in the forumleave a relevant, brief, concise comment on the process of the other men in the forum

day 2 - big mind - non dualday 2 - big mind - non dual
prep: watch all big mind videos again, participate in the process they outlineprep: watch all big mind videos again, participate in the process they outline

exploreexplore
explore the archetypes; explore the archetypes; 

reflect on experience and post to the groupreflect on experience and post to the group
leave a relevant, brief, concise comment on the process of the other men in the forumleave a relevant, brief, concise comment on the process of the other men in the forum

due within 48 hours of the groupdue within 48 hours of the group
1-2 pages1-2 pages

day 3 - sedona methodday 3 - sedona method
prep: complete an enneagram assessmentprep: complete an enneagram assessment

read about the enneagram typeread about the enneagram type
read the intro the "wisdom of the enneagram"read the intro the "wisdom of the enneagram"
watch the intro video to "the sedona method"watch the intro video to "the sedona method"

read the intro to "the sedona method"read the intro to "the sedona method"
reflect on experience and post to the groupreflect on experience and post to the group

leave a relevant, brief, concise comment on the process of the other men in the forumleave a relevant, brief, concise comment on the process of the other men in the forum

day 4 - archetypal inquiryday 4 - archetypal inquiry
explore archetypes of: divine masculine, masculine chi, unconscious masculine, rebel,explore archetypes of: divine masculine, masculine chi, unconscious masculine, rebel,  

unsolicited advisor, free functioning fully integrated selfunsolicited advisor, free functioning fully integrated self
going forth; circle of blessingsgoing forth; circle of blessings

day 5 - day 5 - 
despair; embracing shadowdespair; embracing shadow

truth mandalatruth mandala
I love ___ and I dont need to fix itI love ___ and I dont need to fix it

despair; transparencydespair; transparency
one thing I am withholding about you isone thing I am withholding about you is
one thing I am withholding about me isone thing I am withholding about me is
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one thing I am withholding about ___ isone thing I am withholding about ___ is
one story I am telling myself about you isone story I am telling myself about you is
one story I am telling myself about me isone story I am telling myself about me is

one story I am telling myself about ___ isone story I am telling myself about ___ is
going forth/integration; embodied responses, enacted mythgoing forth/integration; embodied responses, enacted myth

reflective papers can be in any discipline and must draw from relational intelligence of somereflective papers can be in any discipline and must draw from relational intelligence of some  
formform

writing, drawing, poetry, etcwriting, drawing, poetry, etc

day 6day 6
bringing the unconscious into the lightbringing the unconscious into the light

who am I - exaggeration of who we might want to appear to be as we enter a room of our peerswho am I - exaggeration of who we might want to appear to be as we enter a room of our peers
reflections on this, exaggeratedreflections on this, exaggerated

clearness committeeclearness committee
goal settinggoal setting

intention settingintention setting
collaboration practicescollaboration practices

circle of blessingscircle of blessings

New Practices Not Found in New Practices Not Found in Coming Back to LifeComing Back to Life

An Exercise You Can Use When Giving A TalkAn Exercise You Can Use When Giving A Talk
Gratitude Open SentencesGratitude Open Sentences

The Great Unraveling (small groups)The Great Unraveling (small groups)
The Bowl of Tears The Bowl of Tears 

Envisioning the Future Envisioning the Future 
The Haudenosaunee ProtocolThe Haudenosaunee Protocol

Gratitude Practice from the MohawkGratitude Practice from the Mohawk

Cathy's CircleCathy's Circle

The Wheel of the Great TurningThe Wheel of the Great Turning

The Bodhisattva Check-in (current form)The Bodhisattva Check-in (current form)

http://joannamacy.net/html/reconnects/newpractices.html#bowl
http://joannamacy.net/html/reconnects/newpractices.html#openSentences
http://joannamacy.net/html/reconnects/newpractices.html#Exercise
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"I Don't Care!""I Don't Care!"

The Sword in the Stone: How Others Empower UsThe Sword in the Stone: How Others Empower Us

"Corbett""Corbett"

Clearness CommitteeClearness Committee

Bowing to Our AdversariesBowing to Our Adversaries
 

An Exercise You Can Use When Giving A Talk
Chris Johnstone, Great Turning Times, December '08

The central plot-line of this work follows a spiral of four elements: gratitude, honouring pain 
for the world, seeing with new eyes, and going forth. I've found the combination, and 
sequence, of these elements allows the emergence of something much more than the sum of 
the parts.

At a talk I gave recently, I asked people to divide in pairs and listen to each other completing 
the following sentences. 

"Things I love about our world include..."

"Concerns I have about our world include..."

"A perspective I find inspiring or refreshing is..."

"Steps I can take to participate in the Great Turning include..."

This was a short and simple way of moving through these four elements. With two minutes for 
each sentence, it took about ten minutes each way, yet the process deeply touched many of 
those present. I've also used these four starts to sentences in my personal journaling, starting 
a fresh page with each one. Whenever I'm not sure what to write, I just start the sentence 
again and see what naturally follows. It has been liberating, a time of kindling the spark.

back

THE CLEARNESS COMMITTEE

Traditional Quaker Method

The Clearness Committee was developed by Quakers for the purpose of seeking clarity in 
important decision-making, as when considering marriage. This method of discernment is 
based on a two-fold conviction: (1) that each of us has access to inner wisdom; and (2) that 
this inner wisdom can become clear when a group gives its caring, undivided attention, and 
offers questions instead of advice.

Traditionally, the seeker or focus person invites five or six trusted individuals (with as much 
diversity among them as possible) and provides them beforehand a written description of the 
situation or choices he is facing. The Clearness Committee then meets for about three hours, 
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with the possibility of continuing in a second or third meeting in subsequent weeks. One 
member agrees to serve as clerk (or facilitator), another as recorder, and everyone serves as 
prayerful listener and channel for clarifying questions.

The essential and defining feature of the Clearness Committee is this: that after the focus 
person summarizes the issue, members of the committee assist her by asking questions rather 
than engaging in problem solving or giving advice. Honest, caring queries, arising out of 
prayerful silence, help the focus person to see herself and her situation in a new light and 
unblock her inner wisdom and authority.

Workshop Adaptation

In a workshop or intensive of sufficient duration, i.e. at least five days, an adaptation of the 
Clearness Committee process has been very valuable in the culminating (Going Forth) stage of 
the Work that Reconnects. Here everyone is given the opportunity to be the focus person and 
seek clarity on a particular issue. The time for each person is necessarily reduced, i.e. less than 
an hour, but this time span has proved sufficient to yield important insights.

Steps:

Block out two sessions of three hours each in the latter half of the workshop, say on two 
consecutive afternoons. (The work can be done in 2 ½ hour sessions, but it’s a squeeze). The 
process requires such keen, sustained attention, that back-to-back sessions are tiring.

Divide the participants into groups of five or at most six people each. This is most easily done 
by counting off. Since it is useful to have people who are partners or work colleagues end up in 
the same small group, you may want to do some shuffling.

Each group is given a separate, undisturbed meeting place. In each of its time sessions three 
people take their turns as focus person or seeker.

While everyone is still together, take half an hour to explain the process in detail, making sure 
everyone understands its particular method. (When the groups consist of 5 people, this 
introduction can take place at the beginning of the time set aside for first session, which will 
then allow for two focus persons). Include the following in your briefing:

• Acknowledge the provenance of this method. We are adapting and abbreviating a 
Quaker practice.

• State the purpose of this practice. In our work for the world each of us faces challenges 
and choices. These may relate to a project we are undertaking (or want to undertake) or 
to a personal dilemma which seems to be hindering us in this work. The Clearness 
Committee is designed to help us find clarity and support in our decision-making.

• While each of us faces a number of issues, we select just one to bring to the Clearness 
Committee. The process works best when we specify and delineate a particular issue—
even if it is a major one—which calls for some choice or action on our part.

• Strict confidentiality is to be observed (unless the focus person specifies otherwise).

• Timing: Each person has 45 minutes as focus person or seeker. This time span will be 
sufficient for important insights to occur, and its limits must be observed in the 
interests of the group. Of this allotted time the focus person takes no more than 10 
minutes to present his particular issue and situation. That leaves 35 minutes for the 
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Clearness-style queries, and possible reflections at the close. There will be a 10-minute 
stretch break before the next person's turn as seeker.

• Before presenting his issue, the focus person asks another group member to be 
facilitator (who will serve as time-keeper and process reminder) and yet another to be 
the scribe (jotting key queries and points, perhaps in the focus person's own notebook).

• At this point, group members may decide if they wish to listen and respond to the focus 
person from the perspective of one living in the past or the present or the future. ("I'll 
be an ancestor this time.") To include "the beings of the three times" has been useful in 
our adaptation of the Clearness Committee, for it opens us to the wider context of our 
work and some radically different perspectives. ("From the viewpoint of a future being, 
I would ask you this...") These adopted roles are to be held lightly, and not weighted 
with literalness, lest they restrict other questions one may be moved to ask.

• Both before and after the focus person presents her issue, the group takes some 
moments of silence. It is a prayerful silence in which we identify with the seeker and 
hold the strong intention that she find her deep wisdom, so that she can fully take part 
in the healing of our world. The questions we offer will arise out of that intention and 
return to the underlying silence.

• Make clear, above all, that questions are the heart of the Clearness Committee. It 
requires mindfulness and self-discipline not to fall into old habits of wanting to "fix" 
and give advice. This means no psychological "rescuing," no solutions offered, no 
stories or wise counsel from our own experience. Only honest, probing, caring 
questions are called for. Though often challenging, these questions are offered with 
humility and an attitude of absolute respect for this person's unique gifts and life-path.

• When the queries we offer are actually advice in disguise, or when we lapse into 
anecdotes from our own lives, let the facilitator help us stick to the Clearness practice. 
On the other hand, don't hold back on questions just because they may seem "off the 
wall." A query like "what colors do you associate with these job alternatives?" may open 
a realm of intuition.

• It is, of course, in the answers the focus person hears himself making, that he uncovers 
his inner wisdom. So his responses should be ample enough to allow for that, yet brief 
enough to let more questions be asked. Some questions may stir reflections that the 
focus person finds hard to articulate or wishes to keep to himself. He is always free to 
refrain from a verbal answer.

• If there is time at the end, group members may wish to speak of the qualities they sense 
in the focus person, and the kind of trust they feel in his capacity to make the right 
choice and take the right action.

• Sometimes the right line of action becomes immediately clear to the focus person; 
sometimes it unfolds more gradually, as she continues later to digest her experience of 
the Clearness process. She is encouraged to trust in this gradual unfolding; but if her 
intuition strongly prompts her to ask the group for direct advice, she may, of course, do 
so.

Preparation for the Clearness Committee:
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The process, as described above, works; but if time permits, consider giving people more 
opportunity to prepare. This would include a silent time alone, in which they let a key 
issue/question emerge. And then they might talk briefly in pairs, to help themselves name and 
specify this issue.

back

Envisioning the Future
Chris Johnstone has been doing this practice for some time now. 

A few weeks ago, my Great Turning study/action group tried an exercise inspired by the 
Shambhala Prophecy. We imagined moving forward in time to visit a possible future where 
the Great Turning had occurred. In this imaginary time-line, the early twenty first century had 
been a crucial change point; as a result, a massive shift in consciousness had occurred. 
Visiting these future beings gave us an opportunity to ask them for guidance. Some people 
found it hard to imagine such a future. But others found the process deeply inspiring. The 
future beings I encountered had this advice for me: “Meet in groups to hold the vision and 
train yourselves”.

If we hold in our heart/mind a vision of our preferred future for the world, could that be 
similar to the Kingdom of Shambhala arising within us? This is one way of thinking about the 
prophecy, where the Kingdom of Shambhala is our vision of the very best future we can 
imagine. When we get a glimpse of a destination that inspires us, this helps us access the 
courage and determination needed to move that way. Even if the vision seems impossibly 
beyond our reach, like a guiding star in the night, it can still give us a direction to head in.

Chris Johnstone
back

"I DON'T CARE!"

(20 minutes)

Purpose and Background

This short exercise brings up a lot of energy and can add more authenticity to our despair 
work. By exaggerating and venting feelings of disconnection, even indifference, which are 
inevitable in our mass culture, we can achieve greater honesty and sense of wholeness for all 
that follows.

To weep and rage over the conditions of our world can be a profound release. It can also cause 
some of us to wonder if we are being entirely honest. "If I care so damn much, why haven't I 
done something about it?" And sometimes we simply do not feel, at the moment, the degree of 
grief, concern, or caring that others are expressing. We can wonder then, if we are deficient--
lacking in rudimentary compassion--and the sense of numbing or inadequacy can intensify.
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"The despair I feel," said Tom in a workshop at Columbia University, "is that I don't feel 
despair. My heart feels like a rock. I'm afraid I don't care the way the rest of you do." The rest 
of us that day were soon grateful for his confession, because it triggered the invention of this 
process. It ignited much hilarity, and became known for a while as "I am a Rock."

It is good to do before, not after an intensive despair work process.

Description

The exercise is similar in form to Open Sentences: people sit in pairs and take turns speaking 
and listening to each other. Each partner responds to two cues in succession, that is Partner A 
to both and then Partner B.

Before giving the first cue or "open sentence," Joanna usually invites the participants to free 
themselves from excessive sincerity. That's because it is a little shocking, and one wonders: is 
it acceptable to actually express this here? So, as she models, the personal expressions that are 
invited can start almost humorously, with vigorous exaggeration and gallows humor; they get 
more honest soon enough.

It is helpful, at the start, to provide a rationale: As we relate to what is happening to our world, 
concern and compassion are not all we feel. There is fed-upness, too, even some strains of 
callous indifference; if that were not so, we would be living different lives. To be whole, to be 
present and real, we need to acknowledge those strains as well. To do this helps us identify 
with what we imagine the larger public feels and preserves us from judgment and self-
righteousness as activists.

The first "open sentence" allows us to express the resistance and revulsion that can be aroused 
in us by the continual onslaught of bad news and the overwhelming array of urgent issues, 
from terrorism to top soil. A phrase to start off with is : "I'm sick and tired of hearing about..." 
Or "Don't talk to me about..."; then let it go from there. The scene soon gets loud and often 
hilarious, and it's good to let the venting go on for at least five minutes.

The second and last Open Sentence is: "I don't want to hear (or think) about all this, because 
it makes me feel..." Here the mood shifts, as people find themselves expressing the very things 
they had doubted they felt, or had feared to feel. Allow several minutes for the response. Then 
the process is repeated with Partner B.

back

BOWING TO OUR ADVERSARIES

Purpose and background

As we go forth for the healing of our world, there are forces and institutions which we will and 
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must challenge. The men and women who serve these structures will appear as our 
opponents. Here is a formal group practice which helps to free us from fear and illwill toward 
such persons, and to ground us in an all-embracing compassion.

Buddhist teacher Thich Nhat Hanh encourages his students to express their respect, gratitude, 
and goodwill by the act of bowing. Because some Westerners are uncomfortable with notion of 
bowing, he calls it "Touching the Earth"--for their elders and teachers, the Buddha Dharma 
and the spiritual community, their original faith traditions, their ancestors, their homeplace 
on the planet. This particular practice for honoring our adversaries was composed by an 
ordained senior member of his Order of Interbeing, Caitriona Reed.

Description

Everyone stands with enough room in front of them to kneel and touch the ground with hands 
and forehead. If there is an altar or emblem, like an Earth flag, they can be facing it. The guide 
reads the text aloud, pausing after each paragraph, at which point everyone (guide included) 
"touches the Earth"--putting knees, hands, and then head to the floor. Ten paragraphs, ten 
bows. Some may prefer to do a full prostration; others may choose to abstain from the 
practice and just listen from the sidelines. Be sure they feel comfortable in doing so. Maintain 
a slow, unhurried pace throughout.

Text
Touching the Earth for Our Adversaries

By Caitriona Reed

You, who deliberately engage in the destruction of the environment for your own profit, you 
show me how much I value what is honest, what is generous, what has been clearly thought 
through, what is expressive of love for this planet home and our human and nonhuman 
fellow beings. So I bow to you in gratitude and touch the Earth.

You bring forth in me the passion and love I feel for this life-bearing land, its soil, air and 
waters, and the beings they nurture; the passion I feel for integrity and strong, sustainable 
community. Because of the strength with which I resist your actions, I have seen how strong 
my love and passion really are. I bow to you in gratitude and touch the Earth.

Because the pain I feel when I allow myself to witness the pain of the world is no less than 
your pain--you, who perpetuate destruction and cut yourselves off from needs of the present 
and the generations of the future, I bow to you in compassion and touch the Earth.

Because the pain of greed, alienation and fear are no less than the pain of sorrow and 
mourning for what is lost, I bow to you in compassion and touch the Earth.

For the power of my anger, transforming itself into love for the beauty and integrity of all 
life-forms, and for the bright energy of my passion for justice and the health of all beings, I 
bow to you in gratitude and touch the Earth.

Because we all want to be happy, to feel ourselves intact and part of a single whole, for that 
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shared longing, I bow to you in compassion and touch the Earth.

Because you challenge me by your actions, demanding that I release my attachment to the 
belief that my view, my understanding, is the only correct one, I bow to you in gratitude and 
touch the Earth.

For you who teach me that the mind is a limitless source, a miracle capable of manifesting 
as love, as greed, as fear, capable of clarity or delusion, blind to the consequence of action or 
open to the boundless coherence of all that we do and experience in life. For you who show 
me what I myself am capable of when I let my life be governed by fear and greed, great 
awesome teachers, I bow to you in gratitude and touch the Earth.

In awe of the mind's capability for delusion and alienation that calls me so insistently to 
understanding and joy, I bow to you and touch the Earth.

With the understanding that all this will pass and with love in my heart, I bow to you and 
touch the Earth.

(Download a text file of this practice here.)

back

The Haudenosaunee Protocol

This is the protocol which the Haudenosaunee, or Iroquois Six Nations Confederacy, used 
when opening their treaty meetings. Please stand. You may make the following gestures 
mentally or physically.

We offer salutations and respect to all present at this meeting
and to all who will be affected by it.

We brush off the chairs on which we sit--
to make a clear space for a meeting of minds.

We brush off from our clothing any debris picked up on the way--
to clear our minds of extraneous matters.

We wipe the blood from our hands--
to acknowledge and apologize for any hurt we have inflicted.

We wipe the tears from our eyes--
to acknowledge and forgive any hurt we have received.

We take the lump out of our throats--
to let go of any sadness or disappointment.

We take the tightness out of our chests--
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to let go of any fear or resentment.

We acknowledge and pray for guidance
to the Great Creator Spirit of All Life.

Ho. So be it.

(This version is adapted by Ralph Metzner)
back

 

 
Cathy's Circle

I set the stage for the ritual and we had low lights and candles and pillows in the center of the 
circle. We began walking counterclockwise with people reporting some of the horrors that we 
live with on this planet. When emotions arose, people went into the center and screamed or 
cried or just sat as long as they needed to, then rejoined the outer circle that kept walking. I 
allowed this circle to go on for 20 to 30 minutes as people were really getting into it. At a good 
stopping place I had everyone stop, find a comfortable place to sit and close their eyes. I then 
led them in a guided meditation, connecting with energies of earth and sky, allowing them to 
feel whatever was on the surface and let it wash away. I then set the scenario that when they 
opened their eyes again, it would be fifty years hence and there had been many changes and 
miracles in the world and people were now living sustainable, in harmony and balance with all 
beings. We then all arose and began walking in the circle, this time in the opposite direction, 
and reporting on what life was like in this positive future from the personal to the collective. It 
was quite amazing what ensued. People reported things like they stayed home and tended 
gardens, lived close to loved ones in a small village, biked everywhere or shared alternative 
energy cars, drummed and danced and told stories each night by the fire, TV had gone extinct, 
cows were pets and not food, all produce was local and organic, governing bodies were teams, 
no more nuclear power, etc. etc. Some people danced with glee into the middle of the circle 
and laughed, some people cried at how much they wanted life to be like this. I allowed the 
same amount of time for this circle as the despair one. We ended by coming together in circler 
holding hands, closing eyes while I guided them to see our visions and energies spreading out 
over the planet and touching the consciousness of all beings. Then opening eyes and giving 
thanks for all that we had and for each person in the circle.

People were very excited, hopeful and engaged with each other at the end of the evening. 
Many expressed thanks and wanted to use this process with other groups. I decided to call it 
'Walking Through', which is what we did, walk through all the pain, sorrows despair, anger, 
joy, hope, love.

                             - Cathy Pedevillano

back

Gratitude Open Sentences.
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This process is done in pairs, according to instructions given for Open Sentences in Chapter 7 
of Coming Back to Life (p. 98). Allow about 30 minutes. This is a highly pleasurable activity, 
and you may well want to invent your own open sentences. I usually use four from these five, 
and in this order:

1. Some things I love about being alive in Earth are…

2. A place that was magical (or wonderful) to me as a child was….

3. A person who helped me believe in myself is or was….

4. Some things I enjoy doing and making are….

5. Some things I appreciate about myself are…

 
back

The Great Unraveling (small groups)

This is a simple sharing exercise for Honoring Our Pain for the World, and follows on an 
exposition of the the Great Turning and the Great Unraveling. Allow some 30 minutes. Have 
people cluster in threes or foursomes and tell each other how in their own lives they 
experience the collective hardships of our time, be they environmental, economic, or social. It 
is rare that people get a chance to report and reflect on these realities without appearing to 
complain or assign blame. 

Invite them to sit close and take turns reporting to each other in response to a single question: 
In what ways do you experience in your own life the Great Unraveling (or the planetary 
crisis)? Find your own phrasing.
Let them speak in turn, following each other, and give them enough time to go around their 
little circle more than once.

At the conclusion I like to invite people to take notice of the fact that all the concerns they 
mentioned extend beyond the personal ego, far beyond their individual needs and wants. 
These concerns demonstrate their capacity to "suffer with" their world, which is an 
evolutionary advance--and the literal meaning of compassion. It is the fuel we need for the 
Great Turning.

back

The Bowl of Tears

This is fine for any size group. Just pour water into a clear glass bowl. Let it represent for you 
and for the others our tears for the world and all beings. And invite each person, as they pass 
the bowl to each other, or as they come and sit or kneel before it, to scoop up some water and 
let it trickle through their fingers. As they do, they can say: "My tears are for…."

Here's a description of this process with a large assembly:

With 250 people participating, we were challenged to invent new forms, especially for the part 
that's most intense: Honoring Our Pain for theWorld.  That session began with poetry and 
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spoken reflections on the power, liberation, and solidarity that comes with owning our 
collective grief.  Then people clustered in foursomes to tell of their experience of the "great 
unraveling."  After that they sang together, over and over like a chant, words of Adrienne Rich 
put to music by Carolyn McDade.

               My heart is moved by all I cannot save.

So much has been destroyed.

               I have to cast my lot with those who,

age after age, perversely,

                with no extraordinary power,

                reconstitute the world.

The second half of that session is omitted on the Findhorn web site, so let me tell you what we 
did.   With lights lowered, images of suffering and breakdown in our world were projected on 
a large screen, while a wordless, choral lament (from the same "My Heart is Moved" CD by 
Carolyn McDade) played over and over.  On the hall's large, central floor space were set three 
glass bowls half-filled with water. The ritual consisted of people slowly, randomly, coming 
down from their seats around the hall to kneel by a bowl, and let its water trickle from their 
hands and their tears for the world be spoken ("My tears are for…").  As their forms moved 
about in the semi-darkness, resting here and there on the floor, or returning to their seats, we 
all seemed to be held by the music, the murmuring around the bowls, the splash of water.  
Then, when movement had stilled, we slowly processed out of the hall, carrying the Bowls of 
Tears.  Into a garden pond outside the entrance we formally poured them out, reminding 
ourselves that the pain we feel for the world is no private pathology; it connects us with Earth 
and each other.  "Let us remember: our tears for the world are the tears of Gaia."

back

Wheel of the Great Turning

Seaflow's Great Turning Exercise

Wheel of the Great Turning

(30 - 90 minutes)
Purpose:

This group process helps us to see the larger context of our lives, and to notice and appreciate 
the many forms of positive change in our time. Undertaken in the gratitude phase of the work, 
it represents a shift from personal to collective thankfulness. It also provides invaluable 
information in a lively fashion.

As framework for spontaneous reporting, we take the concept of the Great Turning--the 
transition from an unsustainable, growth-based political economy to a life-sustaining society, 
which is the essential revolution of our time. The three key dimensions of the Great Turning 
(see ch. 1, page 3 ff.) are here symbolized by material objects placed within a circular space. 
These objects serve as props, as participants inform one another about developments they 
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know about from observation or direct experience.

Description:

Be sure that the group is already familiar with the concept of the Great Turning. Clear a 
circular space, 6 to 10 feet in diameter, around which people sit closely together. Proximity is 
important, so if numerous, they can crowd in behind each other. Have the group imagine the 
Wheel divided into three sections. In each section, place an object to symbolize one of the 
three dimensions of the Great Turning. For the "holding actions" in defense of life, some first-
aid material, like rolls of bandaging, works well. For alternative structures, use something 
organic and alive, like a small branch from a growing plant. For the shift in consciousness, a 
crystal or a crystal cluster is an evocative symbol, and so is a pair of eyeglasses.

With the guide going first to model, people enter the Wheel of the Great Turning one at a 
time. Entering one or more sections in any order, they pick up the object there and report to 
the others, as if letting the object speak. For example, taking the crystal or eyeglasses, they 
may speak of a vision quest or a study group that has opened new horizons. Holding the roll of 
gauze bandaging, they might tell of volunteering at a soup kitchen or protesting the corporate 
global economy. With the fresh budding leaves, they might describe the farmers' market or 
cooperative child care starting in a neighborhood.

This exercise generates high spirits and is best kept at a lively pace. To accomplish this, and 
avoid long lecture-like pronouncements, treat it as a ritual. Brief verbal formulae help 
establish a ritual spirit, while maintaining an energetic tempo. For example, as people enter 
the Wheel, they may say: "My friends, let me give you an example of the Great Turning." And 
when they finish, the group may respond: "So it is in the Great Turning."

It's worth noting that the wheel has abundant symbolic and even archetypal significance. The 
ritual can be enhanced by evoking some of these connections, be they Ezekiel's vision of the 
wheel within the wheel, the Gandhian spinning wheel which became both national flag and 
emblem of nonviolence, or the sacred hoop of Native American teachings. When the Buddha 
taught, he is said to have turned the Wheel of the Dharma, or the Dharma Chakra. His very 
words set it in motion. In the same fashion, our naming examples and telling stories of this 
present revolution serves to make it more real to us.

Seaflow's Great Turning Exercise

(approximately 90 minutes)
Concepts, Milling, Group Presentations

Purpose: We want to create an active, movement-oriented exercise for the conceptual material 
of the Model of the Great Turning. We have used this activity twice now in our Seaflow 
transformational workshop and found that it provokes great dialogue and a lot of laughs.

1. Brief intro– ten minutes; The Model of the Great Turning

What each of the roles in the Great Turning is. How we are all participating in the Great 
Turning already. (Alternative structures; change in consciousness; holding actions); how each 
of the three roles in the great turning is important,

2. Milling-- twenty minutes

Description: Milling is a common movement exercise, described by Joanna in "Coming Back 
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to Life." It has a particular value if people are asked to notice what happens inside their own 
bodies as they move from place to place, or take on different characters. (Dr. Katie Hendricks 
has been Geo’s great mentor in this work.)

The Model of the Great Turning is a perfect conceptual framework for this form of milling, 
since the three roles in the Great Turning all are quite distinct from each other. We use 
different parts of our own body/mind/soul in each role. Guided movement through space can 
help participants notice how they have to change or adapt in order to move from Holding 
Actions to Changes in Consciousness to Alternative Structures.

Instructions: 

A. movement/exercise: create three areas in the room which are some distance 
apart. (One for each role) Our workshop has three facilitators, so each one has 
stood in a different part of the room with a sign indicating which role/position they 
are taking.

B. participants move slowly through the three different spaces:

Alternative structures; change in consciousness; holding actions

C. Leaders asks: "What do you experience, how do you change, as you move 
through the different spaces in the room

D. Leaders say, "Choose one of the three spaces and settle into it." Three small 
groups naturally form.

E. Leader asks question to people in each of the three groups: what are you doing in 
this group? How did you get here? what do you want to know about this group?

3. Creative Group task: 35 minutes

A. Each group creates a commercial/presentation: fifteen minutes

Presentation answers question: "how would you recruit people into your group? 
Why is your role in the Great Turning the best and most effective?"

(Can be tv commercial, songs, mime, play, etc.)

B. Each group Presents to group twenty minutes (lots of laughing)

4. Group Council: What did you learn about your role in the Great Turning as a result of this 
activity. 10-20 minutes.

(Developed by trainers from Seaflow, protect our living oceans. Geo Taylor,  
Hallie Iglehart Austin, Vivienne Verdon Roe, and Barry Flicker. 
www.seaflow.org)

back

The Bodhisattva Check-in or "My Choices for This Life" (current form)

60 minutes

Purpose

This process focuses on our individual lives and helps us see how their basic features and 
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conditions and conditions can serve the healing of the world – almost as if we had chosen 
them for that purpose.  It brings fresh appreciation for the chance to be alive in this planet-
time.  Like climbing a mountain and looking back on the landscape below, this exercise 
provides a vantage point that lets us see new things.  From that overarching perspective, we 
can see unsuspected connections and goodness; even our suffering and limitations reveal their 
value for the work we have come to do.

Another name for this exercise is “The Bodhisattva Check-in,” because it is inspired by the 
Buddhist teaching of the bodhisattva.  Embodying ourmotivation to serve, the bodhisattva 
does not seek enlightenment in order to exit from this world, but turns back from the gates of 
nirvana, having vowed to return again and again to be of help to all beings.  It is equally useful 
whether or not we believe in rebirth.  The bodhisattva archetype is present in all religions and 
even all social movements, be it in the guise of suffering servant, worker-priest, shaman, 
prophet, idealistic revolutionary, or community organizer.  

 

Description

Three introductory stages precede the main body of the exercise.  First, the group is invited to 
contemplate the long panoramic journey of life on Earth.  Along with words from the guide, a 
recording of tonal sound helps open the mind to that journey’s vast expanses of time. 

Secondly, the guide tells people they will imagine that they remember how they chose to take 
birth as a human in this moment of history.  (Joanna tells of bodhisattvas and their vow to 
keep returning to the world to relieve suffering.)  Participants are invited to imagine that they 
are all together somewhere in a time immediately preceding this present life. In this moment, 
information reaches them about the dangers to life on Earth that have been arising through 
the twentieth century and reaching a crisis point at the start of the third millennium.

The challenges take many forms – the making and using of nuclear weapons, industrial 
technologies that poison and waste whole ecosystems, billions of people sinking into poverty 
– but one thing is clear.  A quantum leap in consciousness is required if life is to prevail on 
Earth.  Hearing this, we decide to renew our commitment to life (our bodhisattva vow) and 
reenter the fray – to birth as humans in the twentieth century, bringing everything we’ve 
ever learned about courage and community.  This is a major decision.  And it is a hard 
decision because there is no guarantee that we will remember why we came back or that we 
will succeed in our mission. Furthermore, we will feel alone, because we probably won't 
even recognize each other. 

 Participants now reflect on their willingness to take a human birth in so challenging a planet-
time. They are directed to stand up one by one, when and if they decide they are willing to 
come back. The guide acknowledges that there may be some who, understandably enough, 
choose not to get born in so harsh a time. When the guide is confident that everyone who has 
made this decision is standing, he invites them to start slowly walking around the room. This 
is the kind of verbal guidance given to people as they are walking.

 Every human life is by necessity a particular life. You can't take birth as a generic human, 
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but only as a unique human shaped by particular circumstances. Step into these 
circumstances now.  Imagine that you choose them in awareness of how they will help 
prepare you for the mission you are coming to perform.

 Step into the year of your birth. The timing of your birth allows you to be affected by 
particular conditions and events…

 Step into the place of your birth. What country did you choose? Were you born in a town or 
a city, or on the land? Which parts of the Earth's body first greeted your eyes?…

 Which skin color and ethnicity did you select? And what socio-economic conditions? Both 
the privileges and the privations resulting from these choices help prepare you for the work 
you are coming to do…

 Into what faith tradition -- or lack of same -- were you born this time?  Religious stories 
and images from childhood -- or the very lack of these -- influence how you see your 
purpose…

 Now here's an important choice: which gender did you adopt this time around? And which 
sexual preference?…

 And now as to your parents: what man did you choose to be your father? What woman 
your mother? For some of you, this means your adoptive parents as well as your birth 
parents. Both the strengths and the weaknesses of your parents, both the loving care you 
received and the hurts you experienced help prepare you for the work you are coming to 
do…

 Are you an only child or do you have siblings in this life? The companionship, the 
competition or the loneliness that ensued from that choice will foster the unique blend of 
strengths you bring to your world… 

 What disabilities did you choose to take on this time? Challenges of body or mind help you 
to understand and connect with other beings and with our planet…

 Certain strengths and passions characterize this life of yours too. Which mental, physical, 
spiritual appetites did you choose for yourself in this planet-time?…

 And lastly, imagining that you can for a moment see it clearly, what particular mission are 
you coming to perform?…

 In this fashion, as people are quietly walking around the room, the guide helps them to use 
their walking to mark the specific conditions of their birth in this lifetime. Take care to convey 
that each choice relates to their actual life and not to any fantasized alternative to it. Now 
invite them to sit in pairs to report to each other, giving each person ten to fifteen minutes.

Now look around you. You did not expect to recognize each other in new and different 
bodies, but here we are!… Sit down now with one other person…Take turns telling each 
other about the life you chose this time. This is the bodhisattva check-in. 

If possible, schedule this exercise before a break; participants are usually so stimulated by the 
perspective they have gained that they are eager to keep talking, with their partners and with 
others, too.
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Notes

1. Once in a while it happens that one or more individuals do not choose to take birth and do 
not stand up. In that case, simply proceed as described above, and when it is time for people 
to "check in," invite them to share as well, either with each other or with you.

2. The notion of having chosen one’s life conditions may be problematic for some people.  The 
idea of taking responsibility for situations that have oppressed them can smack of “blaming 
the victim.”  You as guide may acknowledge this at the outset.  Point out that we are not using 
the verb in its ordinary sense, as in choosing a car or a job, but in the larger or even 
metaphysical sense, in which we let ourselves accept and see the value of all that has befallen 
us.  Spiritual traditions affirm that true liberation arises when we can embrace the particulars 
of our lives, and see that they are as right for us as if we had indeed chosen them.  In other 
words, we move in this exercise to a higher level of logical type or discourse.

Variations and further topics

As you become familiar with this exercise, you may wish to add or subtract topics for the 
bodhisattvas' report. Additional themes can also be addressed in a separate session after the 
basic choices listed above.

            A follow-on session can reflect choices we made in the course of this lifetime, relating 
for example to educational endeavors, spiritual practices, central relationships, and vocational 
explorations and commitments.

            A beautiful question for a bodhisattva check-in is: "How did you first let your heart be 
broken?" It is moving to discover how much that query evokes about our lives, our mindsets, 
our goals.

            A recent participant wrote: “I have been thinking a lot about ‘The Bodhisattva’s Choices 
for this Life.’  I found it very empowering.  I consider myself an accountable person.  I think of 
my life in terms of choices I’ve made.  Yet I’d never before systematically reviewed all the 
major choices in my life, and celebrated them for bringing me to this time and place.”

back

"Corbett," A Going Forth exercise:

Sit together in groups of four.

During a couple minutes of silence, each person allows something to come to mind that they 
want to do for the Great Turning. If several possibilities arise, choose just one.

Decide who will be Person A. The first round begins as Person A shares what they desire to 
contribute to the Great Turning. (2 minutes) The other participants listen attentively without 
comment.
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The others in each group now have opportunities to respond, one by one, to A’s offering, while 
everyone else listens without comment. First, the person on A’s left speaks as the voice of 
Doubt, stating reasons why A may not accomplish their intention. (2 minutes).

Next, the person across the circle responds as an Ancestor, sharing the feelings and thoughts 
that arise upon hearing what Person A will be offering to the Great Turning. (2 minutes)

Now, the person on A’s right responds as a Future Being, sharing the feelings and thoughts 
that arise upon hearing how person A will be participating in the Great Turning. (2 minutes)

Finally, person A has an opportunity to reflect aloud on what they’ve heard, inviting verbal 
response from others in the group if they wish. (2 minutes)

The role of Person A moves around the circle, with the same sequence of responses.

Upon completion of the 4th round, allow a few minutes for circle members to share with each 
other.

- Paula Hendrick

back

The Sword in the Stone: How Others Empower Us

(30-40 minutes)

T.H. White, in the Sword in the Stone, tells us the story of King Arthur as a boy. I have 
recounted this in workshops because it portrays the dimensions of power available to us as 
open interconnected systems.

The wizard Merlin, as Arthur's tutor, schooled the boy in wisdom by turning him 
into various creatures and had him live, for brief periods, as a falcon, an ant, a wild 
goose, a badger, a carp in the palace moat .... The time came when the new King of 
All England was to be chosen; it would be he who could draw the sword from the 
stone. All the famous knights, who came to the great tournament, went to the 
churchyard where the stone mysteriously stood, and tried mightily to yank out the 
sword that was imbedded in it. Heaving and sweating, they competed to prove their 
superior strength. No deal; tug and curse as they might, the sword did not budge. 
When the disgruntled knights departed to return to their jousting, Arthur, who was 
just a teenager then, lingered behind, went up to the stone to try his own luck. 
Grasping the sword's handle he pulled with all his strength, until he was exhausted 
and drenched. The sword remained immobile. Glancing around, he saw in the 
shrubbery surrounding the churchyard the forms of those with whom he had lived 
and learned. There they were: badger, falcon, ant and the others. As he greeted 
them with his eyes, he opened again to the powers he had perceived in each of them 
— the industry, the cunning, the quick boldness, the perseverance ... knowing they 
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were with him, he turned back to the stone and, breathing easy, drew out the 
sword, as smooth as a knife from butter.

After hearing the story we learn through the following exercise how we, like the boy Arthur, 
can find our powers enhanced by others.

You have a task before you. It has to do with healing our world. This task often 
seems impossible to accomplish. It is as difficult as pulling a sword from a 
boulder. Let this task, for the moment, become the removal of the sword. Feel the 
grain of the stone — how rough and unyielding it is, how rock-solid the sword is 
anchored in it right up to the hilt. Feel how it can't be moved by your own 
desperate attempts. No matter how hard you strain and pull, the sword does not 
budge. 

Now look about your life, as Arthur looked about in the churchyard. See around 
the edges in the beings who have been important in your life. Some you may live 
and work with now, some may have lived a long time ago. But their vision and 
their qualities do not die; they live still. Let these beings appear: loved ones, 
teachers, saints, leaders, animals that have inspired you.  Think of the qualities in 
each that you love and admire . . . breathe them in .... These qualities are already 
in you or you would not have recognized them. Feel their energy quickening in 
you, these friends are smiling at you, reminding you of what you have in common 
and what is available to you now. The courage, the intellect, the goodness, and 
power that poured through their lives can also be yours. Feel their energy and 
insight pour through the web in which we all take being. Breathing in these 
strengths, reach for the handle of the sword, slowly, easily — now draw it out. See 
how the sword answers not to your own separate ego-efforts, but to the power of 
all beings, as you open to them.

After the story and the guided fantasy participants in the group can share with each other the 
sources from which they draw power.

Who appears in the surrounding bushes of your life and gives you strength to pull 
the sword from the stone? Who gives you insight and courage? It could be a 
grandfather or a third grade teacher, Mahatma Gandhi, or Rosa Parks .... The 
gifts they received from the web of life are available to you as well.

Gratitude Practice

• Write for a copy of "The Thanksgiving Prayer"*
• Make a selection of 6 of these life forms (e.g., Sun, Waters, Fish, Plants)
• Get everybody into small groups of 3 or 4 people
• Leader reads one thanksgiving greeting: For example: "We give thanks to all the Waters 

of the world for quenching our thirst and providing us with strength. Water is life. We 
know its power in many forms--waterfall and rain, mists and streams, rivers and 
oceans. With one mind, we send greetings and thanks to the spirit of Water."

• Then, in the small groups, each person describes one precious thing that they cherish 
about that life form, sharing how they experience it and what it means to them.

• The sharing is done popcorn style (in no particular order) within the group.
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• When all have had a chance to speak (3 minutes should be enough) everyone repeats 
together the traditional words: "And now our minds are one."

• After a pause, go on to the next life form, and repeat all steps.

*Originally published as Thanksgiving Address: Greetings to the Natural World 
by The Tracking Project, P.O. Box 266, Corrales, NM 87048.

Deep ChangeDeep Change

I will argue in this treatise the absolute necessity for the survival of every last human being onI will argue in this treatise the absolute necessity for the survival of every last human being on  
this planet an accelerated shift in perspective that moves us away from the assumptions thatthis planet an accelerated shift in perspective that moves us away from the assumptions that  
gave form to our current economic, political and social system and that moves us towards agave form to our current economic, political and social system and that moves us towards a  
view of the world that honors relationships and processes, that gives high regard to the futureview of the world that honors relationships and processes, that gives high regard to the future  
generations, that comprehends the complexity of our inter-relationship with the natural world,generations, that comprehends the complexity of our inter-relationship with the natural world,  
and that is fundamentally open to new learnings born of our personal experience. and that is fundamentally open to new learnings born of our personal experience. 

I will argue that this moment of our worlds history calls for a complete realignment of our wayI will argue that this moment of our worlds history calls for a complete realignment of our way  
of operating with eachother and with the natural world, and that without honest inquiry into theof operating with eachother and with the natural world, and that without honest inquiry into the  
fundamental assumptions that we each carry as individuals in the world today, we will soonfundamental assumptions that we each carry as individuals in the world today, we will soon  
perish of our own dischordance with the calling of this moment in time. perish of our own dischordance with the calling of this moment in time. 

Finally, I will argue that attempts to fix that which we would judge to be broken is the leastFinally, I will argue that attempts to fix that which we would judge to be broken is the least  
skillful approach to forwarding the evolution of humanity and our relations with eachother andskillful approach to forwarding the evolution of humanity and our relations with eachother and  
the planet.  Rather, I will argue that the most effective way of accellerating the necessarythe planet.  Rather, I will argue that the most effective way of accellerating the necessary  
process of internal and relational transformation is that of accentuating the positive.  In thisprocess of internal and relational transformation is that of accentuating the positive.  In this  
case, to "accentuate the positive" will be seen as placing our attention on that which wecase, to "accentuate the positive" will be seen as placing our attention on that which we  
desire to see come into form, and to take it as a lens for comprehension of this moment in ourdesire to see come into form, and to take it as a lens for comprehension of this moment in our  
worlds history, and finally, through this, to accent through collaborative action dedicated to theworlds history, and finally, through this, to accent through collaborative action dedicated to the  
common good, those interdependent dimensions of what we will call "The Great Turning". common good, those interdependent dimensions of what we will call "The Great Turning". 

In this treatise, "Great Turning" will be used to describe a fundamental transformative andIn this treatise, "Great Turning" will be used to describe a fundamental transformative and  
evolutionary process that I am coming to believe we are in the midst of.  The Great Turning isevolutionary process that I am coming to believe we are in the midst of.  The Great Turning is  
the shift from the Industrial Growth Society to a Life Sustaining Society.   In conclusion I willthe shift from the Industrial Growth Society to a Life Sustaining Society.   In conclusion I will  
show how this work is being done now, how these possibilities are being explored andshow how this work is being done now, how these possibilities are being explored and  
brought into awareness, and what we must do as individuals in order to tip the odds of ourbrought into awareness, and what we must do as individuals in order to tip the odds of our  
survival in our favor. survival in our favor. 

:: :: :: :: :: :: 

⁃ I will argue in this treatise the absolute necessity for theI will argue in this treatise the absolute necessity for the   
survival of every last human being on this planet an accellerated shift ofsurvival of every last human being on this planet an accellerated shift of   
perspective that moves us away from the assumptions that gave form toperspective that moves us away from the assumptions that gave form to   
our current economic, political and social systems and that moves usour current economic, political and social systems and that moves us   
towards a view of the world that honors relationships and processes, thattowards a view of the world that honors relationships and processes, that   
gives high regard to the future generations, that comprehends thegives high regard to the future generations, that comprehends the   
complexity of our inter-relationship with the natural world, and that iscomplexity of our inter-relationship with the natural world, and that is   
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fundamentally open to new learnings born of our personal experience. fundamentally open to new learnings born of our personal experience. 

The assumptions that gave form to our current economic, political, and social systems formThe assumptions that gave form to our current economic, political, and social systems form  
what modern psychology would call a lens.  Just like placing a new lens on a pair ofwhat modern psychology would call a lens.  Just like placing a new lens on a pair of  
sunglasses, a psychological lens influences how we percieve the world.  One mechanismsunglasses, a psychological lens influences how we percieve the world.  One mechanism  
through which we percieve the world is through the use of metaphor.  If, in our own processthrough which we percieve the world is through the use of metaphor.  If, in our own process  
and mental activity, we refer to our child as an angel, we will see her in one way.  When weand mental activity, we refer to our child as an angel, we will see her in one way.  When we  
see our child as a troublemaker, we will see her in a completely different way.  Regardless ofsee our child as a troublemaker, we will see her in a completely different way.  Regardless of  
how our child acts, we will interpret her way of being differently depending on what metaphorhow our child acts, we will interpret her way of being differently depending on what metaphor  
we use to describe her.  Our metaphors for eachother inform how we relate, and ourwe use to describe her.  Our metaphors for eachother inform how we relate, and our  
metaphors for the natural world inform how we relate to nature in the same way.  Through themetaphors for the natural world inform how we relate to nature in the same way.  Through the  
same assumptions that gave form to the dominant worldview, which cultural anthropologistssame assumptions that gave form to the dominant worldview, which cultural anthropologists  
would commonly refer to as modernity, we have come to see and therefore treat the world aswould commonly refer to as modernity, we have come to see and therefore treat the world as  
"supply house and sewer," as Joanna Macy describes it in her landmark text "Coming Back to"supply house and sewer," as Joanna Macy describes it in her landmark text "Coming Back to  
Life".  Seeing the natural world as supply house and sewer is functional as long as we limitLife".  Seeing the natural world as supply house and sewer is functional as long as we limit  
our perceptions to the near term and our agendas to personal gain at the expense of others.our perceptions to the near term and our agendas to personal gain at the expense of others.  
Unfortunalty, treating the world as both supply house and sewer, and treating the supply ofUnfortunalty, treating the world as both supply house and sewer, and treating the supply of  
natural resources as fuel for the "engines of progress" as Joanna Macy puts it, is illiciting anatural resources as fuel for the "engines of progress" as Joanna Macy puts it, is illiciting a  
state of exponentially increasing ecological decline, and therefore an exponentially increasingstate of exponentially increasing ecological decline, and therefore an exponentially increasing  
decline in the life supporting capacities of the natural world.  We will look at this closer,decline in the life supporting capacities of the natural world.  We will look at this closer,  
including the assumptions and ways of seeing the world which constitute the architecture ofincluding the assumptions and ways of seeing the world which constitute the architecture of  
the Industrial Growth Society, but first lets verfiy some of the necessary life support capacitiesthe Industrial Growth Society, but first lets verfiy some of the necessary life support capacities  
of the natural world so that we can identify tangible examples of the current ecologicalof the natural world so that we can identify tangible examples of the current ecological  
decline. decline. 

As we look at the data available we will find that the life supporting capacities of theAs we look at the data available we will find that the life supporting capacities of the   
Earth are dependent upon the diversity of life, continuity in the chains of life, and anEarth are dependent upon the diversity of life, continuity in the chains of life, and an   
actual ecosystem capable of transforming CO2 into O2.   actual ecosystem capable of transforming CO2 into O2.   

• Without diversity, we find that aspects of any ecosystem are less capable of adaptingWithout diversity, we find that aspects of any ecosystem are less capable of adapting  
to changing circumstances, and since we find the circumstances that affect anto changing circumstances, and since we find the circumstances that affect an  
ecosystem to be in constant flux, reductions in diversity reduce, in turn, its long termecosystem to be in constant flux, reductions in diversity reduce, in turn, its long term  
survival possibility. survival possibility. 
• As we review the data available today, we find diversity to be in an exponentialAs we review the data available today, we find diversity to be in an exponential  
decline, indicating a rapid decline in the long term survival possibility of the ecosystemsdecline, indicating a rapid decline in the long term survival possibility of the ecosystems  
which we depend upon for our survival. which we depend upon for our survival. 
• As you are already aware of, the ecosystems of the world act as filters which reduceAs you are already aware of, the ecosystems of the world act as filters which reduce  
the amount of toxic gasses and other pollutants in the air we breathe, as well asthe amount of toxic gasses and other pollutants in the air we breathe, as well as  
transform Co2 into O2, which is a function necessary for human life on Earth. transform Co2 into O2, which is a function necessary for human life on Earth. 
• When the chain of life is broken, its affects ripple out in unseen ways.  One break inWhen the chain of life is broken, its affects ripple out in unseen ways.  One break in  
a life chain can wipe out another species entirely.  Take the bee population in the USa life chain can wipe out another species entirely.  Take the bee population in the US  
for example.  The population of bees dropped dramatically in _____ and through thisfor example.  The population of bees dropped dramatically in _____ and through this  
threatened the continuity of pollination, a function necessary for diversity and continuitythreatened the continuity of pollination, a function necessary for diversity and continuity  
for a large portion of the plant life on the planet.  for a large portion of the plant life on the planet.  

With a simple review of the data available we also find that each of these elements is inWith a simple review of the data available we also find that each of these elements is in   
an exponential decline, which shows the exponential decline in the life givingan exponential decline, which shows the exponential decline in the life giving   
capacities of the Earth, and therefore the fundamental failure of humanity to operate incapacities of the Earth, and therefore the fundamental failure of humanity to operate in  
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a way which is conducive to life.   a way which is conducive to life.   

(reference david ulansey's site)(reference david ulansey's site)

How have we failed?How have we failed?

The "Industrial Growth Society" and its paradigmThe "Industrial Growth Society" and its paradigm

Measurements of progressMeasurements of progress
• By definition the Industrial Growth Society is measured by the rate of increase of itsBy definition the Industrial Growth Society is measured by the rate of increase of its  
profitability.  Since profit is inextricably linked to the consumerism, which is fed by theprofitability.  Since profit is inextricably linked to the consumerism, which is fed by the  
extraction and consumption of resources, we live in a system which, by its very natureextraction and consumption of resources, we live in a system which, by its very nature  
is set up to place the highest priority on that which is consuming its natural resources.is set up to place the highest priority on that which is consuming its natural resources.  
In addition, because we measure our success based on the rate of increase of theseIn addition, because we measure our success based on the rate of increase of these  
variables, our system is dependent upon an an ever increasing rate of consumption ofvariables, our system is dependent upon an an ever increasing rate of consumption of  
our natural resources.  Since, also, the processes utilized in the fostering ofour natural resources.  Since, also, the processes utilized in the fostering of  
consumerism in an ever accelerating manner are directly affecting a negative impactconsumerism in an ever accelerating manner are directly affecting a negative impact  
on the diversity of life, continuity in the chains of life, and the degradation of our worldson the diversity of life, continuity in the chains of life, and the degradation of our worlds  
ecosystem, we are embedded in a system which is like a runaway train headed for itsecosystem, we are embedded in a system which is like a runaway train headed for its  
own annialiation, with the speed lever set on ever accelerating speeds. own annialiation, with the speed lever set on ever accelerating speeds. 
• Joanna Macy's text does a great job of outlining this.  I would compliment theseJoanna Macy's text does a great job of outlining this.  I would compliment these  
words by clarifying what we can learn from Erich Fromm; that given the characteristicswords by clarifying what we can learn from Erich Fromm; that given the characteristics  
of modern industrial society, "living human beings" are "reduced to a number", to aof modern industrial society, "living human beings" are "reduced to a number", to a  
means to an end, and that when we lack the fundamental human to human connection,means to an end, and that when we lack the fundamental human to human connection,  
the awareness of another human being as that, it becomes possible for "truethe awareness of another human being as that, it becomes possible for "true  
beauraucrats" to "commit acts of utter cruelty... because they feel no human bond tobeauraucrats" to "commit acts of utter cruelty... because they feel no human bond to  
thier subjects"thier subjects"
• So, it is clear that our current socio-political system is facilitating an everSo, it is clear that our current socio-political system is facilitating an ever  
accellerating ecological decline.  Simultaneously, we see the emergence of aaccellerating ecological decline.  Simultaneously, we see the emergence of a  
sustainable civilization taking root.  This shift from the Industrial Growth Civilization to asustainable civilization taking root.  This shift from the Industrial Growth Civilization to a  
Sustainable Civlization is known as the Great Turning. Sustainable Civlization is known as the Great Turning. 

The Great TurningThe Great Turning
• Through investigation we can actually identify 3 mutully interdependent and mutuallyThrough investigation we can actually identify 3 mutully interdependent and mutually  
reinforcing elements within the Great Turning.   Given the self-consuming nature of thereinforcing elements within the Great Turning.   Given the self-consuming nature of the  
dominant worldview, it is absolutely essential to the continuity of life that we identifydominant worldview, it is absolutely essential to the continuity of life that we identify  
individuals who are living in a sustainable relationship with the world and that weindividuals who are living in a sustainable relationship with the world and that we  
investigate the framework of reality that they are using to direct thier actions.  investigate the framework of reality that they are using to direct thier actions.  

Individuals living sustainably todayIndividuals living sustainably today
• I will argue that it is essential that we identify who is operating from a worldviewI will argue that it is essential that we identify who is operating from a worldview  
which gives high regard to the future generations and to the life supporting capacitieswhich gives high regard to the future generations and to the life supporting capacities  
of the earth and that we inspect thier belief systems, with the intent to identify our ownof the earth and that we inspect thier belief systems, with the intent to identify our own  
and to identify how other ways of seeing could afford us a sane and ecologicallyand to identify how other ways of seeing could afford us a sane and ecologically  
sustainable human presence on our shared planet.sustainable human presence on our shared planet.
• When we look into Indigenous Peoples and the ways that they relate to the Earth,When we look into Indigenous Peoples and the ways that they relate to the Earth,  
many tribes have the following characteristics:many tribes have the following characteristics:
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⁃ honor relationships and processeshonor relationships and processes
⁃ honors interrelationshiphonors interrelationship
⁃ worldview more aligned with systems views then with causalityworldview more aligned with systems views then with causality
⁃ open to new learning through experienceopen to new learning through experience
⁃ honor of the future generationshonor of the future generations

• Reflecting on these characteristics, we can notice how aligned they seem to be withReflecting on these characteristics, we can notice how aligned they seem to be with  
Living Systems Theory compared with the assumptions of causality, bringing ourLiving Systems Theory compared with the assumptions of causality, bringing our  
investigation to the framework of reality afforded to us through an understanding ofinvestigation to the framework of reality afforded to us through an understanding of  
Living Systems Theory.  Living Systems Theory.  

• Causality and Systems TheoryCausality and Systems Theory
⁃ the scientific method and its birth gave form to a worldview whichthe scientific method and its birth gave form to a worldview which  
emphasised elements and ingredients over the value of relationships andemphasised elements and ingredients over the value of relationships and  
processes.  In contrast, individuals seeking understanding who gave emphasisprocesses.  In contrast, individuals seeking understanding who gave emphasis  
to relationships and processes forwarded a worldview known as systemsto relationships and processes forwarded a worldview known as systems  
thinking.  thinking.  

• Systems ThinkingSystems Thinking
⁃ Systems thinking sees life as inherently interconnected, similar to theSystems thinking sees life as inherently interconnected, similar to the  
worldview of the indigenous peoples, and through a high regard for the relationsworldview of the indigenous peoples, and through a high regard for the relations  
between phenomena and the processes undergone by phenomena, systemsbetween phenomena and the processes undergone by phenomena, systems  
perspectives offer a way of seeing and honoring relationships that seems toperspectives offer a way of seeing and honoring relationships that seems to  
foster sustainability.  If I am not aware of the relationship between my peoplefoster sustainability.  If I am not aware of the relationship between my people  
and the Earth, I am less likely to regard it.  If I see my dependence on the lifeand the Earth, I am less likely to regard it.  If I see my dependence on the life  
giving capacities of the land, then I am more likely to honor them.  If the systemsgiving capacities of the land, then I am more likely to honor them.  If the systems  
and institutions of my people are set up to honor these relationship and modeland institutions of my people are set up to honor these relationship and model  
my valuing of them, then my systems will be more synchronized with that whichmy valuing of them, then my systems will be more synchronized with that which  
we can call life sustaining.  we can call life sustaining.  

Systems Theory:  Dimensions of a SystemSystems Theory:  Dimensions of a System

• HolismHolism
⁃ From a systems lens, we would see the world in terms of systemsFrom a systems lens, we would see the world in terms of systems  
embedded within systems.  A cell is embedded within a tissue, which isembedded within systems.  A cell is embedded within a tissue, which is  
embedded within an organ, which is embedded within a body... etc.  Eachembedded within an organ, which is embedded within a body... etc.  Each  
system is seen as whole, and necessitating a constant stream of energy andsystem is seen as whole, and necessitating a constant stream of energy and  
information from the larger systems and the smaller systems it is in relationhipinformation from the larger systems and the smaller systems it is in relationhip  
to.   This stream of energy and information is known as feedback. to.   This stream of energy and information is known as feedback. 

• FeedbackFeedback
⁃ From a systems view, feedback is the essential transfer of energy andFrom a systems view, feedback is the essential transfer of energy and  
information which informs the evolution, self regulation, and adaptability of ainformation which informs the evolution, self regulation, and adaptability of a  
living syste.  Based on this stream of energy and information, a living system willliving syste.  Based on this stream of energy and information, a living system will  
adapt to its environment, self -regulate and bring itself into homeostasis, andadapt to its environment, self -regulate and bring itself into homeostasis, and  
evolve over time. evolve over time. 

• A runaway systemA runaway system
⁃ If there is an interruption in the stream of energy and information forIf there is an interruption in the stream of energy and information for  
any living system, it starts to self destruct.  This is known as a runaway system.any living system, it starts to self destruct.  This is known as a runaway system.  
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A cancerous cell is a cell that grows with disregard to the needs of the wholeA cancerous cell is a cell that grows with disregard to the needs of the whole  
body, a larger system it would naturally operate in harmony with.   Thisbody, a larger system it would naturally operate in harmony with.   This  
disregard for the needs of the whole is seen as a block in the feedback loop. disregard for the needs of the whole is seen as a block in the feedback loop. 

• Apatheia and the Great TurningApatheia and the Great Turning
⁃ The greatest threat to the great turning is Apatheia.  Apatheia is theThe greatest threat to the great turning is Apatheia.  Apatheia is the  
severing of our feedback loop with the Earth.  Just as in the cell of the body,severing of our feedback loop with the Earth.  Just as in the cell of the body,  
severing that feedback loop prevents the Earth, as a living system, from comingsevering that feedback loop prevents the Earth, as a living system, from coming  
back into homeostasis through its relationship with us.  It prevents the naturalback into homeostasis through its relationship with us.  It prevents the natural  
service to the self - regulating capacities of the Earth through humanity, and weservice to the self - regulating capacities of the Earth through humanity, and we  
become like the cancer cell, operating in disregard to the needs of the largerbecome like the cancer cell, operating in disregard to the needs of the larger  
system we would naturally be in service to. system we would naturally be in service to. 

• Dispelling ApatheiaDispelling Apatheia
⁃ I will argue that as living systems we must open ourselves up to theI will argue that as living systems we must open ourselves up to the  
energy and information available within our relationship with the larger systemsenergy and information available within our relationship with the larger systems  
and our unfiltered awareness of the circumstances that we find ourselvesand our unfiltered awareness of the circumstances that we find ourselves  
immersed in during this particular moment of our worlds history.  The simplestimmersed in during this particular moment of our worlds history.  The simplest  
way of responding to the atrocities of social injustice, economic andway of responding to the atrocities of social injustice, economic and  
environmental degradation and the ongoing wars that we contribute to eitherenvironmental degradation and the ongoing wars that we contribute to either  
directly or indirectly is to shut down.  Unfortunatly, through shutting out our paindirectly or indirectly is to shut down.  Unfortunatly, through shutting out our pain  
we also shut out our joy, and the result is a disconnected, numb, apatheticwe also shut out our joy, and the result is a disconnected, numb, apathetic  
human presence incapable of adapting to the circumstances that we havehuman presence incapable of adapting to the circumstances that we have  
generated around us.   generated around us.   

•• Fostering the Great Turning by dispelling ApatheiaFostering the Great Turning by dispelling Apatheia
⁃ One of the most direct methods through which we can foster The GreatOne of the most direct methods through which we can foster The Great  
Turning is through, as living systems, opening to the feedback available,Turning is through, as living systems, opening to the feedback available,  
allowing it to churn within us, to churn us, as it were, and then using our directallowing it to churn within us, to churn us, as it were, and then using our direct  
experience of it as evidence of our interconnection with the world as well asexperience of it as evidence of our interconnection with the world as well as  
allowing those feelings to inform our way of being in the world. allowing those feelings to inform our way of being in the world. 

Accentuating the positiveAccentuating the positive

One of the most powerful things that I believe we can learn from the work of Joanna Macy isOne of the most powerful things that I believe we can learn from the work of Joanna Macy is  
the value of accentuating the positive as a method and path for doing our personal part in thethe value of accentuating the positive as a method and path for doing our personal part in the  
creation of a society that honors life and the future generations.  Looking from the birds eyecreation of a society that honors life and the future generations.  Looking from the birds eye  
view at the way that Joanna Macy presents her work and the way that her book "Comingview at the way that Joanna Macy presents her work and the way that her book "Coming  
Back to Life" is structured we can notice how the underlying structure that she builds herBack to Life" is structured we can notice how the underlying structure that she builds her  
teachings and experiential exercises on express various characteristics of what we will callteachings and experiential exercises on express various characteristics of what we will call  
the emergent intelligence.  One such characteristic is what we can call accentuating thethe emergent intelligence.  One such characteristic is what we can call accentuating the  
positive. positive. 

In the desire to create a just and sustainable world, some individuals will seek to identify whatIn the desire to create a just and sustainable world, some individuals will seek to identify what  
is not working and fix it.  This approach resulted in the "war on terror" and the "war on drugs",is not working and fix it.  This approach resulted in the "war on terror" and the "war on drugs",  
neither of which produced fruitful results.  One reason that these approaches are and willneither of which produced fruitful results.  One reason that these approaches are and will  
always be fruitless is that these individuals are placing themselves in opposition to thealways be fruitless is that these individuals are placing themselves in opposition to the  
percieved problem, and through this they are actually accentuating it... or "accentuating thepercieved problem, and through this they are actually accentuating it... or "accentuating the  
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negative".  I will not be so arrogant as to think that I could describe why accentuating thenegative".  I will not be so arrogant as to think that I could describe why accentuating the  
negative results in total failure of ones agenda with such consistancy, rather, I will simply pointnegative results in total failure of ones agenda with such consistancy, rather, I will simply point  
to the poem "unconditional", by Jennifer Welwood, where Jennifer states "that which I fleeto the poem "unconditional", by Jennifer Welwood, where Jennifer states "that which I flee  
from pursues me, that which I embrace transforms me..."  I will take the position with a greatfrom pursues me, that which I embrace transforms me..."  I will take the position with a great  
deal of confidence that we can transpose the words resist, hide, and oppose for the worddeal of confidence that we can transpose the words resist, hide, and oppose for the word  
"flee" in this poem, and that it can illustrate for us that there is a great deal of power that lies"flee" in this poem, and that it can illustrate for us that there is a great deal of power that lies  
hidden within our embrace of that which is real in any particular moment, including thishidden within our embrace of that which is real in any particular moment, including this  
moment of our history.   moment of our history.   

Perhaps the experience of embracing or allowing that which is real in a given momentPerhaps the experience of embracing or allowing that which is real in a given moment  
somehow roots us in the present, and through that provides access to a realm of opportunitysomehow roots us in the present, and through that provides access to a realm of opportunity  
and possibility that might be hidden when we are basing our actions on the past, or to beand possibility that might be hidden when we are basing our actions on the past, or to be  
more accurate, when we are reacting to data from the past rather then drawing from the realmmore accurate, when we are reacting to data from the past rather then drawing from the realm  
of possibility in the present.  of possibility in the present.  

Accentuating the Positive and the Great TurningAccentuating the Positive and the Great Turning

"The individuals greatest strength is based on the maximum of integration of his personality,"The individuals greatest strength is based on the maximum of integration of his personality,   
and that means also the maximum of and that means also the maximum of 

his transparence to himself.  "Know thyself" is one of the fundamental commands that aim athis transparence to himself.  "Know thyself" is one of the fundamental commands that aim at   
human strength and happiness"human strength and happiness"

Accentuating the positive, then, can be seen as this drawing from the realm of possibility inAccentuating the positive, then, can be seen as this drawing from the realm of possibility in  
the present, which we could imagine would be dependant upon a lack of resistance to wherethe present, which we could imagine would be dependant upon a lack of resistance to where  
we are at in a given moment.  When we are in resistance to the past we are divided, and inwe are at in a given moment.  When we are in resistance to the past we are divided, and in  
order to bring all of us to meet a given situation or to illicit a given vision, we would need toorder to bring all of us to meet a given situation or to illicit a given vision, we would need to  
show up as an expression of wholeness.  This is what I associate with drawing from theshow up as an expression of wholeness.  This is what I associate with drawing from the  
present, and this leads me to believe that dispelling our internal resistances aids in ourpresent, and this leads me to believe that dispelling our internal resistances aids in our  
showing up from a place of wholeness, and therefore in our ability to show up to any momentshowing up from a place of wholeness, and therefore in our ability to show up to any moment  
fully present and fully available to meet it.  fully present and fully available to meet it.  

What does this have to do with social change work and the teachings of Joanna Macy?What does this have to do with social change work and the teachings of Joanna Macy?  
Simple.  She spends very little time trying to change what is or focusing on what is "broken"Simple.  She spends very little time trying to change what is or focusing on what is "broken"  
about this moment.  Rather, she directs our attention to the emergent... to the birth of theabout this moment.  Rather, she directs our attention to the emergent... to the birth of the  
new... and she helps us to see the emergent, or the process of emergence that we call "Thenew... and she helps us to see the emergent, or the process of emergence that we call "The  
Great Turning" by illustrating the mutual interdependence and scope of its variousGreat Turning" by illustrating the mutual interdependence and scope of its various  
dimensions.  Through placing her attention and directing our attention towards The Greatdimensions.  Through placing her attention and directing our attention towards The Great  
Turning in her teaching and writing she is directly accentuating the positive.   On anotherTurning in her teaching and writing she is directly accentuating the positive.   On another  
level, the underlying architecture to the experiential learning work that Joanna Macy teacheslevel, the underlying architecture to the experiential learning work that Joanna Macy teaches  
facilitates a coming to peace with that which is, and therefore a rooting of oneself and onesfacilitates a coming to peace with that which is, and therefore a rooting of oneself and ones  
social action in the present, through work that is known as "despair work".  We repress oursocial action in the present, through work that is known as "despair work".  We repress our  
emotional responses to the state of the world for various reasons, and since our pain and ouremotional responses to the state of the world for various reasons, and since our pain and our  
joy are "two sides of the same coin" as Thich Naht Hanh puts it, we end up numb, orjoy are "two sides of the same coin" as Thich Naht Hanh puts it, we end up numb, or  
expressing what is known as Apatheia.  Through despair work we open the closets, let ourexpressing what is known as Apatheia.  Through despair work we open the closets, let our  
inner fires out, and ultimately let ourselves be consumed by those fires.  Since the truth caninner fires out, and ultimately let ourselves be consumed by those fires.  Since the truth can  
hurt, these practices are done at the pace and desired level of depth that each participanthurt, these practices are done at the pace and desired level of depth that each participant  
defines for themselves.  To the extent that we journey into the unknown through thesedefines for themselves.  To the extent that we journey into the unknown through these  
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practices, we gain access to the gems that await us within them.  At times it can seem that wepractices, we gain access to the gems that await us within them.  At times it can seem that we  
are losing ourselves completely, as described by Anita Barrows in the following passage.are losing ourselves completely, as described by Anita Barrows in the following passage.  
Anita is asking the reader to what extent they will pass into the wall of fire within which allAnita is asking the reader to what extent they will pass into the wall of fire within which all  
knowledge is contained....knowledge is contained....

"will  you pass through it now, "will  you pass through it now, 
will you let it consumewill you let it consume
whatever solidness this iswhatever solidness this is
you call your life & sendyou call your life & send
you out, a tremor of heatyou out, a tremor of heat
a radiance, a changed a radiance, a changed 
flickering thing?flickering thing?

Doing this work aids us folks working to forward the Great Turning with a clearing of thatDoing this work aids us folks working to forward the Great Turning with a clearing of that  
internal divide that would keep us from being present and therefore drawing from the fullinternal divide that would keep us from being present and therefore drawing from the full  
range of possibility that each moment would afford us.  To contrast presence in this moment,range of possibility that each moment would afford us.  To contrast presence in this moment,  
consider to what extent an individual is able to draw from the realm of possibility when theyconsider to what extent an individual is able to draw from the realm of possibility when they  
are allowing notions of limitation based on past failures to serve as protection against failure.are allowing notions of limitation based on past failures to serve as protection against failure.  
The survival of life on the planet calls for a cultivation of what Monica Sharma calledThe survival of life on the planet calls for a cultivation of what Monica Sharma called  
"unmessabilitywithness", the capacity to continously source possibilties in the face of no"unmessabilitywithness", the capacity to continously source possibilties in the face of no  
agreement, of no support.  This quality of character requires a significant level of gusto fromagreement, of no support.  This quality of character requires a significant level of gusto from  
any individual, including but not limited to the choice to see the full range of ones options inany individual, including but not limited to the choice to see the full range of ones options in  
each moment.  Notions of being "not good enough" are not in service to collectiveeach moment.  Notions of being "not good enough" are not in service to collective  
transformation.  We are called to transcend the compasses of yesterday in the creation of atransformation.  We are called to transcend the compasses of yesterday in the creation of a  
better today.  better today.  

The second arguement that I will will make for accentuating the positive as the most effectiveThe second arguement that I will will make for accentuating the positive as the most effective  
way of accelerating the necessary process of internal and relational transformation is basedway of accelerating the necessary process of internal and relational transformation is based  
on the quote by Einstein that you "cannot solve a problem from the same state ofon the quote by Einstein that you "cannot solve a problem from the same state of  
consciousness that created it".  consciousness that created it".  
The ways of thinking that we use to make our discernments and the underlying assumptionsThe ways of thinking that we use to make our discernments and the underlying assumptions  
of our current worldview inform our ways of responding and our ways of creating the new.  Ifof our current worldview inform our ways of responding and our ways of creating the new.  If  
these assumptions are either false or out of aligment with that which we would hope to createthese assumptions are either false or out of aligment with that which we would hope to create  
we will continously run into the same set of problems.  The problem, in this case, is in thewe will continously run into the same set of problems.  The problem, in this case, is in the  
perception of each individual rather then in the circumstances we are engaging.  perception of each individual rather then in the circumstances we are engaging.  

How the work is being done nowHow the work is being done now

In conclusion I will show how this work is being done now, how these possibilities are beingIn conclusion I will show how this work is being done now, how these possibilities are being  
explored and brought into awareness, and what we must do as individuals in order to tip theexplored and brought into awareness, and what we must do as individuals in order to tip the  
odds of our survival in our favor. odds of our survival in our favor. 

So, in this article so far I have done my best to describe to you an arguement of the absoluteSo, in this article so far I have done my best to describe to you an arguement of the absolute  
necessity of an accellerated shift from the assumptions that gave form to the world we knownecessity of an accellerated shift from the assumptions that gave form to the world we know  
to an entirely new set of assumptions. to an entirely new set of assumptions. 

And, within this, I have illustrated to the best of my ability as of today, some key notions forAnd, within this, I have illustrated to the best of my ability as of today, some key notions for  
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understanding The Great Turning, a number of significant perspectives including that ofunderstanding The Great Turning, a number of significant perspectives including that of  
holism and systems theory, to the extent that I imagine these ways of seeing will enhanceholism and systems theory, to the extent that I imagine these ways of seeing will enhance  
your understanding of the great turning, and I have given extra emphasis to the notion ofyour understanding of the great turning, and I have given extra emphasis to the notion of  
"accentuating the positive," a notion that was first introduced to me by Stephen Goodman at"accentuating the positive," a notion that was first introduced to me by Stephen Goodman at  
CIIS. CIIS. 

To tie things up I am going to make an effort to outline to you the work that is being done nowTo tie things up I am going to make an effort to outline to you the work that is being done now  
to foster the Great Turning, with special emphasis on the facilitation of shifts in consciousnessto foster the Great Turning, with special emphasis on the facilitation of shifts in consciousness  
and the architecture of the learning environment.  These are the main areas of interest for meand the architecture of the learning environment.  These are the main areas of interest for me  
in my calling to take part in the great turning and I hope they help make this incrediblein my calling to take part in the great turning and I hope they help make this incredible  
moment in time we are sharing make a bit more sense to you. moment in time we are sharing make a bit more sense to you. 

the Work that Reconnects and the Great Turningthe Work that Reconnects and the Great Turning
(how the work that reconnects serves the great turning)(how the work that reconnects serves the great turning)

The Work that ReconnectsThe Work that Reconnects

The architecture of the learning environmentThe architecture of the learning environment
(underlying architecture of the work that reconnects)(underlying architecture of the work that reconnects)

key termskey terms

relational intelligencerelational intelligence
emergent intelligenceemergent intelligence

ways of expanding the work that reconnectsways of expanding the work that reconnects

exa and the work that reconnectsexa and the work that reconnects
embodiment and the work that reconnectsembodiment and the work that reconnects
applying the work that reconnects to new audiencesapplying the work that reconnects to new audiences
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CreationCreation
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AnimationAnimation

CelebrationCelebration
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ConcentrationConcentration
DedicationDedication
SeperationSeperation
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